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A prize-winning perfonnance

Pell Grant
rises,
more
.Ulcreases
p roposed
By Amanda Maurer
Campus News Editor

Recent changes to increase the
Pell Grant
not make as much
of a difference for Columbia students than legislators may have
hoped.
On Feb. 15, President George W.
Bush approved a Pell Grant

may

increase for this coming school year
and the extra funding may not stop
there. In February, Bush released
his proposed 2008 Education
Department budget, which also

calls for additional Pell Grant funding over the next fi ve years.

Rico Sisney, left. a sophomore music major, and Nick Paul, a sophomore acting major, celebrate after Columbia's improv team wins th e pH

PrOductions contest Feb. 21. The team will now have a spot to perform at Stage Left: Theatre every Thursday for the next four weeks.

College improv team
wirisJolir-week run
aftheater
8y _

Yoteln',. -

As;sistant

campus.News Editor

The crowd roared with . laughter,
then in a moment, went completely
silent Sweating, either from body
heal or anticipation; they sat in a half
circle around the stage in the center
of Ihe room. Every seat was occupied. More than 25 students were

twned away at the door of the black- had come to announce the winner
box theater.
. . C?tqt~ com~tition. Based on box
Behind a dark curtain on the side office ~ts,...one team would be
of the stage stood Chris Edwards awarded the chance to retwn for a
and the rest of the Colwnbia team. four-week run at Stage Left
He had his fingers crossed as if wait- Theater, 3408 N. Sheffield Ave.
ing to win an Oscar. His lips moved,
When Edwards heard his team 's
silently mouthing "Columbia, name over the speakers, the junior
Colwnbia,"--his attempt to will the film major and his 13 teammates
words into a reality.
rushed the stage. They jumped,
All three improv comedy teams danced and hugged. For them it was
had perfonned: first Loyola much more than a friendly compeUniversity, then DePaul University tition; it was.recognition for all their
and finally Columbia. The moment time and dedication.

'" could die right now and I'd be a
happy man," Edwards said. "We've
worked three years for this."
The group is a part of an improv
comedy " pHarm team" ca ll ed
Droppin' Science, sponsored by
Co lumbia and pH Productions, a
Chicago Improv comedy group
founded in 2002. pH began the
pHarm outreach program to universities in the c ity, first at Loyo la
in 2003, then at Columbia in 2004
and DePaul in 2006, said Guy
See Improy t Page 7

This fall, students can receive
up to $4,31 O' from the Pel I Grant,
an increase of $260. However,
even with thi s increase, the grant
amount rema ins $ 140 below the
rise o f inflation.
However, Bush's proposed
budget for 2008 ca ll s fo r additional Pell Grant funding, whi ch
comes at the COSI of cutting other
federal aid programs. The budget
would increase the 2008-2009
schooJ year 's maximuf!l awar4 to
$4,660>ariother increase of more
than 6 percent. The budget proposes that the Pell Grant continues to increase until it reaches
$5,400 in 20 12.
The max imum awarded Pell
Grant aid had been frozen at
$4 ,050, when it experienced its
last increase of $5 0 in 2003 .
However, some don 't believe
the current . $260 increase will
have muc h of an impact on st udent s' finan cial s ituations next
yea r.
See

Gran~

Page 9

Marriage on the rocks
Chris Rock discusses
his serious side
8y Chrissy Mahlmei,ler
Assistant ME Editor

Sporting a turtleneck beneath a
brown blazer, Chris Rock reclined
comfortably on the stark-white
sofa and placed his tightly-laced
shoes on the coffee table sitting in
the center of his lavish Peninsula
Holel room, 108 E. Superior St.
. Between countless hearty chuckles and breaking into song mid-sentence, Rock discussed his newest
film, I Think I Love My Wife. This
serious comedy is about the fantasies plaguing a commined husband thalltun into real life tempta-

T he C hronicle: Yo u' re more
dramatic in this role of ruchard
Cooper. How does that feel?
Chris Rock : I know this doesn't
make sense, but because I was
more dramatic , it led to more
funny scenes. I mean, this is a
comedy. We kind of keep the tone

real. I don't see a lot of comedies,
or any comedies, where the tone is
real. Nobody plays their age in
movies . It 's some guy [who]
won 't grow up . He won't grow up.
He's got to learn a lesson. He ' ll
grow up by the end of a movie-a
tittle bit. It's always some grown
guy who is 40, playing Playstation
saying, 'What 's wrong?'

How did you st u mble u pon
Chloe In The Afternoon?
The first movie was something
that' bumped into. I was looking
through the ais les of Tower
Records. Remember that place?
It 's like the Charlotte Hornets or
See Chris Rock, P age 25

The offiCial student

Cool Kent
on the air

newspaper at Columbia
College Chicago and
Chicago's South loop

Page 20

In this

@

tion. Directed, written by and starring Rock, this film is based on Eric
Rohmer's French film Chloe In The
Ajiemoon. Rock, the self-<lescribed
family man, admits to cute
moments with co-star Kerry
Washington (Nikki) and even
relates the film back to his own
steadfast marriage in an interview
with The Chronicle. J Think J Love
My Wlfo hits theaters March 16.

issue ~

.. .

A still from Chris Rock's new movie '1Think I Love My Wife.' The
Chronicle recently spoke to Rock about his second directorial feature.
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The 'unreasonable'
Nadertalks politics

Page 44

News & Notes
The City Council
rogue squad
By Hunter Clauss, Editor-in-Chief
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The greatest comic book vil~
with Aldennan Arenda
lains are always demented and
Troutman at her ward office,
which is located in a building
eccentrically themed madmen.
When it comes to the heated
that once appeared to be a
world of Chicago politics, the
storefront. A big red sign,
lines between "good guy" and
which almost spanned the
"bad guy" may not be clear- but
lengtQ of the ward office, hung
the quirkiness is still the same.
above a large window with.
There couldn't be a better
"Troutman" labeled in bold letexample than 3rd Ward
Aldennan Dorothy Tillman.
-None of the 50 Chiaago City
Council members have such a
distinguishable trademark as
Tillman 's loud, flamboyant
hats. Aside from recently
being exposed for handing out
management jobs at the
Harold Washington Cultural
Center to friends and family
members, Tillman always
wears extremely large
brimmed hats wherever she
goes, making her tardiness to
city council meetings all the
more obvious.
This almost-cartoonish staple is shared only with one
villain who comes immediate- Alderman Arenda Troutman, of the
South Side's 20th ward, has been
ly to mind-James Bond's
questioned I'fthe FBI.
hat-throwing Oddjob from
Goldfinger. The stocky, derbytetS. What caught my eye, howwearing henchman brought a
ever, was a trout leaping out of
hilarious new meaning of terror
an invisible lake over the alderby cbucking his razor-sharp
man 's last name.
brimmed hat at his prey. And
This little touch to the alderthe thought of getting caught in
man 's sign is reminiscent of
Tillman's line of fire is beyond
Batman's portly .enemy, the
frightening. Then again, she
Penguin, whose evil deeds
did wave a gun in the air at a
sometimes included riding
heated community meeting in
around in a submarine that
the early '90s.
looked like a penguin. And
But Tillman is by no means
Troutman doesn't exactly have
a spotless record. In 2004, she
the only colorful character city
council member. I recently viswas ~en in by federal agents
ited the South Side 20th Ward
after a large bust on the Black
Disciples. FBI agents queswith associate editor Allison
Riggio. We were on a mission
tioned Troutman for an alleged
to tty and score an interview
relationship she had with

Donnell "Scandalous" lehan,
who was the gang's third-incommand. According to an
informant, Jehan was seen driying around in Troutman's SUV,
which I hope is trout-themed.
Recently, the FBI busted
Troutman in a sting operation
that alleged she took bribes
from a real estate developer.
In addition to Tillman and
Troutman is lOth Ward
Alderman Shirley Coleman.
Coleman's name rhYmes with
the Molem~, who is quite
possibly the lamest villain that
ever battled the Fantastic Four.
The Molernan lived in an
underground world, where I
imagine Coleman resides considering she's hardly ever
available for it comment.
Alderman Burton "Burt"
Nataros, of the 42nd Ward,
sometimes resembles a mad
scientist with his bubbling and
his off-center proposals, such
as suggesting a resolution
commemorating the 75th
anniversary of Dick Tracy.
It's fascinating to know that
these characters run the city of
Chicago. They aren't necessarily bad people. In ract, I grow
excited every time I walk into a
council meeting knowing
Natarus or Tillman will be
there. Politicians and reporters
aren't exactly mortal enemies,
but it is interesting to point out
that a few superheroes masquerade as journalists, like
Supennan's alter-ego C lark
Kent. But when sha.d y deals go
down or a hilarious quote is
uttered, I can only hope I'm
there to catch the scoop.
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Calendar
Feb. 26 - March 1
Film and video majors can ask questions and develop a better.understanding of Columbia's semester in Los Angeles. Open house sessions ,
will run from Feb. 26 to March I at 10 a.m. Monday and Tuesday and
11 a.m. Wednesday and Thursday in the 1104 Center, 1104 S.
Wabash Ave.

For more in/ormation, call Katie Kosinski at (312) 344-6717. ..

Eat dinner while a panel discusses how students can get help with
credit card debt and watch the award-winning documentary, MAXED
O~ The Dlovie will be shown from 5, p:tn. to} 8, p ..m ...· th~ \.104
Center, 1104 S. Wabash Ave. , on Feb. 28:
.,
~ '
'...

For more informalion. call Ana Maria Soto

01

(312) 344-7812. ."

Mark' Ensalaco, Ph.D., director of the Intema·tional Studies and
Human Rights Studies at the University of Dayton in Ohio, will hold a
discussion on human rights issues. The event runs from 3:30 p.m. to 5
p.m . in the Hokin Annex, 623 S. Wabash Ave., on Feb. 26.

hclauss@chroniclemail.com
For more information, coli Iris Dawn Parker!!!. IJ I2) 1 44;!297.
0

In Your Opinion
What would you like to see at Manifest this year?

Award-winning playwright David Henry Hwang will have an open
conversation with students and faculty over lunch about his life and
career in the performing arts. The event starts at noon in the Film Row
Cinema in the 1104 Center, 1104 S. Wabash Ave. , on March 1.

For more information, call Yuchia Chang 01 (312) 344- 7870.

Corrections
In the Feb. 19 SIOry "Students' time-saving strategies s topped," the
source AI Cross is incorrectly re ferred to as Casey Bukro.

"More of Ihe lalented
hip-hop community of
Columbia. "

"I'd ba.,·/cally wanl
see pholography.
Thai would be cool. "

10

"/ haven ~ seen a /01 of
animation work in the·

"/ wOLi/lin ~ mind tak~
ing parI in it myself ..

pasl- a 101 ojjilm but
no animation . ..

- Danny I·hr.tan, tenior mlJr#
kelin, communicl tion major

- I'am CUlro, junior art
lind det ljpl mlljor

- Lynda Rollinl, lenior film
and ... Ideo major

- MAnuel LOllgoria, junior

mill nnd ... ideo mlljor

In "Columbia goes green," Community Energy, Inc. is incOlT'tCtly
identified as a nonprofit organization. It is a for-profit company, In
addition, Columbia purchased 4 millio n kilowatt hours of RECs, not 4
million megawatt hours.

CHRONICLE

· If you have an upcoming event or announcement,
contect the news desk
chronlcleholum.edu
(312) 344-8. . .

Check out our new features at www.columbiachronicle.com
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College explores need for summer U-Pass
Summer school
students to possibly
be charged for U-Pass
By Beth Palmer
Assistant campus News Ed itor

Columbia 's administration is

hesitating to add eTA fees to
otT-season tuition until research

proves a summer commuter
majority exists.
Jointly with the Student
Government Assoc iati o n, the
administration is wo rkin g to
detennine need and support for
a summer V-Pass, which would
add up to $60 to all summer stu-

dents' tuition, but would OIlly be
available to those taking at least

six credits.
"If we find that OUT summer
schoo l students would find this
a very economical and valuable

tool , then it 's a no-brainer and
we do it," said Mark Kelly,
vice

president

of

Student

Affairs. "But there are pluses
and ' minuses; O()t all students
benefit ,"
The eTA rate of a U-Pass is
unlimited rides for 70 cents a
day, valid for the entire semester,
Kari Sommers, ass istant dean
of Student Life, sa id research on
suml'(lc f.-s t~4eflt I. demographics,
lik e e nrollm ent numb ers and
commut er data, would begin
within the next few mo nth's.

"What we don ' t want to do is
make assum ptio ns about someth ing like thi s," Sommers said.
Ifresearch detennines a fe as ible need by studen ts, a summer
U-Pass wi ll not be avai labl e
unt il summ er 2008 at the earliest, Sommers said. Th e logistics
of s igning contracts wi th the
CTA, chang ing tu ition of
Columb ia 's fou r summer sc hool
sessions and physicall y producing the passes elim inates the
possibility of s ummer 2007 UPasses.
In the meantime, SGA members began ask ing for s ignatures
in support of a summ er U-Pass
on Feb. 2 1; they plan to collect
the petitions on March L They
will present the results to the
Office of College--Wide Events,
which coordinates · the U-Pass ,
said Na' m Hayes, SGA vice
pres ident of Finance.
" It 's part of the process, but I
don't think we can limit the
fina l decision only to [the peti tion] becau se it may not give
the- comp lete picture ,)' Kelly
said . " But I welcome the student government's energy and
CTA riders walk in and out of the Brown Line's LaSalle Libra ry stop on Feb. 22. Columbia's administra,
activity."
•
tors and Student Government Association are looking into the possi bility of offering a U-Pass to summer
While the di sc laimer on the
school students.
SGA petition li sts the pr ices' of
Amy Furrow, a se nior art and
each s ummer sess ions ' U-Pass, and Sommers sa id research ca n students, or not ," Hayes sa id
it does not s tate that a s ummer not consi s t ,.' of~ lthe petition durin g a recent SGA meeting. d es ign maj o r, doe s not ta ke
" [By s ignin g] th ey are say in g, s umm er classes but " stl ll : sup""
U-Pass mean s both part-time a lone i: ... ·
" Anyone .can s ign, wheth er ' We agree, we support summ er port s a Slimm er U-Pass.
and full-time students . wi.~;be ;
charged, which is why ' K'elly th ey are seniors, s umm er sc hoo l sc hoo l students. '"

" See U-Pass, Page 9

"'A iurnnusstars 'in new
By Beth Palmer
Assistant Campus News Editor

"'"

Columbia
has
infiltrated
Monday night primetime TV.

. ":rhe

Black

Donnell y,,"

which airs its pilot on Feb. 26,
stars 2005 Theater Department
graduate Mich ae l Stahl-Dav id in

his first televis ion role . StahlDav id p lays Sean Donnelly, the
youngest of four Iris h brothers
profiled in the NBC drama.
Stah l-David's former professors,
co--stars and peers are not surprised
he landed a major role and said his
talent and drive make him deserving of s~ccess.

Coll,mllia alumnus Michael Stahl-David will star in NBC's new drama
'The Blad< Donnellys. ' The show premieres on Feb. 26.

NBC 'd rama' kids:
College
.

" I wa s ex hilarated , ecstati c
" Th e Black Donne ll ys" has
that he got the part ," sa id Jeffrey been compared to the orga ni zed
Ginsberg. a faculty member in crime drama " The So pranos,"
th e Th eater Department. " He is but Stahl-David ca ll ed the coma very, very tal ented , amb iti ous, parison inac curate .
versatile guy."
" Thi s is a story about di sorGinsberg taught Stahl-Dav id ganized crime," Stahl-David
in several Columb ia classes and sa id . " It 's about peopl e wh o Ratings provider
continues to he lp him develop don ' t know how to be cr im in als, tracks students' TV
characters before aud iti o ns, and that 's what makes it so fun,
watching year-round
Gin sberg sa id .
watc hing th ese kids do an awfu l
As a fre shman at Co lumbia, job of be ing s lick ."
By George P. Stefo
Stahl-David 'was cast in three difLuci Eisen , 21, was a fresh man Assistant Campus News Editor
ferent theater productions. Playing at Lincoln Park Hi gh School when
the lead in "The Match maker" was Stahl·Dav id was a senior. She recCo ll ege s tudent s are bei ng
his favorite, he said.
ogn ized Stahl-Dav id when a friend watcl;ted.
" I was on the main stage, play- showed her the trailer for "The
It (ook 84 years, but Nielsen
ing half of a com ic duo who says Black Donnellys," Eisen sa id
Media Re sea rch , the wor ld's
th ings like ' Ho ly Cabooses!'"
" I was really proud, because I la rgest provi der of television
Stahl-David said .
feel like if anyone audience mea s ureme nt and
" If
someo ne
to
be adverti s ing
"J was really proud, deserves
information,
from ' Th e Black
in announced last mon th pla ns to
because I feel like if famou s
Donn e ll ys' saw
Hollywood, it wou ld track college stud ents' viewing
anyone deserves to
me do in g that ,
be hi m," Eisen sa id. habit s year-round.
be famous ill
they WOll ld never
In th e past, the 18-24 age
Hollywood, il would "He had a lot of dri ve
let me li ve it
to [make it. ]"
group cou ld only be tracked
him."
be
down."
Back
in
high when they came home from
He orig in ally
sc hool , he had line sc hool.
Luci
Eise
n,
attended
read for the role of
delivery and facial
Under the new system, samp le
Lincoln Park High
another Donnelly
expressi'ons
that st ud ents watching TV in th eir
brother, Kevin , School with Sta hl-Dav id b lew her away, said dorm room s or off-campu s
which he sai d
Eisen, who con· apartment s will be treated as if
went horribly because he came in structed the set of a school play the viewership wa s coming from
with the wrong look: a white tank in which Stahl-David starred.
a TV set in their home town.
top, baggy pants and slicked-back
Although an acting audition
The data will be recorded
hair.
granted him acceptance to Lincoln through 130 Nationa l People
But, the producers called him Park High School, by senior year MeIers, boxe s ins talled on TVs
back to read for Sean Donnelly, an Stahl·David planned to become a that keep track of what 's being
audition Stahl-David described as history teacher and anend Illinois viewed on TV s across the
effortless and easy.
State University in Bloomington· nation , according to Anne Elliot,
" What made it easy to get into Nonnal, III.
vice
pre s ident
of
(the character of] Sean [is that)
In 2001, the summer after his Communications at Nie lsen
he 's comfortable with himself, high school graduation, Stahl- Media Research.
he likes to have a good time David crained at The School at
In 2004, Nielsen ran a testwith the girls, and that 's kind of Steppenwolf Theatre, where his pilot After three years of tweakhow I was when I was 18," college plans were swayed by ing bugs, they decided to launch
Stahl-David said.

Nielsen's
new niche

See Alumnus,

Page 13

See Nielsen,

Page 11
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Columbia students to go bald for a cause
Volunteers shave .
heads to increaSe
college awareness
of childhood cancer
By Abbey Lechner
Staff Writer

Srilney Spears shaved her
head and it became a public ity
s tunt, but 'Co lumbia students
and fac ulty wi ll crop their

mops to save lives.

SI. Baldrick's is a volunteerbased fundraising o rganization
that rai ses rponey for childhood
ca ncer re search by s ha ving
heads and accepting donations.
The foundation has. hosted
events in 42 s tates and to different countries, raising more than
$20 million for cancer research
and shaving more than 26,000
heads since it was founded in
1999.

"The thought behind

On March 30, Columbia'~ being a shavee is that a lot
Social and Philanthropy Socie ty
of children and others
will hold its second annual St.
with cancer lose their hair.
Baldrick's
Bene fit
for
Going bald serves as a
Childhood Cancer Research at
sacrifice for what they are
th e Galleria Marchetti restaugoing through, "
rant , 8 16 W. Erie St. Th e event
will include dinner, a slUd ent
- Damon Maloney, a junior
fashi on show, li ve entertainment
journalism major
and a silent auction.
It will also give Columbia s tudents the opportunity to donate
Casandra McCottrell , pre si o f th e Social and
money to have either their own dent
head or a friend 's. head shaved, Phil anthropy Soc iety, stumbl ed
sa id Damon Maloney, a j unio r upo n the foundation while readj ournali sm maj or and vice presi- in g an a rticle in a Na ti ona l
dent for Columbia's Social and Cancer Foundation news letter,
Philanthrop y Society.
and s tarted planning events at
" The tho ught behind being a Co lumbia .
sha vee is that a lo t of ch ildren
'"
wa nt ed to get more
and others with cancer lose their in vo lved wi th somet hing wit h a
h ai r," Ma loney sa id . "Go in g grea t cause," McCottrell sa id .
bald serves as a sacrifice for " I kn ew tha t a lot of peo pl e
what they are going through."
ei ther knew so meone w ith ca nAll hair cut more than ten cer or had been direct ly affec tinches long will be donated to ed themselves, so they wou ld
Locks o f Love to make wigs for be
int erested
in
get lln g
children with cancer.
invo lved."

Adam Van Vleet, a junior film
and video maj or and a s havee
from las t year 's event, said cancer runs in hi s famil y. He said
he had no hesitatio n to s have hi s
head to raise awareness.
"I am not that attached to my
hair, so I had no problem," Van
Vleet said . " Raising mo ney for
ca ncer research will actua ll y
matter to 50meo ne's life. Hair is
a minor part o f my life ; it wi ll
al ways grow back."
Students and faculty can make
donations by bringing money to
the actual event or by visiting the
St. Baldrick's website, Ma loney
said. He said the estimated goal
for this year 's event is $ 14,000 at
Co lumb ia , as opposed to last
year 's $4,000 goal.
'" think the SI. Baldrick's
Foundation and its mi ss ion is
o ne that canno t be igno red
it's hard to even think abo ut the
fi ght th ese little kids have to go
through," he sa id .
Organizer.~ for die event are
looking for student de:iigners'
work to be featured on the rnnwoy
fashio n shan: as well as models,
mllsicians and other artists interested in donating time or work to
the ('vent.
The ('vent wit! hegin at 5 p.m.
with head shm'ing scheduled to
start at 6:30 p .m. The date may
be subject 10 change.
For more injhrmafion, visit
www.stbaltfricks.ol'g.

chronicle@colum .edu

A ~,Ba1dri G k'S patron sits down and loses hiS locks in an effort
t~e, cancer awareness inJhe.1104 Center, 1104 s.
wabash Ave.; last year. St. Bal~rick' s, the organization that hosts
th~Junqralser, hosted eventsjri .4 2 states and several countries,
~1.'~'7¢
.
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Jazz Gallery in the Lobby
How to make music a business
With Ko ~o Taylor
7:00
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Manifest '07 to coincide
with Chicago's Looptopia
Columbia reveals plans at
first festival meeting
.

Wide Events. While there have been a nwnber of discussions on where the celebration 's core and main stage will be located,
nothing final has been decided yet.
By Amanda Maurer
Those planning Manifest took suggescampus News Edttor
tions from last year's celebration to heart,
Some people take days or weeks to plan a Friedrich said. Through those suggestions,
party; others don't plan at all. But when the coordinators were able to find ways to
Cohunbia throws its annual Manifest cele- save money by eliminating some printed
bration, the planning begins as soon as the materials and ordering fewer T-shirts.
"We real ly tried to put those [plans] into
previous year's ends.
On Feb. 15, representatives from various. play, streamline QUT costs and just really
Columbia departments and offices dis- keep focusing on the whole purpose which
cussed their programs and possible obsta- is to showcase students," Friedrich said.
c1es for the college's 6th annual end-of-theThis year, Chicago'S fi rst Looptopia event
year celebration. Manifest will be held on will coincide with Manifest. Hosted by the
Chicago Loop Alliance, Looptopia will
May II , the last Friday of classes.
The meeting a ll owed a number of showcase the city's art, music and culture by
department representatives to give short offering numerous programs throughout the
overviews about what they had been day. The events will be held in various locapl anning.
Se veral
tions in and around
the Loop.
anno uncements were
announ cing
"About a year and
made
a half ago, when [the
some of Manifest's
musical guests, inc1udChicago
Loop
Alliance]
started
ing Chi cago hip-hop
their plans, they said
arti st Common and
jazzman Von Freeman.
they wanted to work
While Manifest is
off the energy of
designed to celebrate the
Manifest, so we
have to look at that
college's graduating stuas a good thing,"
dents, Mark Kelly, vice
president of Student
Kelly said.
Affairs, said sometUnes
He added that
the event's true meaning
while the city may"
. becomes lost in the
host some comparable
events,
he
excitement.
"Sometimes people
believes those visimi ss the very serious
tors originally drawn
to Looptopia 's art
intent [of Manifest],"
Kelly said .. "Manifest is
and culture events
will also come to
about deep student leaming, this expectation that
Maurk:lo Rublo/The Chronicle Columbia to explore
Manifest's programs.
students complete their Ma rk Kelly speaks at the Feb. 21
body of work. put it on a meeting about Columbia's 2007
" Yes, there are
grand stage and invite the Man ifest plans at t he Res idence
going to be some
world [to see it]."
Ce nte r, 7 3 1 S. Plymouth Court.
similarities, and on
This year, more than 75 programs and our darker days we look at that and think
events will be offered to the entire college 'Hmm,' but I think that overall our attitude
community, around the same number as last is that we embrace it," Kelly said.
Julie
Helmstetter
of
Lannon
year. Kelly estimated as many as 1,500 seniors will have their work on display during Communications said the city decided to
the festival.
hold Looptopia on May 11 because it is
In addition, Kelly said this year an extra Mother's Day weekend and when many coleffort will be made to represent and hold lege students' classes end. While it wasn't
programs by all academic departments. He intended to fal l on the same day as Manifest,
added that more than $ 150,OOO--which she said it's "a nice coincidence" that the
comes from the student activity fee, spon- two could take place together.
While the city will be offering a number
sors and donors--has already been dedicated to the departments ' uses. He said the fes- of events, Columbia's Manifest wilJ have
tival needs those programs to bring every- the only event specifically for seniors.
Holland has been working on the annual
one together to create a sense of community
on campus.
senior party. This year 's theme is "Midnight
Jacob Holland., senior class chair and in the Forest."
.
organizer of the senior party, agreed.
"I felt it was really important to use the
"[Manifest] is really exciting, because so underlying theme of transform ati ons,"
many times you get segregated into your Holland said. "Students are transforming
own department and forget to branch out into graduates and· going out into the real
and see what else is going on around cam- world. I wanted to transform one of our
pus," Holland said.
spaces that we have on campus into someWhile a good deal o( Manifest has been thing really magical."
planned, some details need to be worked
out, said Jennifer Friedrich, festival and
amaurer@chroniclemail.com
events coordinator in the offi ce of College-
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AFRICA d ot COM , DRUMS TO DIGI TAL
January 15· February 28. 2007
The Glass Curtain Gallery of Columbia College Chicago is proud to present Africa Dot Com. an
exhibit ion t hat Visually and Int eract ively explores t he colliSion of modern cult ure and technology on
cross·cult ural commUnica tion Against the background of t rad rt.lonal African ' talking' drums. dance
and oral t radit ions. powering of the vOice t hrough elect rOniC media has altered t hese long·establlshed
cus toms New technology has strengthened and reinforced t he assimilation of African expressive
cult ure Into vibran t new forms In America
Unlike claSSical African art exhibitions. Africa Dot Com focuses on represen t ing Afl lca as part of t he
modern world. With cultures t hat have navigated into new media alongSide the global community
Since t he 1960s. dramat ic cha nges have taken place as a result of African mdependence. and
access to new media. computers. digital technology and mo bile phones is growing at a rap id ra te
Ant hropologis ts current ly encounter all typ es of digital media In bot h urban and rural settings. and the
charting of innovat ive. varied practices wit hin a range of media has only j ust begun
Aftica.Dot Com IS cura ted by Columbia College alumni Oeborah Stokes. who currently teaches Aftlcan
art history at the UniverSity of illinois Chicago and has completed field research tn Nlgella and Kenya
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Opening Soon!
Organicism, Nat ure

Fun ct ion ing No nt ra dlt io nally

March 5 - Apr i 20. ~ 007
Open ing Rec ept io n. M arch 8 . 5.7 pm

As t he urbanscape rap idly encroaches on th e natur al enYJronm ent orga nIC form and matenal IS
being overcome While caUs to action for environmental welfare are abundant t hey are ofte n solely
in t he name of preservi ng nat ure for its functionality as a system The preservat ion of the natural
environme nt is unquest ionably vital. howe ver It IS essent ial to consider that nature fills the dual·role
of bot h form and functio n.
The term ' organicis m' Is a philosophy that suggests th e wh ole cannot be defined by th e sum of its
parts: that t he syst em is important above its components Organ icism questions t hiS philosophy by
asking if the intricaci es of an ind ividual leaf can be Just as int riguing as t he entire
forest. In t hIS context t he exhibition celebrates all that occu rs nat urally for the sake of aest het iC and
personal experience Ar tists exam ine t heir own exis tence In rel at ion to how they expeflence organic
fo rm and matenal Organicism: Nature Functioning Nontradlt lonally prOVides a multi-sensory
account of th ese complex relat ionsh ips. relationshIps that have gone beyond t he bounds of how we
have t rad it ionally understood nat ure
Organicis m: Nat ure Fu nct lontng Nont radltlonatly IS curated by Columbia College st udent Tannar Vea tch.
an art and design majo r With concent rations In the fi ne and media arts.
.
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BOOM BOX wit h power S?eAAerS
January 22· February 28. 2007
Boombox IS an art collective of thr ee Chicago artists Dust in Haltls. Joel Maxlme Jr. and Lea Pinsky.
all affi liates of ColumbIa College Chicago The collective shares an Interest In contemporary urban hfe.
curr ent and hiStoncal soclo·pollt lcal Issues and populal culture Theil name rellect.s the ambience.
playfulness. action and universal VOice In th eIr work Between the three artists. th ey Incorporate graffiti
and graphiC paint ing styles. manipu late Images from popular cu lture and current events and offer bold
commentary on the state of SOCial and ra Cial polit iCS in t he U.S. Together. t heir work responds to t he
character of urba n life. all the while remaining fun and buoyant vibr ant and alive-like a boom box
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[RE]COLLECT
January 25 · March 1. 2007
[RE}COllECT IS an intima t e grouping of 15 works from the [C]Spaces permanen t aft
co l lection ThiS exhibit IS a selection of pain t ings and pflnts that highl Ights some of our
recen t acqUIsitions Exhibiting t hese works as a Single body bflngs focus to undeffepresent ed
media t hat often get overlooked In the larger phot o· based collection SpeCial exh!b,t ,ons like
[RE}COllECT ensure t hat all types of media from th e [C)Spaces permanent collect ion are
Uniquely represen t ed Furthermore. It extends our commitment t o developing a collec t Ion
based on the Columbia College students · diverse bodIes of work
[C]Spaces has been proud to collect student artwork fOI t he Collect for nearly tw o decades
The collection IS made available to campus offices and cen te rs thr ough our new Artwork
lending Program Each piece IS a t reasure and building block t o expanding ColumbIa s IIch
Visu al hIst ory ot st uden t work
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The college held its first Manifest meeting on Feb. 21 in the Residence Center,
731 S. Plymouth Court. The festival will be on May 11 and will feature more than
75 events from Columbia's departments and organizations.
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A lex Sanborn, The Cosby
Sweate rs' coach a nd pH cast
member, said he was pleased with
his team 's performance. Although
they had less people attend than
Columbia, Sanborn said the
crowd 's pos itive response was
rewarding.
"Getting your friends to laugh at
Continued from Front Page
you is easier than getting strangers
to laugh at you," he said.
and founding member.
Since then, Droppin' $cience
Droppin' Science used a form
has practiced every Sunday for they created five minutes before
four hours and performed at least performing recently at Pressure
once a week around Chicago, at Billiards & Cafe, 6318 N . Clark
venues such as iOTheater, Connal- S1. They called it "pHun Town."
ly known as the Improv Olympic, It began with suggestions from
The Playground.and Second City, the audience, who named the
town , located it under the sea and
according to Edwards.
Five of the 13 teammates are a ffli cted it wit h the plague.
also cast members of p H produc- Within tlie first few minutes, each
tions, the most of any coUegc _ member of Droppin' Science
pHann teams. Although the three establi shed a cha racter within the
colleges have worked together town and remained that characte r
before, the Feb. 22 perfonnance for the rest of the scenes.
'was the first competition between
" I thought it was risky," said
Kiel Hamik, a junior theater major
the schools.
"There is certainly a friendly who came to support her friends.
rivalry," Wicke said. "But we're " Unlike other improv [forms] that
all a part of the same family and are skit by skit, they were married
to a single idea. I think. it worked."
there are no hard feelings."
Aidy Bryant. a sophomore theater
Each team received 25 minutes
to perform at the competition, major and Droppin' Science memus ing any fonn best reflecting the ber, has been perfonning improv
comedy since she was 15 years old.
group 's strengths.
BAM !, Loyola's pHarm team, She said having roots in theater
began with a "montage" in which helps her character development
members took turns developing while performing pHun Town.
" It's super easy to go out on
characters with short scenes that
escalated into stories ranging from stage and play a wacky grandplanning a wedding, troubled mar- ma," she said. "But it 's a lot more
riages and sexual experimentation. powerful if your c haracter has a
Similarly, DePaul 's team, The real want or motivation; a real
Cosby Sweaters, used imaginary sense of relationship."
props from each previous scene
For a year and a half, she has
to transition into the next short been involved with the team and
skit, building characters and sto- said its members have become
ries as well.
some of her best friends. These

Comedy:

Columbia team
presents new
improvfonn

Kathryn Durkin and Tom Malloy. fellow performers in BAM!, La,'Ola University's imprav group, perform at the
Stage Left Theatre, 3408 N. Sheffield Ave., on Feb. 21.
relationships make the group's
performance s tronger and allow
them to more affectively build on
each other 's ideas , dedicating
themselves full y to cha rac te rs
and the group, she sa id.
" I'm so e motional ly auached to
this team," sa id Spike McGuire , a
j unior theater major. "The thing
about improv is you have to live
it. You're either doing shows ,
watching shows, practicing or
auditioning. It 's a 24-hour thing."
Droppin' Science will perform

Thursday nights at II p.m. from
March J to March 22 at Stage
Left Thearer, 3408 N Sheffield
Ave. Tickets will be available fo r
$5 at the door. For more information visit whatisph.com.
. syaccino@chroniclemail.com

Mike Juen hoists Madeline Wager over his shoulder while performing
with the DePaul University imprav group, The Cosby Sweaters, at the
Stage Left Theatre, 3408 N. Sheffield Ave., on Feb. 21.

The Weisman Committee would like to congratulate t he 2007 Weisman Award Recipients:
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SCHOLARSHIP
OPPORTUNITIE S
'ri ~ COLUM.EDU/ SCHOLARSHIPS

• Albert Weisman Scholarship (Deadline : December 15. 2006)
• Alumni Scholarship (Deadline: March 15. 2007)
Bob En rietto Scholarship/Semester in LA (S ummer Deadline: March 15. 2007. Fall Deadline: April 1. 2007)
Da vi d Rubin Scholarship (Dea dline: March 15. 2007)
Helen Fong Dare Scholarship (Deadline : March 16 . 2007)
Hermann Conaway Scholarsh ip (Deadline : March 15. 2007)
Hillary Kalish Scholarship (Dead line: March 15. 2007)
• John Murbach Scholarship/Designer-in-Residence (Dea dline: March 15. 2007)
• Ro n Pitts Scholarship (Deadline: April 3. 2007)

ART & DESIGN
• Pougialis Fine Arts Award (Deadline: April 2007)
ARTS , ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA MANAGEMENT
• The Make A Den t Scholarship
(Deadline : April 27 . 2007)
• The Chuck Suber Scholarship
(Deadline: April 2007)
ASL - ENGLISH INTERPRETATION
• Michael Fryzlewicz Scholarship
(De adl ine: June 1. 2007)
DANCE
• Forest Foundation Scholarsh ip
(Deadli ne : March 15. 2007)
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
• Joan and Irving Harris Scholarship
(Deadline : March 15. 2007)
FICTION WRITING
• John Schultz and Betty Shi fl ett Story
Workshop Scholarship
(Deadline: Spring 2007)
• Sylvia McNai r Tra vel Story Scholarship
(Dead lme . Spring 2007)

/

JOURNALISM
• John Fi schetti Scholarship
(Deadline March 9 . 2007)
• Irv KUpclnet Med ia Art s Scholarship
(De adlin e March 15. 2 007)

MARKETING COMMUNICATION
• The Patricia McCarty Scholarship Fund
(Dea dl ine: April 1. 2007)
MUSIC
• Music Department Scholarship
(Deadline: February 10. 2007)
PHOTOGRAPHY
• Kodak Scholarshi p (Deadline: April 2007)
RADIO.
• Irv Kupcinet Media Arts Scholarship
(Ma rch 15. 2007)
TElEVISION
• AI Lira Scholarship (Deadli ne: March 15. 2007)
• Thaine Lyman Scholarship
(Deadline : March 15. 2007)
• Irv Kupcinet Med ia Arts Schola rship
(Deadline: March 15. 2007)
THEATER
• Betty Garrett Musical Th eater Scholership Fund
(Deadline: March 15. 2007)
• David Talbot Cox Scholarship Fund
(Deadline: March 15. 2007)
• Freshm an Achievemen t Award
(Deadline: March 15. 2007)
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Grant:
Some say increase
is not enough
Continued from Front Page
" Is it an overall good? Yes," said
Jennifer Waters, executive director
of Student Financial Services. " Is
it going to make a huge difference?
Probably not. It's not going to
make a difference in somebody
saying •I can afford to go to college,' or ' I can·t. .. •
Of the 2,500 Pell Grant recipi·
ents at Columbia, only those with
a
zero
Expected
Family
Contribution would receive the
maximum award amount of
$4,310. Others would receive an
amount proportiona l to their
Expected Family Contributions.
Although she believes any

9
fi nancial aid helps, Brittanni
Perkins, a junior film and video
major and fonner Pell Grant recipient, said the increase isn't much
when compared to other rising college costs.
" I totally don't think the increase
is enough; $260 dollars, that doesn't even pay for books," she said.
However, in order to fund the
proposed Pen Grant increases ,
Bush's 2008 budget cuts a number
of olher federally fmanced programs, including the Supp lemental
Education Opportunity Grant.
This grant provides additional
ass istance to the neediest Pell
Grant recipients, who have the
lowest
Expected
Family
Contributions at each college.
Five to
hundred students at
Columbia receive the Supplemental
Education Opportunity Grant each
year, Waters said. Whi le lhe college
has received $1 million for the grant

six

Maximum Pell Grant Awards

5000

4000

2003

2007

2 012

Joshua CovarTUblas/The Chronic le

in past years, she expects to see that
funding drop this coming year,
Instead of the students receiv.
ing less aid, she sa id fewer stu·
dents will receive the same
amount of aid.
Waters said onc drawback of
the Supplemental Education
Opportunity Grant is it cannot be
guaranteed to students, since the
college awards the gram until the
funding is drained , rather than
having funds directly awarded to
each student.
The benefit of the program
being cut could mean the aid is
spread out to everyone fairly,
Waters said.
" I would rather see that money
funneled into a much larger Pel1 '
Grant, because then, everyone's
guaranteed it," she said.
In addition to the eventual
Grant e liminati o n , other aid
includin g
the
Le verag ing
Educa.tional
Assistance
Partnerships I'rogram and the
Pe rkin s Loan Program could
also be cut. Lenders may see an
$ 18.8 billion cu t in their feder·
al subsidies, th e third cut in a
yea r.
This proposed cut could affect
loan programs, like Sallie Mae,
. and other companies that provide
federally backed loans to students.
"We would not ever come out
and say we would not want Pell
to be increased," said Beth
Guerard, a spokes person for
Sallie Mae. "We always want PeJl
to be increased , and for needy
studen ts to be assisted in whatev·
er way possible. But I think it's
shortsighted 10 take money from
one side of s tudent aid programs
for the other."

The Pell Grant has recenUy been increased t'I $260, and President
Bush's 2008 Budget proposes more increases in the next five years.

CTA riders walk past a sign welcoming U-Pass users at the Brown.
Pink, Purple and Orange Line LaSalle Library stop in Chlcago's
Loop on Feb, 22.

U-Pass:
Several Chicago
colleges offer
summer U-Passes
Cotzlinllcd from Page 3
" I f~d when I have a U·Pass, I
tend 10 do a lot more," Furrow
said. "The U·Pass makes you get
out there--exploring the ci ty."
JonaLhan Heck, a junior market·
ing communications major, plans to
take summer classes. He said since
he conunutes from G lenview, he
greatly values his U·Pass.
Heck said he knows part·time
students who are upset they have
to pay for a U·Pass when their
enrollment status prevents them
from getting one. Since only stu·
dents enrolled full·time, which in
Lhe summer is six credits, can get a
U·Pass, Heck said parHimers will
be angry.
"It will suck

lime]. but there's nothing yOll crill
do about it," Heck smd.
Columbia is not the onl y
Chicago college without a summer
U-Pass, but students attending the
City Colleges of Chicago have
received U·Passcs for the past two
sununers. Twenty.fo~r other colleges in Chicago, including the
School of the Art Inst itute of
Chi cago
and
Northwestcm
University, currentl y have a summer U-Pass. according to Wanda
Taylor, CTA spokeswoman .
The U· Pass research ing process
is not new to Columbia, administration followed SImilar steps
when the college first adopted the
U-Pass seven years ago.
"TIle bottom line is that most stu·
dents fmd the U·Pass program use·
fu l and Ilhink it is important to provide the program during the sum·
mer
months,"
sa id
Darcy
Wittberger, communication writer
and copy editor in the OO'ice of
Student COITUllUnical ions, who until
recently was the U·Pass coordinator.

Fun and casu al - it's wh at se ts Mystic Blue apart fro m any other dining cru ise ship at Navy Pier. Bounti ful food stations.
DJ 's. Dan ci ng. A n d sp ectacu lar views of Chicago's worl d famou s skyline.
BOOK A MYSTIC BLUE CRUISE AND RECEIVE YOUR CHOICE OF THE FOLLOWING: AN iPOD·, A 5100 APPLE· GIFT CARD,
A 5100 TARGET GIFTCARD, OR A 5100 GIFT CARD TO AN AIRLINE OF YOUR CHOICE."

Myst ic Blu e Cr uises is student ·friendly, accomm odat es grou ps of 2 - 600 and is perfect for any campus event:
• Spri ng & Sur.nmer Events
• Fraternity & Soro r ity Formals
• Ath letic Events & End o f Season Dinners

• Graduatio n Part ies & Di nners
• End o f Sem ester Part ies
• March M adness Event s

To book your next event, contact Hadley Eblen at 312.321.7615
or HEblen@pyi,com ,

• Senior Week Events
• And More!

Mystic Blu e Cruise,,MysticBlueCruises ,com • 312,321,7615
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A SL ENGLISH INTERPR ETAT I ON D E PARTMENT
C O LlJ MBiA C O LLE GE ,CHiC'AGO
PRES EN T S THE 4

TH

A N N UAL

DAVE '& BUSTER ' S
:1030 NOR T H CLAR K ST,
FRIDAY, MA RC H 9, 2007
6:00-:10:00 PM

FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL. EMAIL OR STOP BY:

$12.00 PER PERSON INCLUDES

3 12·344·7837
ASLEVENTS@COLUM.EDU

POWER CARD. FOOD & DRINKS

623 S. WABA SH. SUirE 219.

Columbia c
COLLEGE

CHICAGO

I
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A soldier 'returns'

Nielsen:
Market research
opens doors to
college dorms
Continued from Page 3
the service full -time.
" One o f our bigges t issues
with impl ementing the boxes
was installing them in college
do rm roo ms," Ellio t sa id .
" Because o f securit y concerns,
co lleges were cautious with having any equipment installed [in
dorm s). "

Ell iot said Nielsen will compensa te pa rti cipant s fo r the
"s ma ll amount" of electricity the
Nati onal Peop le Meter box
draws statin g that Ni elsen wants
to make sure nothing influences
what the sample s tudents are
watching.

" If we were to give a participant $50 a month for tracking
thei r programm ing, then they
mi ght use that money and order
cable," Elli ol sa id. " We don' t
want to influence the viewer at
all ; we want to be as objective
as poss ible."
Frank Bianco, direc to r o f
Bro adcast
Ope ratio ns
in
Co lumbi a's
Te levision
Department , said the move to
track what students are viewing
comes from supply and demand.
. " It 's important because adverti sers have bee n spendin g
money on broadcast television
for years-they want their 18-24
demographics," Bianco said. " In
th e pas t, ad ve rti sers [neve r]
asked for the college population.
[Be fore,] they jus t d iscounted
that segment. "
For 35 years, Bianco was the
director at WLS Channel 7 in
Chicago and said marketing students at Co lumbi a are in the
ri ght program at the right time.

" [Networks] want to get co llege students involved in market
research and advertising," Bianco
said. "It's a great career path .
Findin g out what the co ll ege
franc hise is viewing [will} give
students a vote. From oot haviog
a voice to having a voice."
While Bianco d idn 't give any
spec ifi c ex ampl es, he did say
N ielsen's move to count co ll ege
viewership year round will ultimately affec t Columbia's class
curri culum.
" From the te lev ision s ide,
absolutely, we take the industry
very seri ously and look at what
they' re do ing," Bianco sa id .
Neha Gulati , a junior marketing com munications majo r, said
Nielsen 's move wi ll open up a
new market o f in fo nn at ion fo r
networks and adve rt isers.
" They will be able to reac h
person to person instead of just
people," Gul ati sai d.

gsleJo@chroniclemail.com

February 12. 2007

RlIChael _ . , / The Chro nicl e
Actor David Blunt. foreground , and Columbia alumnus Joshua
Casteel perform in 'Returns,' an autobiographical play written
by casteel about his experience as an Abu Ghraib interrogator. They performed at the Hokin Annex in the Wabash
Campus Building. 623 S. Wabash Ave .• on Feb. 19.

Rank

Program

Networl!.

Rating

Viewers in millOns

2
3
4
5
6
8
9
10

American Idol-Tue
American Idol-Wed
Grey's Anatomy-Thu 9pm
House
CSI
Desperate Housewives
Deal Or No Deal-Mon
Two And A Half Men
Shark

FOX
FOX
ABC
FOX
CBS
ABC
NBC
CBS
CBS

17.4
16.2
16
14.8
12.7
11.7
10
10
9.8

31.195
28.891
25.759
25.993
19.904
18.51
16.066
15.496
15.117

1.1 million households that tuned into a show

So oorcP" llp l<p o M ed ia Re search

Joshua Covarrubias/ The Chronicle

Say "hill to your knee.

Okay. Hi, knee.
You lust said heiney.

I
ThiS is funny because it's embarrassing for a person to utter the word
"heiney·· unintentionally. Submit a video of your comedic genius to
Rhapsody's No Talent Nation Contest on Ziddio.com.You could end
up on TV and get to appear at the 2007 U.S. Comedy Arts Festival.
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Alumnus:
Stahl-David enters
N Y acting scene
Continued from

~age

Black D~nne l1 ys" role came as
surpnse.
" He's good and he's yoUng and
he's good looking," Patinkin said.
"Why shouldn't he get a series?"
During his four years at
Co lumbi a,
Stah l-David
appeared in plays at the
. Goodman Theatre and the
Steppenwo lf Theatre .
Patrick Clear, a Chicago actor,
played Stahl-David's father in the
Goodman production of "The
DO

3

Sheldon Patinkin. a teacher at the
program and chair of Columbia 's

Theater Department.
"[Patinkin] told me, 'You're
going to Co lumbia,'" StahlDavid said.
Stahl-David realized the decision would give him opportunities to act in productions not
only at Co lumbia, - but in other
Chicago theaters.
At Columb ia, Stahl-David
was cast in shQws more regu larly than new students usually are,
Patinkio said. Therefore. " The

Goat" in rail 2003. '
"The material was difficult, but
there was a freshness about how he
approached it," Clear said. "I was
very impressed with his mature
handling of comic timing."
Stah l-Davi d, who moved to
New York City after graduation,
said he would like to perfonn in
Shakespeare in the Park, an annu-

al summer event in New York
City'S Central Park.
" I think that standing on that
stage outdoors with a bunch of
great actors rea lly connects to
what it was like to be an actor
hundreds and hundreds of yea rs
ago," he said.
Idea ll y, hi s future acting roles
would
involve
important ~
thought-provoking stories like
Crash and Babel, he said.
He also has a part on "Law and
Order: Criminal Intent," which he
described as his rite of passage
into New York acting.
" I'm shooting it the day after
['The Black Donne lly,'] premiere, which is not the best situation for partying, but I' ll make it
work," he said.

Courtesy MIchael BrosIlow/The Goodm a n Th eatre

Hokin hilarity

Freshman theater major Joey Romaine performs a skit for
'Wise Ass Comedy Night' at the Hokin Annex in the Wabash
Cam pus Building, 623 S. Wabash Ave., on Feb. 22. Romaine
said the comedy show helps his acting skills by giving him the
opportunity to feel more comfortable in front of crowds.

Columbia alumnus Michael Stahl-David. right. played the son of Chicago actor Patrick Clear's .character in
"The Goa~ " a play that ran from Sept 27 to NO'J. 2, 2003 at the Goodman Theatre. 170 N. Di!"arborn St.
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Editorials

Homeless aren't punching-bags
e.re not goi ng to
sc ream about
"b um s"
like

outrageous. What's worse is
that some teenagers are lit-

kind of awareness training
and awarene ss that these
crimes are being committed ."
Schuler said in Huntsville,
Ala., one 13-year-o ld along
with five other teenagers beat
a homeless man to death with

era lly stabbin g them in the

golf clubs.

W

Mickey from "Rocky"-but
the treatment of homel ess
people in thi s country is

backs- for fun .
Of course it 's annoying
when asked for change on
the street but these are after
all people with need s.
And kids aren't alright if
they find enjoyment in pick-

ing on homeless folks. But
thi s is the tip of the iceberg.
Murder and attack s o n
homeless
people
have
reached their hi ghest in
years, with 142 reported
attacks in the United States

and 20 fatalities last year
according to a report
relea sed by the National
Coa lition for the Home less.

While

th ere

were

no

reported cases in Illinoi s,
this nation al trend is disturbin g. This year's attacks
included rape s, sta bbing,
beatings and burnings-and
the
organization
says
teenagers are respon sible.
" . think thi s is a disgusting trend because it is
increasi ng every year and
there needs to be some
action done on all leve ls,
including the federal , state
and local communities,"
said Jess ica Schuler, policy
analyst for the NCH.
"There needs to be some

In
January
in
Fort
Lauderdale, Fla., a camera
captured three teens beating
and killing 45-year-old homeless man Norris Gaynor with
bat s. Prosecutors said that
Gaynor \'/as unrecognizable.
and the teens assaulted two
more victim s that night,
according to CNN. The report
said there were eight murders
in Florida last year and 40
non-lethal attacks.
"There is a basic dehumanizing of people that are
hom e les s,"
sa id
Ju lie
Dworkin, director of policy
at the Chicago Coalition for
the Homele ss. "Some people create ideas and stereotypes in their head and they
don't think of them as rea l
peop le with real hi sto rie s.
They imagine that they were
always homeless and had no
famil y or a norma l life
once."
While child-rearing and
even something as trival as
video games migbt have an
effect on teenagers psyche ,
the people to blame are rea lly the ma lcontents who pick
up golf clubs and beat the
homeless with gang-s ty le
viciousness.

Killing th e home less for
sport is disgusting. But society shouldn 't just concentrate on th e the punishment
of these c lear ly disturbed
teenagers .
What about addressing
the prob lem ?
About 2.3 to 3.5 million
people are homeless in the
United States. Chicago
a lon e has about J 60 ,000
homeless people li ving in
the city, according to the
Chicago Coalition for the
Homeless.
While 142 attacks seems
small compa red to the num ber of home less people in
thi s coun try, the mentality
th at home less are use less,
easy targets needs to stop.
Don ' t b1ame society,
don 't blame TV-blame our
fai lure to do so methin g
about it . Building more
shelters and trying to end
homel essne ss is the first
fund amental step . Giving
the homeless a home mi ght
prevent their death - even
from kids who don ' t know
any bener.
Nothing justifies murder,
even if it's a smelly guy
who as ked fo r change. If the
world has any justice, kids
who pick on "bums" shou ld
be home less in the future.Or
learn their much needed lesson in prison . But either
way there shouldn't · be
room for homeless in society- nobody deserves to be
ho meless.

Absence of tolerance
ne can't deny the
progress thi s country has made when
it comes to homophob ia.
Tim Hardaway learn ed the
hard way.

O

The National Basketball
Associat io n did the right
thing by making an exampl e
out of Hardaway. The NBA
ba sically said homoph ob ia
is and will not be tolerated .
We agree .
The former NBA player 's
brutal and hateful comments on a radio station two
week s ago in response to
having a gay teammate
have cost him his careeror what was left of it anyway.
However , Hardaway's
radio stint shows that , at
heart , America is still dealing with intolerance.
" You know, I hate gay
people, so I let it be known .
I don 't like gay people and I
don ' t like to be around gay
people," Itardaway said on
a a Ploridil radio atation .
Hard away was not the

only one in the publ ic eye
getting caught up In gay.
ba,hing.

_ar_

Earlier
in
January,
"G rey 's Anatom y" star,
Isaiah Washington called
one of his gay co-stars a
"faggol"du rin g a press confer ence after the Golden
Globes
Washington used the
racial
s lur before
to
desc ribe hi s co-star, TR
Knig ht during a scu fn e onset after whic'h controversy
erupted and Wa'shington
ended up in rehab .
Actually, he said he never
called anyone the f-word ,

but just the thought of the
word can make some people
shiver.

But example. like this
thankfully help bring a dis·
course about gays and
homophobia in a logica l
way. On the Feb. 16 episode
of " Real Time with Bill
Maher" two weeks ago .
Maher had John Amatchi as
hi s guest .
Amaechi wrote tI book
about being glly in th e
NOA- " Man in the Middle ,"

_CIOuoo

about being in 8 profeuion·
al loc ker room and 1"ld it

wa. "like watching. nock

ba.,hinK·

On the . how he '!lIked
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NIlA doesn't. And besides,
IOleruncc is no t so mething
Ihl1t should be f; hcf;kcd off
on II score curd- it 's shou ld
be II given by now.
Plellse stop with the guy-
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of peacocks preening themse lves and looking at each
other."
"And I would sit there
sometimes whi le a teammate might be painting his
toenails seaso nall y and
another teammate mig ht be
tweez in g
eye brow s
or
something." Amaechi sa i'd,
"and I' d just sit there and
think, • And I'm the gay
one?'"
It can be argued that
Hardaway was just expressing' his op inion and using
hi s constitutiona l right s.
But at the heart of thi s
debate lie s the idea that
so me people think being
gay is something that can be
c ured , as ir it's impossible
to be born gay.
Out the l-Iardaw:'IY fiasco
created someth ing pos itive.
Society should no lo nger
.,ccept open homophobic
statem en ts- lit leas t the
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Medical debacle at Stroger Hospital
I heard the horror
stories . My instincts
said no, but the pain
was too much to han·
die . My co.workers
con vinced me to go.
I wa lked into John
Stroger
Jr.
H.
BY Brent Steven White Hospita l of Cook
Associate Editor
County one recent
afternoon in excruci·
ating pain, without insurance and feeling
like I was about to die . An inten se, unig.
norable, shooting sting- present fo r a few
weeks-had woken me up that morning
and was debilitating my lower right side . It
was also di storting my thought process. Yet
I was still coherent e nough to observe my
surround ings, and it was then that I really
started to question my welJ·being.
I was greeted at the ER check-in desk by
a curt, impolite secretary. She seemed more
concerned with the latest goss ip fillin g her
ears from a receptioni st than with my ail·
me nt. She looked exhausted and over·
worked, yawning uncontrollably. The five
other people respons ibl e for checking me in
were all equa lly frank· and edgy. Thi s sort of
attitude, I wou ld learn, is common among
the hospital 's employees. As ide from a cou·
pie doctors, the maj ority of peopl e I
encpuntered at Stroger hosp ita l don ' t seem
to enjoy their jobs.
After checking in , I moved to the
lobby w here a pungent smell of excrement and urine cons umed the air. About
100 people- most of w hom were e ithe r
mentally deran ge ~ , aggress ive ly asking
fo r change or looked ·Iike they were
about to die- sat in front of five blaring
telev is ions hanging from th e ce ili ng. A
legless man in a whee lc hair was cry in g
about havi ng hi s vita ls taken. A nurse
was ye lling at him to be qui et. It was a
horrible and saddenin g sight. Everything

whom work at Stroger Hospita l.

Even though Stroger 's budget is a loss for
loca l hospita ls, clinics and some county
employees, many fought a good fight.
Earlier this month , a group of nurses and
communi ty supporters held a protest a l the
Democratic Party 's 8th Ward headquarters .
According to a recent Chicago Tribune arti-

cle, the group deli vered 3,000 cards and
hundreds of letters from patients in an
attempt to sway Stroger 's plans fo r local
health care.
And yet assistance from the county isn't
the on ly place where the hospital 's money
is hemorrhaging. An investi gation by the

Tribune earlier this month fou nd that Cook

Joshua Covarrubias/ The Chronicle

appeare d di sorganized and chaot ic .
On the surface, it seems compassionate
and good·hearted that Cook County is pro·
viding free health care to county reside nts.
But if you've fo llowed local mectia ove'r the
last few months, my experience at Stroger
county hospital probably isn' t surprising.
Threats of s ig nificant budge t cuts ,
complaints of ge ne ral di so rgani zation ,
studies of patients not paying th eir bills
and even a buse from secu rity gua rds have
created an a lanning a mount of controver·
sy about C hicago 's leading county hospi.
tal. One doctor at the hospital to ld me he
" isn ' t a fan " of Cook County Board
Presiden t Todd St roge r, noting tha t whil e
th e hosp ital has ple nty o f staff, it isn ' t
rece iving e nough money.

Doc certainly has a reason to disl ike
Stroger. As of Feb 23 , th e Cook County
Board approved Pres ident Stroger 's $3 bi l·
lion budget for the fi scal 2007 year, which
included filling a $500 million defic it by
closing 13 clinics, and firin g 1,000 county
employees . Stroger said the cuts were nee·
essary so that the county wasn' t forced to
raise taxes.
Stroger had announced his original pro·
posa l on Jan . 16, but Cook County Board
members worked on countering Stroger 's
plans of fillin g the $500 mill ion. A collation
of 12 of the 17 board me mbers proposed a
plan to instead cut 400 mid· to high. level
administrat ive jobs, while kee ping about
900 front·line worke rs, which would
includ ed do'ctors a nd nurses, some of

The number of beavers spotted
in New York City in 200 years. On
Feb. 23, biologists videotaped
the semi-aquatic rodent swimming up the Bronx river.Jts twig-and-mud
lodge was spotted earlier last week.
Beavers disappeared from New York in
the early 1800$ according to ABC News.

l

County's three hospitals and 28 clinic s
" often fail to colle ct payment for medical
services--even when pat ients have insur·
ance and qualify for government health
pl ans." County Hea lth C hief Or. Robert
Sim on to ld th e county commi ss ioners
rece ntly th at th e current lackadai s ical
approach to co ll ecting payme nts from
patients is " a mess and needs to be fi xed."
Of a ll the county hospitals an d clinics, $250
million in medi ca l services weren't bi lled
in 2005, according to the art icle.
Because of my experience at the hospital ,
it's my hunch that the budget cr is is facin g
Stroge r hosp ita l negat ive ly affects the
mora le of the hospital 's staff. This, in tum ,
affects the fun ction ality of the hospital,
which , unfortun ate ly, affects the level of
care patients receive .
In light of these cuts, Stroger hospital
must be run more effective ly from top to
bonom . That can only happen through bet·
ter organization of its current resources and
a more effic ient interna l infrastructure. Not
only wi ll this improve the hospita l's reputa·
tion, but, more important ly, it wi ll enrich
the quality of care patients rece ive.
bll·hite@chroniclemail. com
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Number of years that have passed since
gonzo journalist and outlaw author
Hunter S. Thompson committed suicide.
Thompson shot himself with a .357
Magnum on Feb. 21, 2005 at his fortified compound in Owl Creek, Colo. His funeral was organized and funded inpart by his friend , Johnny
Depp, who played the counter-culture icon in the
film Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas.

Newspeak eludes honesty
In 1984, George
Orwell painted a pic·
ture of a world where
the English language
had
become
so
watered · down that
de finitions ceased to
hold their previous
By Steve Baltrukonls mean ings
and
became the ultimate
Copy Chief
weapon of decept ion
and propaganda. He called it Newspeak .
One recent example of Newspeak would be
the choice of certai n TV news outlets to ca ll
"snipers" by the s light ly less fin a l term
"sharpshooters ."
Late in the evening of Feb. 8, words rang
o ut from CNN that would forever change
the way I look at the soc iety we currently
live in and, coincidentally, illustrate perfectly what Orwe ll was predict ing when he
invented Newspeak..
It wasn't so much the news that Anna
Nicole Smith , the 39· year·old ex·mode l,
topless dancer and TrimSpa spokeswoman
had collapsed and died in her hotel room that
took o ur breath away. The real perspective.

The Columbia Chronicle is a student·produced pub·
lication of Columbia College Chicago and does not
necessarily represent in whole or in part. the ViewS
of college administrators,
faculty or students.
All text. photos and graphics are the
property of The Columbia Chronicle and may not
be reproduced at published without
written permission.

shifting event came whe n a CNN commen·
tator--one of many during the several days
of straight coverage they gave Sm ith's death
~a ll ed Smith a "cultural icon ."
Su re, she was an ex·model. And y'cs, she
"starred" in some soft·core porn . Bu t what
really brought her to the nation 's attentionthat is, before he r caree r's " resurrection" in
the fonn ofa reality .TV show- was her abi l;
ity to go ld-dig.
An icon, by the definition of Webster'S
Ninth New Collegiate Dict ionary, is " an
object of uncritical devotion" or "a pictorial
representation ." Therefore, a cu ltura l icon
would be a defining snapshot of the very
times we live in . Martin Luther King Jr.,
Rosa Parks, J.F.K ., Janis Joplin and B ill
Gates 'are cultura l icons. They are the way
we' ll remember past decades . Smith just
doesn ' t measure up.
Perhaps there's something a littl e trouble·
some in the thought that our cu hure has bred
icons whose only claim to fame is an abi lity
to find the richest, oldest husband poss ible
and ride him to the grave.
The media 's post·mortem claim at Smith 's
cu ltura l influence isn' t the on ly thing to

Editorials are the opinions of the Editorial
Board of The Columbia O1ronicle.
Columns are the Opinions of the a~r(s).
VIews expressed in this publication are those of
the writer and are not the opinions of The Columbia

O1ronicle, Columbia's Journalism Department or
Columbia College O1icago.

shock me as of late. The very day after she
died, I heard a brief foll ow.up concerning
the " bomb scare" that had be fallen Boston
on Jan. 3 1.
I' m referri ng, here, to Peter Berdovsky
and Sean Steven, the pai r caught placing Li te
Brites of characters from the popular ani·
mated series " Aqua Tecn Hunger Force" in
various locations throughout the major met·
ropolitan city. They were charged with inci t·
ing a bomb scare.
The day of the scare CNN displayed com·
puter.graph ic maps show ing locations of the
bomb-l ike devices, which had e ither been
g iven by one of the two guerrilla marketers
or, more like ly, com piled by Boston 's Bomb
Squad, which had been deployed for the
" threat. "
C NN
a lso
re ported that
Massac husetts Attorn ey Gene ra l Martha
Coakley said , " [The Lite Bri tes} had a very
sinister appearance," because these " had a
battery ... and wires."
In th is case, the words "s inister" and
" bomb scare" are be ing misused. It 's curiolls
that our paren ts never called them sinister
when we were pegging in little g lowing
schooners during ~ur todd ler years. ~

When the fa llout c1cared from the publicity stunt , the public demanded sacrifice, and
they found it in the fo nn of Jim Samples,
exec uti ve vice pre side nt of Cartoo n
Network , who lost his job out of the ordea l.
Finally. i" ve he.. rd a number of people
weigh in on the IWO coaches who recently
made il to ~e Supcrbow l. People have been
making some crazy c1 .. ims that just because
two minori ty coaches made illO the biggest
football gmne in America , "progrl'ss" has
been madc. Barack Obama even commcntl'd
on the phenomenon .
Whoop·de·doo, Alll l!rica. C .. lI Illl' crass,
but I don't cons ider the football tield .. n
arena by which wc should .Illcasure social
·progress. 1 may s leep better tonight knowing
that a nothe r battle has been won and only 82
percent of the NFL's coaches arc white.
But a ll thi ngs considered, doubletalk and
Newspeak is nothing new. Aft er a ll. O rwell
wrote about Newspeak decades ago. And the
year be fore George O rwell was bom , anoth·
er aut hor named Samuel C lemens called
honesty " the best of all th e lost arts."
We still haven ' t put it bencr.
sba/rrllkullis@cilroniclemail.c(JlII
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back problems in my

teenage years. To compensate for the lack of
cushion, I placed a pillow underneath th e
mattres s in an attempt
to eliminate the large

dip.
Needless to say,
after a few years, I got
pretty good at certain
games. None, however, more so than Tecmo
Super Bow/.
This simple, highl y

When I was a kid

competitive

football

game changed the way

I looked at video
My friends and I grew up playing gam es. Soon, all my neighborhood
Ni ntendo on a daily basis .
friends began to pick it up. We hostIt was more than s impl y something ed tournament s where we played
to do during the drizzly Pacific north- against each other. We a lso placed
west days- it evo lved into a way to ' money on who would win.
make money.
I should explain that my friends
Shortly after recei vi ng a Nintendo and I were big gamblers. In addition
Entertainment System for Christmas to betting on Tecmo Super Bowl, we
when I was seven years old, I found played poker every weekend. We also
$20 in a plant pot outside a depart- had a game called "C rack s" where
ment store . Twenty dollars to a child we would stand about 10 feet from a
is like $2,000 to an adult.
crack in the concrete and throw
Naturally. I was excited, but I was change to see who could get closest
un sure of what to spend it on. I knew to the crack. Whoever won scooped
if I didn't s pend it fas t, my sisters up all the change in play. If somewould likely beat me up and steal it. body threw their change inside the
They were exceptionally cruel to crack, they received double from the
their only little brother, and probably people playing.
because I was the spoiled b~by.
But many of my friends didn't
A friend of mine recommended have much money, which led us to
spending it on Legend of Zelda. I did. develop quite an elaborate system of
Thus began my descent into the playing on credit. Playing on credit
world of video games.
was mostly used when we played
When I wasn '( in school or playing poker. The system worked by each
baseball, basketball and soccer, I person starting the game with a cerspent all of my free time playing tain amount of chips, each having
video games. I played so much that their own color. At the end of the
the center of my bed developed a game, you would add up .the amount
crease from me sitting on it while of chips you had from other players,
playing. This made for some nasty and that person would owe you that
married couple, taking up the chores and
living just to make

the husbands happy

I can't cook
Ever since our Arts and Entertainment
section had the feature story about antifemini st groups run by women, I' ve had
this running joke with my boyfriend
that, as one woman said, " I'm there to
com plete him, not competc with him ."
It's all fun and games, and I lik e the sarcast ic humor about my role as a caterer
to hi' need!l.
Random !Jex ist quole " 'l uch u
" Women aren 't real" and " Women have
.. mallcr brain" Ihan men ; il, 'K: icnce,"
crack me up becaulW:: they seem overly
rldiculou,. Rather than taking offense 211
IiIJc,h comments. I find it humorous thai
people act ua lly believe: wom en arc sccond-rate: compared to men .
I kn(Tw hade in the day, women real ly were treated in the inferior half of it

and sati sfied. Today,
however, I make a
positive assumption
that most relations hips have a fair
amount of respect
and chore-sharing.
But I have this
s light confession: I
find a teeny bit of joy
in doing those domestic things. I like making food for him , or
with him , and making
su re he 's comfortable. He doesn't
demand it of me, and he certainly doesn't treat me like an inferior; I just like
doing it. But the thing is, cooking has
never really been my thing. I've gotten
by on minima l kitchen time and managed alright.
I' m confident and know where I' m
going in life career-wise, but when it
comes to the kitchen, I'm a bit clueless
and kind of don't know what the hell
I'm doing . The other day while we
were making grilled cheese and turnato ~oup . 1 burned the sa nd w iche s.
(jrilled chee!lc, o ne of the eas ie sl
things 10 make, llnd I manage d 10 char
il like Mongolian stir fry. If I'm so
cunfident and sure of Illy non -inferiority, I don 't gct why I ge l so fUlllhlcd

amount of money. If you didn ' t pay
up in a week, it doubled . We were
like a gang.
We gambled regularly and Tecmo
Super Bowl remained the primary
way we gambled. Typically, we
placed $5 on each game and each of
us had a favorite team to play with.
Mine was the San Francisco 4gers.
They were exceptional at interceptions and causing fumbles. Their
quarterback was incredible , could
run the football and hardly ever
messed up a pass to Jerry Rice, who
is, of course, one of the greatest
rece ivers in the history of the game.
I can't speak ror my friends , but
looking back, it' s accurate to say I
was addicted to video games-especially Tecmo Super Bowl. And the
reasons were more than th e fact that
it became a way to make money.
Anyone who 's played v ideo games,
whether recreat ionall y or on a daily
bas is, can tell you: there's something
about them that 's appealing. It 's
une xplainable . II brings people
together. It fulfill s that primal urge to
compete. It makes us feel talented at
something.
As I grew up, I moved on from
Tecmo Super Bowl and Nintendo. In
my later teenage years my interests
moved on to mu sic and books. But in
my early twenties I got into computer games like Quake, CountersJrike
and later World of Warcraft . All three
. drained a lot of my free time.
Nowadays, I don ' t have time for
video games. Between school, work
and trying to remain an avid reader, I
simply don't have any time to play
them.
Lately I've been thinking maybe
that's not such a bad thing.

bwhite@chroniclemail.com

about the fact that I can't cook.
Maybe it's part of that little domesticity idea beat into every little girl's head
growing up. We get those plastic cooking toys and grow up in a society with
pretty strict gender roles. Even though I
know those roles don't truly apply, I
think the fear is deeply instilled that I
mig ht not live up to my womanly
expectations.
Now, I know I'm only 22-years-old
and it's perfectly fine that I don't have
domestic instincts in the kitchen. My
boyfriend doesn't expect it and I don't
stay up at night worrying about it. I
think as long as I realize I'm not a failure at womanhood just because I can't

cook, I'll be okay. Besides, I can't help
it- I have a small brain!

thnyne@chruniclemail.com

Tim Hardaway should've paid more attention to

the train wreck that followed Michael Richards '
onstage meltdown last November when he yelled
racist remarks at his audience. Or he could have
taken a cue from the backfire of Mel Gibson's

drunken racist ramblings last summer.
But no, the fonner NBA player had to open his
big 01' mouth and make a buncb of vicious anti-gay
remarks live on the radio. While being interviewed
by Miami Herald columnist Dan Le Batard on
WAXY-AM Feb. 14, Hardaway shared his
thoughts of the recent coming out of fellow fanner
NBA player John Amaechi. Here's the eloquent
words he had to share with the public:
"First of an I wouldn't want him on my team.
And second of all, if he was on my team, you

know, 1 would really distance myself from him
because, uh, I don't think that is right. I don't think
that he should be in the locker room while we are
in the locker room, and it's just a whole lot of other

things and 1 wouldn ' t even be a part of that. But
stuff like that is going on and there's a lot of other

people I hear that are like that and still in the closet and don't want to come out of the closet, but you
know I just leave that alone."
Then he goes on to say that he would ask for the

guy to be traded off his team, regardless of hi ..
skill, because it would make the other guys
" uncomfortable" in the locker room. Then he final·
Iy ended on this note:

"Well, you know 1 hate gay people, so 1 lot it be
known. I don't like gay people and 1 don't like to
be around gay people. 1 am .homophobic. 1 don't
like it. It shouldn't be in tho world or in the United
States. So yeah, I don' t like it."
Hmmm , .. and tho cheese stands 810ne. Sin~
that sweet Valentine's Day mossage, Hardaway has .
made numerous attempts to apologize

for his

words, which hasn't really been too offectivo, He
lost his job as a spokesman for the NBA, as well as
any respect from the general public too.
Note to Hardaway: Shut your mouth and go hide
in ),our comer of ignorance, because you're ajack·
ass, dudel

- T. 8,..yn.
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NECESSARY CTA
IMPROVEMENTS
A smoking car: I' m positive commuters
would be a little less bitchy if they cou ld
mosey through those 10 mph slow zones
while puffing away on their cancer
sticks. Or maybe it's just me with my
obscene smoking habit.
Monkey bars: To eliminate the problem
of climbing through the legs· of old men
and poisoning yourself in that cloud of
perfume that blond girl bathed in, monkey bars could be installed on the ceiling.
That way, you can either pull a
Spiderman and climb your way over the
heads of grunting passengers or j ust do it
old school and kick everyone in the face
as you shimmy from one bar to the next.
I vote for the latter.

Speed simulators: Could be one way to
relieve the crowding in the cars. Throw
people on top of the train and make them
battle to the death, with the loser losing
his head to a light fi xture in the tunr~e l.
Personal hygiene kits: Everyone has.
stood next to .t he smelly guy 0 1) the train
or had theit face fo rced into Sasquatch's
armpit, Deodorant companies could give
out their products, kill ing two birds with
one stone: ki lling that horrible B.O.,sme ll
and direct advertising.
Electric shock t hex.8PY; Since some

peop~e who sit next t.o tne aisle don't get

the obvious hints that you need them to
move-standing up, bundli ng up, gathering bags- each seat should have a
remote contro l to give the seat next to it a
little shock,llwhen someone needs to
escapeJJ from the dreaded window seat.
Sitt ing next to the aisle will now literally
be a pain in the ass.

TIMELESS QUOTES

WAYS TO SMASH
THROUGH WRITER'S
BLOCK

Pete Ventantonio: Be suspicious but

friendly to your elders; be fiiendl y but sus-

Strip your language down : Spend
three days talking to every single person
you encounter with out inside j okes,
slan g, pop culture references, funny
voi ces, insults, etc. Pretend you' re talking to bri ght ESL students who don' t
possess a hint of vernacul ar.

picious to other circuses.
Fra nk Zappa: The creation and destruc-

tion of hannonic and statistical tensions is
~ssential to the maintenance of compositional drama. Any composition (or
improvisation) which remains consonant
and regular throughout is, for me, equivalent to watching a movie with only ' good
guys' in it. Or. eating cottage cheese.

Jack Terricloth: If you ' re bored and
you' re listless, you just need to get your- .
self an enemy. I wouldn't waht to live in a
world without grudges.
Stephen Hawking: We are j ust an
advanced breed of monkeys on a minor
planet of a very average star. But we can
understand the universe. ·That makes us
something very spec ial.
.
Frank Sinatra: There are th ings about
organized religion which I resent. Christ is
revered as the Prince of Peace, but more
blood has been shed in his name than any
other figure in history. You show me one
step forward in the name of r~ li gion and
I' ll show you a hundred retrogress ions.
Remember, they were men of God. who
destroyed the educational treasures at
Ale xandria,
who perpetrated the
Inqu"i"sition in Sp'a i.n, who b.umed the
witches at Salem. Over 25,000 organ ized
rel igions flourish on this planet, but the
fo llowers of each th ink all the others are
miserably misguided and probably ev il as
well. .

Read some really crappy books: I
mean REALLY crappy. Not li ke Dan
Brown's brand of bad; like dime store
western s and romance nove ls bad.
Identify WHY th ey ' re bad. Tear them
apart. Pretend someone handed the book
to you and sa id, " I want you to edit th is
into t he Great American Nove l.
'Gatsby' thi s thing for me."
Spend a year studying a foreign language: inte.nsely. Then trave l to a cou ntry where th at la nguage is spo ken
nati vely. There isn't a more surefire
way to discover your own inadequacies
than th is.
Listen to more class ica l music: Make
it the amb ient soundtrack of your li fe.
Li sten to it in the dark with yo ur head up
against the speakers the way you did
when you were fir st fall ing in love with
mu sic as a teenager.

J

Write abo ut what you do n' t know:
Write abou t a place you've never been
or characters that are wholly unlike you
in every way. Who cares if the writing is
bad? It's hard , and that 's the point.

MONDAY
Ca tch the last day of the 2007
International Cluster of Dog Shows.
Watch more than 10,000 dogs compete
in various categories and agility tests
and perform a canine Frisbee show, presented by the International Kennel Club
of Chicago. The day of doggy fun runs
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at McCormick
Place, 2301 S. Lake Shore Drive. Tickets
cost between $9 and $16, and kids 11
and under get in for $3. For more information, call (77 3) 237-5100.

TUESDAY
If you just can't get enough of scaly winter skin, check out the world's largest
lizard at the Shedd Aquarium, 1200 S.
Lake Shore Or. The · Uzards & Komodo
King" exhibit features lizards ranging
from tiny geckos to large meat-eating
creatures. Admission is $13.

WEDNESDAY
Sweet tat, dude. The Metro, 3730 N.
Clark St., is hosting "Inked," a social
gathering for locals in the tattoo industry. Drinks are cheap anp gift certificate
giveaways are waiting to be snatched.
The event has no cover and is 21 and
over. uln~ed" kicks off at 10 p.m.

THURSDAY
This American Life will go live at the
Chi cago Theatre. 175 N. State St.
Attendees can discuSS the topic "What I
Learned From T.V. " with host Ira Gla ss.
Mates of State will perform as well. The
show starts at 8 p.m. Ticket prices vary
and can be found at TiCl"5 tmaster or the
Chi cago Theatre box office.

r

,FRIDAY
listen up, gumshoes. The 15th Annual
Mystery Book Fai r comes to the
Newberry Ubrary. 60 W. Walton St. From
romantic mysteries to real -life crime stories, this book fa ir won't leave you guessing what to do with your -Friday afternoon. The fai r runs from 12 p.m. to 6
p.m., and admi ssion is free.

SATURDAY
Happy New Year ... again! Celebrate the
Chinese New Year Spectacu lar at the
Roosevelt Auditorium Theatre, 50 E.
Congress Parkway, with dancing,
grandiose costumes and beautiful stage
design. Adm ission ranges from $28 to
$148 and shows are at 3 p.m. and 6
p.m.

SUNDAY

There has been an ongoing debate in The Chronicle newsroom about the merit of weather photos. I've pretty consistently been on the side wh ich claims weather photos are less important than images of human emotion or news value.
However, as global warming advances, the weather is the news. Even as we basked in the comparatively balmy 36·
degree weather. vestiges of the record-breaking cold streak of two weeks ago remain in Chicago. and I'm happy to
record it.

Inspiring Chicago artist and Columbia
teacher Max King Cap is showcasing a
media opera called "God's Punk" at
Hyde Park Art Center, 5020 S. Cornell
Ave. Cap has worked for more than two
years to create this mixed media installation for all ages. Suggested donation IS
$5 for admission, and the event begins
at3 p.m.

Chicago DJ discusses his life
By Matt Fagerholm/Assistant A&E Ed itor
lne eyes of immortal DJ Herb
Kent flared with youthful excitement under the large brim of a jetblack cowboy hat as he spoke to an

enthusiastic crqwd of students and
staff members at East-West
Fourth
Floor
University's
Auditorium. 8 16 S. Michigan
Ave., on Feb. 20. Kent's lecture
was a part of "East-West
Perspecti ves," the univers ity's
monthly lecture series focusing on
Chicago.

With his trademark silky voice
bearing a touch of world-weary
grit, Kent said, "People fall in love
with radio just like you fall in love
with the opposite sex."
Kent's love affair with the art
fonn began at the age of 7. as he
stood on tip-toe listening to his

favorite music show, "Red Hot and
Low Down," He has since then
launched an amazing career spanning six decades, immortalizing
him in the Radio Hall of Fame as
one of Chicago's most beloved
disc-jockeys. Throughout it all ,
Kent bas battled everything from
extreme prejudice to a near-fatal
bout with cancer, yet has always
managed to come out on top.
Even at the age of 78, Kent sti ll
possesses the infectious humor and
dynamic presence to make a
sprawling group of college kids
hang gO his every word. He began
his lecture by harkening back to
his early years. Kent landed his
first radio gig hosting a classical

music program on WBEZlChicago
when he was still a high school

student on the South Side. He
remembers crying one night when
his mother forced him to leave his
friends in the projects by going to

the nearly all-white Hyde Park
High School. Yet when Kent met a
"well-endowed blonde" on the
first day of classes, he decided that
Hyde Park may not be so bad after
all. Kent got into the school's radio
club and was elected president.
«It \Vas 10 white girls and m e,"
Kent said, laughing.

In the Jate-1940s. Kent was
asked to play "race music" -at
WGRY/Gary. He also acted in
radio dramas for Chicago's NBC
affiliate, WMAQ. Keot was hired
over the phone, and it wasn't until
he showed up for work that his
boss discovered he was black.
Consequently, he became the ftrst
black person hired at NBC · in
Chicago.
"j 've been the 'only black' so
many times;' Kent said.
After working under the guidance of African-American radio
pioneers Sam Evans and Al
Benson at Chicago's largest blackoriented stati on, WG ES, Kent
devoted an entire show to a selfcreated fonnat called " dusry
records" on WBEE/Chicago.
"[He's1 a total legend when it
comes to the urban format," said
Cheryl Morton langston, director
of Columbia College 's radio sta-

Ave.

tion WCRX. "He's respected for he worked for WVON/Chicago,
getting a lot of black artists on the where he acquired a giant followradio." Among these now-famous . ing in the ciry's African-American
artists, whose careers owe a major c;ommunity. As riots filled the
debt to Kerit, are Curtis Mayfteld, streets outside, Kent pusbed for.
the Temptations and Smokey civil rights on the air, devoting fifRobinson.
teen minutes of each show to his
One of Kent's former colleaiuc;s "Stay at School" campaign. Ho'~
was Columbia's--own radio profes- been known as "The Cool Genf'
sor Bun Burdeen, who affection- and the "Mayor of Bronzeville,"
ately referred to his friend as " the and in 1995, was inducted into the
black Dick Clark."
Radio Hall of Fame.
"Herb is a rock. His work ethic
Fifteen years ago, Kent fought
and reliabiliry should be a lesson to esophageal cancer, a diagnosis his
those who want to be in broadcast- doctors thought would be fatal.
ing ... He still knows what to do in He's been free of the illness ever
between the music," Burdeen said . since. Reflecting on his extraordiin an e-mail.
nary life, Kent can only carry a
During the 1960s, Kent's focus serene smile. In the age of satellite
shifted entirely from music when radio and iPods, Kent · remains

unsure about the future of his
favorite art fonn .
"Radio seems to be holding on,
but at any given time it can go
crumble," he said.
But Kent is still as in love with
radio as when he was a child standing on his tip-toes. Apart from
playing music, be 'said the best
thing about being on the radio is
that "you can deliver messages.
You can right a person's life just
because of music in [hisIher]life.
You can be a powerful symbol for
good. You really can."

mfagerholm@Chroniclemail.com
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Yolk.

1120 S. Michigan Ave.
(312) 789-9655

What It's all about: Breakfast and lunch dominate the
menu at this new eatery. Yolk. serves a wide variety of early
morning favorites from omelets and pancakes to crepes and
French toast. Owner Taki Kastanis said they had a menu that
worked well for them in the suburbs-they also own Egg'lectic
Cafe in Rolling Meadows and Grandma Sally's in River Forest.
With a fairly open kitchen, fast-food service counter and light
brown wooden chairs and booths, a concentration on the colors blue and yellow make Yolk.'s environment one that is
modern in style, but old-fashioned in design.
"The decor is bright and not typical of an old-fashioned
diner: Kastanis said. "The South Loop needed a place like
this. You get the best food and service for the best value."
What everybody loves: "The eggs benedict is a popular item, "
Kastanis said. "We make a fresh [hollandaise] sauce every
morning."
Price range: The average customer spends' about $10 on a
meal.
Hours: Yolk. is open from 6 a.m. to 3 p.m. Monday through
Friday and 7 a.m. to 3 p.m, Saturday and Sunday.

Fornetto
and Mei's
Kitchen
1108.S. Michigan' Ave.
\'

(312) :~94-2488

What it's all about: Located on the first floor of the Best
Western, upon first glance, this eatery may look like just
another restaurant inside a hotel. However, their take on
Italian dining and the variety of fresh seafood make this
restaurant a bit more up-scale.
"We want to serve great quality food in a relaxed atmosphere," said Daniel Grajdura, the restaurant's marketing and

Tamarind
614 S. Waba sh Ave.
(312) 379-0970
What It's all aboUt: Though the outside of the place looks like
it might be too expensive for a lunchtime hangout, it's not.
The inside is decorated in a modern Asian style with soft
green and bold red walls, while small bamboo plants sit at
the center of every table. On the weekends, the atmosphere
also loosens up with a live OJ. Managers Paule Ko and Jenny
Chung said this fami ly-owned and operated restaurant is a
great place for all types of people.
"It's a hidden gem: Chung said. "A lot of times people are
surprised. You don't see a lot of restaurants around here. It
has great service, is very professional and has a lot of people who know the menu well. When people come here, we
want to make sure that everyone enjoys everything."
What everybody loves: Aside from the variety of Thai,
Vietnamese, Chinese and Japanese cuisine, Ko said their
fresh fruit martinis and variety of desserts made in-house
are very popular.
"Our' exotic bomba is a three-layer sorbet with passion fruit,
mango and raspberries covered with white chocolate: Ko
said. "We t ry to make the menu as wel l-rounded
as possible."
Price range: There are a variety of lunch speCials, which
include soup and salad for $9. On average, a meal wi ll cost
between $8 and $18. Columbia students and staff can also
enjoy a 10 percent discount with a school 10.
Hours:,Tamarind is open from 11 a.m. to 11 p.m. seven
days a week.

Carolina
Caramel,
Room for
Dessert

sales group manager. "It's like an open " market kind of

restaurant. All ingredients are fresh and we have seafood
and meats straight out of the boat. We cook everything in an
open kitchen, so there 's no hiding. "
What everybody loves: According to Grajdura , the coffee bar
has been popular for the "on the go commuter." Fornetto
also serves a more traditional Italian style th in crust pizza.
The restaurant prides itself on its wine list, which changes
twice a week and consists of more than 1,200 different
types of wine.
Price range: Depending on what is ordered, the average customer spends around $20 on a meal, ac~ording to Grajdura .
College students can get draft beer for $3 and a 10 percent
discount on the rest of their food order.
Hours: Fornetto and Mei's Kitchen is open every day from 7
a.m. to 10 p.m, The bar is open until 11 p. m every day.

La Cantina
Grill
1911 S. Michigan Ave.
(312) 842-1911
What it's all about: If you're looking for authentic Mexican
food in the South Loop, this is the place to find it. From guacamole to tostadas and burritos, La Cantina Grill serves it
up.
"We want to be known as a place where people feel comfortable," said John Mauro, owner of La Cantina Grill. "Once
you're in here, we want you to think you 're in a real place in
Mexico. We want to be known in the neighborhood as a place
to hang out."
For the weekend crowd, there's live music and dancing every
Friday night from 7 p.m. to 10:30 p.m. There 's also karaoke
on Saturday nights from 10 p.m. to 2 a.m.
What everybody loves: "Enchiladas and mole, " Mauro said .
"It's hard to make a good mole, but people like it here."
Mauro also recommends the chimichangas.
Price range: There are specials available and an average
customer spends between $9 and $18.
Hours: La Cantina Grill is open from 11 a.m. to 11 p.m.
Monday through Thursday, 11 a.m. to 1 a.m. FridaY, 12 p.m.
to 1 a.m. Saturday and 12 p.m. to 10 p.m. Sunday.
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1511 S. State St,
(312) 92 2-5007

What it's all about: Carolina Caramel is an all-dessert place
that aims for an intimate setting, providing th e best desserts
and non-alcoholic drinks around.
"We found that the South Loop has an outstanding demographic with a lot of diversity, " said Rasheed Williams, owner
of Carolina Caramel. "My vision w~s for th is restaurant to be
an urban coffee house."
This place is probably a dieter's nightmare with six core
cakes, including double chocolate, red velvet and lemon
cakes. Th ere are also new cakes, pies and cupcakes to try
every day.
What everybody loves: Since the shop is stil l in the process
of opening, it's too soon to tell what the crowd favorite will
be. However, Will iams believes the restaurant's signature
caramel cake will be a big hit and admits it's definite ly his
favorite, Along with desserts and beverages, Williams plans
to have a OJ there at all hours playing everyth,,,g from R&B
to hip-hop and reggae.
Price range: According to Wil liams, everything is between
$2.25 and $5.75.
Hours: Caro li na Caramel , Ro'om fo r Desert is open Thursday
and Sunday from 7 p.m . to 2 a.m.; Friday and Saturday from
7 p.m. to 5 a.m,

Whether it's Mexi can, Asia n or Italian, early morning or late
at night, there's always some place to go and something new
to try in the new South Loop.

Happy eating!
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T-Byte (left) and

Me Router (right) may look tough, but they are living the ultimate 'geek life: Both rappers lay down tracks at T-Byte's pad in Waco, Texas,

Beols ond geeks

White rappers merge hip-hop world and computers in the underground 'nerdcore' scene
By Cary Da rllngjMCT
A cramped upstairs bedroom in

Tetro-electro Kraftwerkl Afrika
Bambaataa-style groove, has a title
that includes a rhymes-with-rich
word that's no stranger to the hijr
hop lexicon, others in the Me
Router catalog are more Silicon

staying lnside on a sun-washed

" And then 'Bi ll Gates ' was the first
professional one."

ror story my grandmother told."
Welcome to the world of nerdcore- some call it "geeksta"where math majors , computercode cowboys and other young
scientific Americans celebrate
their love of algorithms and hiphop rhythms . Among those whose
burgeoning underground success
is exacting sweet revenge on those
who excluded them from high
school 's cool-kid cliques.

Saturday afternoon to lay down a

She's talking about "Bill Gates

MC Plus+, a Ph.D. candidate at

rap that combines their love of
high-tech and hard beats.
And while tltis particular song,
booming witlt an old-school,

Revolution," a track on her
upcoming album that's an antiMicrosoft rap where ''the operating system is so old, it was a hor-

Purdue University, took his name
from a programming language and
named one of his a lbums
Computer Science for ·Life.
Computer programmer Monzy
has a master's degree from MIT
and is a Ph .D. candidate at
Stanford. His debut disc: Drama in
the PhD.
Boston's MC Frontalot, whom
some consider to be the nerdcore
George Washington because he

an aparttnent complex with all the
whimsical charm of a Soviet
prison block doesn 't seem like the
kind of place where a new branch

of hip-hop would take root. But
here, within hollering distance of

Baylor University in Waco, Texas,
are Fort Worth's Kristin Ritchie

and Tannar Brown- aka Me
Router .and producer T-Byte-

Valley than South Bronx.
"One of my -very flISt raps was a
Halo rap," said Router, 20, refer-

encing the popular video game.

At first a minor curiosity spread

guys-is, Jlt best, a "W!:IDI':' dl

by word-of-mouth and MySpace

Yankovic hip-hop parody Of, at
worst, an insuh to a form that was

pages, nerdcore is starting to
attract broader attention. While
major labels have yet to take the
plunge,
two
documentaries,
Nerdcore for Life and Nerdcore
Rising. are in the works. And nerdcore performances were featured
during last month's Consumer
Electronics Show in Las Vegas,

whe", all tlte tech gurus gatlter to
sample tlte latest gadgetry.
For MC Router and T-Byte, 19,
botlt former Arlington Heights
High School students who are representing '"the nerdy South," it's

less about tlte degrees lItey holdshe briefly joined tlte Army after
high school and now works at a
Fon W"",, Starbucks, while he's
studying audio technology at
Waco's McLennan Community
Colleg~an

born out of urban black street culture.
Oro Ryan, a black professor of

computer science and m~
studies at Vuginia's George Masoo
University and the Cditor of The
Journal of Hip-Hop, was concerned when he first heard about it
"Being from lite Bronx anil having a sentimental attachment to hip-hop, to wildt somedIing come
up and take lite term 'hip-hop'
without tying into its roots put me
on the fence," he said. "But as the
subgeore developed, I saw thai
tltey were not trying to cross over,
not claiming to be hard or being
competitive witlt more tnditional
rap music, I've been impressed by
this small community th.t his
. been able to maintain itself over

New York'. MC Chris is known
for his high-pitched raps and

jusl talking about
stuff tltey like: computers, video
games Md hip-hop.
"It wasn't until I started getting
into it Md taking it more seriously
Md coming out witlt actual good
songs, like 'BIII Gales Revolution '
Md 'Emulation Station' tltal I
Sioned meeting Md hearing about

Canoen Network connection-

other nerdcore artists/' Slid

he'. the voice of MC Pee PMt. in
"Aqua Teen Hunger Force"- but
hi' background Include••top! at
the An In, titute of Chiceao Md
NYU ', Ti.ch Schoo l of the An.,
MC ~I.wklnll mps In un . Iectronlcilly dl' toned voleo thot
mikes him .ound like tamed
phy.lcl.t Slephen Hlwklnll,
they're "youna, alfted and

Rouler, who used to be more of.
MC Router Is dismayed thai
Blink-182 fan before discovering n~ sliII fW fI'om ahousehold
hlp-hop,
term, Is as popular as It Is. "Now
Now, she has "aeek life" I.... people are just jWl1plna 01\ tht
tooed Olf her knuckles, Is Texas' btndwaaon IIItt k'a tht _ _
best-known nordeol'll lleek and Is 11'. the new Hot 'I'opio." Iht IIIcI
one of the l'IIl'lively few ""'ale dlsmllSl'leilt,
"1''Ie dont
200 IhowI,
perf'onnera In the genre, "I Slid,
'OK, I'm. nerdcort I/tll~'" 1M tOIINCI tht llltin ~. IIIcI
Me Chria, .'Then .... bIMIt .....
Slid, "And thili. whit I do."
Of _ , In • world thai 11M II ''!Wy IIIow. ftIIcI a lot ti ...
dtllvtrtd the CrIll opportwIlam ot they'll ntI'dItr . . lilt willie

whipped up the geek antltem
"Nerdcore Hip-Hop" back in
2000, is a web designer who only
recently cut back on his client list
to concentrnte on his mus ic coreer.

tenured,"

OOe", from Lordi o( th,
lUtymll, Who ol.lm. 10 be
"lIlIlpl OUI
HobbllOn," 10

or

whoM _
"'hIrouttOpIInlUi
'''l'rlnlf'onnll'l'' roIIcJI.
Prim., .... man
OpdInUl~"

I.l

Me

into people who tltink I'm making
fun of hip-hop, and no one has hid
tltat responsc," said MC F'lontalol,
whoso real name is Damian Hess.
"I don't find hip-hop .bsurd in Illy

way."

0_

VWtllla Ice, Iht ohtt.y tabloid
~h"oId"""""_
MIY - ___ . _ .
ItdvtnIutII o( Kevtn,P...IM ftIIcI aIrII.
tilt rtII~ IIyI\lriol .t ro.. ~ .. ~,_ ..

VH 1'1 ,.".. WIIM RIpper aIIow,"
k woukIlIe ~ • _hIdI thai
..-.d to popocultln ... 1III1ttI. ntrdeOlt-4ofal..... by whitt
10

the years."
"I was worried bef.... I s*Ied
gigging regularly tlto! I would NIl

It....
_wIIII._
,..."

.
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Chris Rock:
The actor, writer
and director
discusse!:i new
dramatic
comedy
Continued fro m Front Page
or something. It use"d to be a
team. J probably bought like 20
fore ign movies that day and this
. one had a naked girl on the
cover, so I watched the one with
the naked girl on the cover and
loved it. (I] called up Louis
C.K., got him a copy o f it and he
loved it. It 's a drama, and we
both saw where the comedy
could go. There you go. Talking
to me four years later and there's
a movie .
Who were you channeling to

get into the role ofthe conflicted husband?
Most of my friends are married, and we lovingly commiserate. I don.' t think single people
realize you can be miserable and
happy at the same time. You
know me and Louis and {Adam]
Sandler talk a lot about mar·
riage, too . It 's like a composite
of about 10 married guys.
The underlying theme is growing up as a black family in a
white environment. Can you
tell me a little bit about that?
It 's more like the middle class.
This guy's got money so he's
around less black people. One of
the movies I watc hed a lot

In a scene"from Ch ris Rock's film 'I Think I Love My Wife, ' Rock attends an auto show and is enticed by life's many temptations.

before we sat down and w rote
[this] was Lost In Translation.
And it 's weird. To me Lost In
Translation is the blackes t
movie ever. It rea lly captures
what it's like to be black and
middle class in Ameri ca. Well ,
that's kind of odd . We' re kind of
in a foreign country. It 's Lost In
Translation! It 's rea lly black, but
there's no black people. It's just
really bl ack. That 's how I feel.
How do you think this movie
can relate to college students?
I always say that kids will see
adults, but adults don't see kids.
When I was a kid I saw adult
things. I loved all sorts o f adult
movies like Woody All en
movies and The Firm. · I mean,
it 's not that foreign. It 's not like

you' re like, 'I don 't know what's
going on, where's their tits?
How come no one is f- king a
pie?' 1 think peop le in relation·
ships, even though they' re not
marri ed, it's married to you at
that point. There's a lot of temp·
tation in coll ege and how you
deal with it. With guys and girls ,
there's li ke a level of obsess ion
when you ' re young that doesn't
rea ll y happen as much when
you' re old. You' ll get on that
plane to D.C. There's a lot of
comedy in this movie despite the
subjec t matter. There's a lot of
bi g funhy scenes.
What were some of your
favorite moments while film·
ing this movie?
All the Steve Buscemi stuff

cracks me up . He was perfect in Whose decision was it to break
the movie . The lighter stu ff of out into a musical number at
throwing money out the wi ndow the end?
with Kerry [Washington] was
I ' ll take all the bl ame for that.
kind of cute
taking off her ·It 's Fox Search light sq we don't
pan ti es. That was a good day. have a lot of money, so I knew I
That was a well· desetved day.
was never going to get a chance
to re-shoot the endi ng, which
How did you think of the game happens in so many movies. So
of throwing money out th e I knew we had to get it right. I
window and watching people knew a lot of people would say,
on the street fight over the 'Oh this mov ie is so serious.'
bills?
Peop le have to walk out with a
It was Loui s' idea, because he big laugh. I j ust wanted that
used to do that when he used to music number at the end . I 'm a
write for Conan [O'B rien]. It's fan of mu sical numbers, not
an obnoxious thing to do. A really a fan of musicals. I like a
bunch of young, ri ch, comedy good musi cal number in a
wri ters throwing money. Even st raight movie. It's a breath of
thou gh it's j ust [o ne·do ll ar fre sh air.
bills], it's obnox ious. Feed the
cmahlmeister@chroniclemail. com
fish.

- Hotsi Totsi Stosi
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New film probes secrets of Iron Curtain
By Matt Fagerholm/Assistant A&E
Some films art about archetypes. not people. Films set during
a historical time peri'ld are often
guilty of this technique, casting its

characters as either heroic rebels
or villainous tyrants. Sometimes
this method of storytelling works
gloriously with the material, as it
did with arguably the best film o f

s

2006. Pan Labyrinth. The archetypes in that film-a young girl
representing the formidable purity

of innocence, and her uncle
embodying the oppression of fas-

cism-strengthened the power of
its fairy tale structure. set against
postwar Spain circa 1944.

0/ Others takes place

Ed~or

thing about Others is how it succeeds in actually being about intricately complex human beings. not
simply good guys and bad guys.

East Germany, 1984: the
Ministry for State Securityknown as the Stasi-monitors the
entire population and suppresses
those who are suspected to be foes
of Socialism. A particularly loyal
member of this secret police is
Hauptmann Gerd Wiesler, played
by Ulrich Muhe. He 's a secret
service agent investigating successful
playwright
Georg
Dreyman- played by Sebastian
Koch-who's

labeled

by

the

exactly four decades after
Lobyrinth , during a time that was
in its own quiet way, equally

Cultural Department head as "our
only non-subversi ve writer."
Dreyman's girlfriend, the famous
actress Christa-Maria Sieland-

oppressive. Yet the extraordinary

Martina Gedeek- has caught the

The Lives

lustfu l eye of Stasi minister
Hempf- Thomas Thieme.
Wiesler believes the handsome
couple couldn't possibly be as
innocent as they seem, and
decides to wire Dreyman's apartment. As he listens intently to
their every move and word,
Wiesler undergoes a profound
transformation, and the film
builds its dramatic tension so
brilliantly that the audience
becomes as thorou~ly engrossed
as the lone Stasi observer.
This is the feature debut for 33year-old writer/director Florian
Hencke l von Donnersmarck, and
it's one of the most stunning
debuts in recent memory. There
isn't a trace of amateurish clumsiness or chaotic audacity on display
in Donnersmarck's first major cinematic canvas- his past work
includes only short subjects and
television.
Instead, the young director
exhibits the assured craft, measured pace and sharp insight of a
veteran master. He doesn 't go to
elaborate heights to impress his

The new film'The lives of Others' tells a tale of people hving in Germany during the time period right
before the collapse of the Berlin Wa ll.

viewers; instead, be pulls back and

never from cheap satin:. And the

simply observes these hwnan lives
in aU their confliction, passion and
desperation. Viewers may find

fina! moments of the film are
about as dramatically satisfying as
an ending can be.
There are many filmgoers who
rooted fo r The Lives 0/ Others to

themselves identifying with the
cbatacters they were prepared to

despise, and that's the genius of
Donnersmarck's method. Each of
his human subjects is much more
complex than when he or she first
appears onscreen. Rarely has the
simple act of watching characters
think. interact and develop been so
fascinating, rewarding and downright scary.
While Donnersmarck's achievement is certainly impressive, the
work of his cast and crew deserves
equal adulation. Muhe's towering
portrayal is the glue that holds the

entire picture together. At first his
character seems like the icily cynicat type, usually played by Kevin

Spacey, who spends the entire
movie sizing up everyone around
him with amused detachment Yet
there is so much more going on
within Muhe's hypnotically cold
eyes.
In a way, his perfonnance is
every bit the equal of Helen
Mirren's work in The Queen,
because so much of the film 's success depends on the subtlety of
Wiesler's psychological joumeynone of which I will further elaborate upon.
Both Koch and Gedeck tum in
equally sterling work, as their
characters' relationship develops
unforeseen complexities of its
own. The ~pe rs i stent score by
Stephane Moucha and Gabriel
Yard has the mesmerizing quality
of Philip Glass, yet never becomes
overbearing.
There are also some refreshing
injections of humor that spawn
from natural human absurdity,

win the Best Foreign Film award
over Pan jo Labyrinth during tast
weekend's Oscar ceremony.
Though [ disagree with such an

opinion, I see where it's coming
from. Others didn't shake me to
my core the way Labynnth did,
but it gradually proved to be just as
haunting and frighteningly rele-

vant of a masterwork in its own
right.

It seems that DoMersmarck's
gil\, is to identify with the humanity in each of his characters-no

matter how seemingly vile they
are. He's referred to this film as a
frightening "self-portrait':' since he
imagined himself as each of the
characters as he wrote them . His
goal was to discover his own
inner-enemy, because as he wrote
in FLM magazine, the result of a
successful film is like "a wiretap in
a confessional booth-much is
revealed, and our eyes are riveted
to the screen."
The ultimate revelation in The
Lives of Others is that the characters'lives arc not all that different
from our own-a fact more
unsettling the longer one contem·
plates it.
mfagerholm@Chroniclemail.com

The Lives of Others
Directed by Florian
Henckel von 'I •.
Donnersmarck
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From the south to the north
Chicago hip-hop duo discuss how they attempt to unite
aI/ sides of city through music, style
By Kristin Kalter/Assistant A&E Editor

K

anye West, Common,
Twista and The Brat, all

successful emcees out of

Chicago, each represent their
own interpretations of city life
in their music.
When some Chicago fans li sten to each arti st, they can usually tell what side of town
they're from by the lyrics.
But an up-and-coming hip-

hop duo out of Chicago- JDirect- is trying to represent all
sides in their sound.
"Imagine if Timbaland and
Missy Elliot had a kid while
recording ' Supa Dupa Fly.' but
gave it up for adoption, to be
raised by Mad Lib and EI·P, that
child wou ld be J-Direct," said
Jason Griff, the producer of
their style.
.
l-Direct is made up of Griff,
who simply goes by Griff and
Johnny Banks, Jr. who goes by
Fitz. the emcee. Griff grew up in
the north of Chicago in
Woodstock, while Fitz grew up
in the southern suburb of
Harvey.
Both also went to Columbia
between 2000 and 2004, but
only Griff graduated. They didn't meet until introduced
through mutual friends at Metro,
3730 N . Clark St.
J-Direct began in 2004 with
only Fitz and J2K, who is now pan
of Flosstradamus- a OJ/emcee
duo that combines hip-hop, juke,
house, R&B and drum and basswhen J2K was still making a name
for himself as a OJ.
Fitz and J2K also met at
Metro, which is where they
worked at the time .
"We were hanging out, talking
to girls, doing the whole guy
thing," Fitz said. "We clicked
and were both top 40 kids ... we
started practicing together."
During this time , the two
recorded some tracks and performed opening gigs at Metro.
Fitz had a solo album , 1 Am

Haunted By Waters, which he
describes as "a self-therapeutic
record."
" I was taking the worst
moments of my life and tryi ng
to make it entertaining," he sa id.
" But performing [it li ve] was
like bre akin g my own hea rt
every night on stage."
Fitz said he wanted to make
an alb um th at was more
upbeat-still with a messagebut more fun for him to perform
live. In order for Fitz and 12K to
do this, they needed a producer
to make some beats for them .
Soon after they put the word
out they were looking for someone to make some beats a friend
of their's had a man for them.
Kevin Richard Kujawa, who
worked at Hi-Fi records, which
used to be at 3728 N . Clark St.,
gave them one of Griff's CDs.
" Kevin got a guy a little more
like EI-P, but he said it was sti ll
something we may dig," Fitz
said. " Eventually I gave him a
call and left a message for him
and he got back to us two or
three weeks later."
Soon after, Fitz and 12K met
Griff and his girlfriend Kristie
Borgmann.
But at the same time, Fitz said
he wasn't taking the whole
music thing that seriously at the
time.
"I fell in love ," he said .
But after he heard some tracks
that Griff recorded with' J2K and
his sister, Melissa, also known
as Kid Sisterr he decided to tum
his attention back to his music,
and the three men ended up
recording their fir st song ,
"There They Go" in June 2005.
That song, along with a few
others, were recorded and
released as a mixtape thro.ugh
Borgmann and Griff's independent label , Rhyme C ity. The
couple, who met each other in a
Cartoon 'and Satire in American
History class at Co lumbia ,

dec ided to make the business
work for the·mse lves.
Borgmann went to school for
music business and held several
internships at record companies.
" I got a lot of audacity and
ambition ," she said . " I thought I
had an idea of what was goi ng
on [in the music industry]."
But before the trio of J-Direct
could complete a full-length
album with Rhyme C ity, 12K's
career began to take off with hi s
Flosstradamus project.
12K 's departure left Griff to
serve as the OJ, beat man and
back-up vocals for the group,
but he prefers less time on the
microphone than hi s partner.
" I was in choir for eight or
nine years through grade school
and learned music theory
through there, but I would say
I'm an above average singer at
best," he said.
Recently the duo completed
their fir st full-length a lbum ,
Live and J-Dire ct, which is due
out March 20.
" It 's the future of Chicago
hip-hop," Griff said. " You could
listen to it now, but it won't
make sense for a couple of
year.s, because it 's that far ahead
of its time."
J-Direct said it's important for
them to talk about issues they
feel people from all sides of the
city can relate to. '
"Chicago is one of the most
economically and racially segregated cities in America," Fitz
said. " We try to inject some of
that into our lyrics ... living in
this city does affect you. It does
shape your outlook on the
town ."
Wel1~known Chicago arti sts
show thi s in thier mu sic, like
Kanye West and the "style-consc ious South Side" he represents, Fitz sa id .
" Hi s parent s are [former
Black Panthers] though , so he
also has that in him," Fitz said.

Griff (top) is the producer and Fitz (i n cart) is the lyricist for the hiphop dl,lo J·Direct.

Or from the West Side, Fitz
described Twista 's sty le and
influence.
" [The West Side] is going
through a rebuilding process," he
said. "There's a lot of economic
strife . [Twista] represents that
thirstin€;ss of the black male having to go and get theirs."
And eVen the North Side has
many underground hip-hop artists.
" I don 't want to go as far as c-alling them bohemian, but the North
Side is full of a lot of our co lleges
and universities," Fitz said. " Kids
from out of town go to school and
live there, and the emcees have
that within them."
But Fitz said although he lived
in suburban Harvey, he was raised
on almost all sides of the town.
"My dad is a fanner CTA bus
driver on Michigan Avenue," he

said. " I' ve always been raised to
understand all sides."
They hope this comes out in
their music, where listeners will
hear them not only throw in a
verse about Mayor Daley, but also
about "pulling girls and smok ing
weed," Fitz said. He said as long
as they 're representing the town
and injecting thoughts while still
having fun, that everything is "all
jerry."
J-Direct has three upcoming
shows: March 2 at Oasis Cafe,
2009 Franciscan Way in West
Chicago, March 18. when they
open up for The Roots at the Rave.
2401 W. Wisconsin Ave. in
Milwaukee and March 19 at the
Abbey Pub, 3420 W Grace 51. in
Chicago.

kkalter@chronilcemail. com

Fitz (left) and Griff (right) met each through a mutual friend and formed J.!Jirect, a hip-hop duo. J2K of Flosstradamus used to be their OJ, but when that project took-off, the
two guys decided to keep going as a duo. Their first full~ength album is due out March 20, two days after they open for The Roots In Milwaukee.
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Thesday, March 13 - b.egJnnlng at 8 a.m.
Tuesday, March 13 - beginning at 1 p.m.
Wednesday, March 14 - beginning at 8 a.m.
Thursday, March 15 - beginning at 8 a.m.

Nursery rhymes with 0 twist
Baffimore mother-daughter team up puts 'ghetto' life into traditional tales
By Kristin Ka~er/Assistant A&E Ed itor

Nursery rhymes like " Mary
Had a Little Lamb" and "Twinkle
Twinkle Little Star" that most

children learn are considered
somewhat simple and silly when
those kids get older.
This is one reason why a
Baltimore mother and her 17year-old daughter decided to create a book with their versions of

these tales in the poetry book,
Ghetto Rhymes-A Collection of
Traditional Nursery Rhymes with
a Ghetto Twist.
The book idea ori~ingated
from something Monique Burris,
the mother, did as a teenager. She
said she a lways kept a s lan g
book, where she would keep
track of words and their definitions that were "new" at the time.
But when her youngest daugh-

Monique Burris kept a 'slang
book' since she was a teenager.

ter, TaMonique Burris, was about
9 years old, she did a school proj ect where she wrote her own vers ion of " Mary Had a Littl e
Lamb." This was her take on the
tale:' " Mary had a little lamb, her
fl eece was white like snow, she
took him to the slaughterhouse
and ordered lamb chops to go."
Monique thought they cou ld
combine th eir talents after reading that poem , and they began
working on the collection.
" I wrote most of it, and
[TaMonique] wou ld say, 'Don 't
put it like that, say it like this' meaning the s lang, how people
use it today. That was her forte ,
right there," Monique sa id .
A sampling of what they came
up with is a take on Old Mother
Hubbard : " There was an o ld lady
who lived in a shoe. She had a lot
of kids, but she knew just what to
do. She took the kids' daddies to
court, and now she's highly paid
with her child support."
Even though they got out of the
"ghetto" and off welfare, the
mother-daughter team sa id diey
don 't mean to make fun of what
'they consider a serious issue .
" It ·is not our purpose to make
fun
of anyone's
plight,"
'TaMonique said. "Our book is
centered around things that actually happened in our lives, things
we have been through before."
Monique and TaMonique dealt
with some tough issues in the

" He would say, 'That 's messed
past. Monique is a single mother
who had five children by the age up,' .from some of the stuff in
of 26. They struggled for some there," Monique sa id .
Oth ers seem to agree th at the
time when TaMonique was
younger, living off food stamps book could not only be entertainin g, but informative as well.
and welfare.
Monique grew up as a fo ster Therese Carter, a seventh grade
child and didn't meet her rea l teacher at Spry School, 2400 S.
mother until she was 23 years Marshall Blvd. in Little Village ,
old. And even then , she only said her students would probably
knew her birth mother for seven want to read something like that.
years before losi ng her to a heroCarter sa id a lot of her students
in overdose.
come from families who are
"G rowing up as a foster child, I struggling with poverty and gang
really wanted to keep my famil y vio lence in their neighborhood.
"Some of my students wear a
together," she said.
Today, the duo are doing we ll : badge of honor about su rviv ing
Monique is a mortgage broker gang or ghetto life," she said.
and TaMonique is studying to be "They are adamant about pro. claiming pride in ghetto ."
an architect.
They said the book is meant to
This makes Carter think her
inspire and g ive hope to people students would probably find it
who are m the same predicament funny and not see th e seriousness
they were in . It 's also meant to in it.
"They' re always looking for a
make people laugh, they said.
" We didn 't want to write bland good laugh," she said. " It sounds
nursery rhymes; those were okay kind of violent and shocking and
for back in the day," she said . th at would definitely get their
" We as a family like to laugh . attention."
Even though Carter thinks thi s
Even when we were writing it,
is unfortunate, she feels that peowe were just laughing."
Both think their book shou ld be p le who are from the "ghetto"
entertaining and informative to should relate to the book.
She said it wou ld be different
anyone in any age group from
teens to adults, but even younger if this book was written from a
readers might find it amusing or perspective of someone who has
never lived that lifesty le.
take issue to its content.
Monique 's
eight-year-old
Randall Albers, th e F iction
grandson read some of the poems Writing Department chair at
Columbia, had s imil ar thoughts
in the book .

Cou

of Monique BUrris

TaMon ique Burris co-wrote the
book with her mother.

after hearing about the book .
" I wouldn 't cen sor anyone from
writing about something from their
own life an'd their own experiences," he said . " I don't have any
particular problems with that."
Albers thinks that reading about
experieoces like the Burris ' might
be informative to those outside of
the "ghetto" as we ll.
" If we didn't read about cultures different from o urs, we
would eliminate a whole wide
world of writing," A lbers said. " It
all comes down to how ' well it's
done ."
When Albers was given a taste
of what was ins ide the book , he
laughed and said , " It 's clever. I ~ it
great writing? Probably not, but it
makes you laugh."

kkalfer@chroniclemail. com

Hip-hop ond chompogne
College parties mock black stereotypes
By Bruce Srnith/AP
"The segment of rap music that
is glamorized and popularized by
the media is gangsla rap," said
Berry. " It has become an image
that is nonnalized in our society.
That, to me, explains clearly why
they don 't see it as wrong."
At an off-campus " Bullets and
Bubbly"
party
thrown
by
University of Connecticut School
of Law students in January, picteeth.
tures showed students wearing
From Connecticut to Colorado, baggy jeans, puffy jackets and
"gangsta" theme parties thrown by' holding fake machine guns.
whites are drawing the ire of colThe University of Colorado's
lege officials and heaJed com- Ski and Snowboard Club adverplaints from black and white stu- tised a "Gangsta Party" in
dents who sa)! the antics conjure September 2006, with fliers feathe worst racial stereotypeS.
turing 'r appers and fake bullet
University officials and the holes. The theme was dropped
National Assoc iation for the after complaints, but some stuAdvancement of Colored People dents, who didn't get the memo,
have condemned the parties as showed up in gangsta garb, hopinsulting and inexcusable under ing to win prizes.
any circwnstances, At the same
Often such panies go unnoticed
time, some black academics said outside campuses until students
.they we", not surprised, given the post pictures 'on Facebook.com
popularity of rap music among and other websites. That's how
inner-city blacks and weU-t<KIo images of the Clemson party surfaced. One student wore blackface;
suburban whites alike.
Whites often don't realize their another white student put padding
actions are offensive because they in her pants to make her rear end
are imitating behavior celebrated look bigger.
Harold Hughes, a black fraterniin music and seen on television,
said Venise Berry. an associate ty member at Clemson whose frat
professor of journalism at the brothers attended the party, said
University of Iowa who has white students "see this on MTV
resean:hed rap music and popular and BET-they think it's cool to
portray hip-hop culture." Hughes
culture.
White students at Tarleton State
University in Texas held a party in
which they dress in gang gear and
drink: malt liquor from paper bags.
A white Clemson University student attended a bash in blackface
over the Martin Luther King Jr.
holiday weekend. A fraternity at
Johns Hopkins University invites
partygoe" to wear " bling bling"
grills, or shiny metal caps on their

said he found it espec ially offensive that the party was held over a
holiday created to honor the slain
civi l rights leader.
After .news of the party
reached beyond the campus,
organizers issued an unsigned
letter of apology.
St ill , school officials are investigating, and the said the party
was not hann less fun.
" We once lynched AfricanAmericans as good fun and
humor," said Lonnie Randolph,
president of the South Carolina
chapter of the NAACP.
Clemson
President
James
Barker said he was "appalled,
angered and disappointed" by the

party.
" If you don't understand why
this is harmful to the community,
then you need to start asking questions and learn," Kurt Strasser, the
interim dean of the University of
Connecticut School of Law, told
faculty, staff and students at a
meeting last week to discuss the
party there.
One hip-hop insider, Chris
Conners, programming director at
a Columbia, S.C. radio station,
WHXT HOT 103.9 FM, said he
has no problem with whites imitating certain aspects of black culture--driving cars with flash y
rims, for example. But he said students who put on blackface or
padded their rear ends crossed the

Parties thrown around the country are perpetuating the stereotypes
of blacks that Dr: Martin Luther King Jr. tried to eliminate.

line.
" They weren 't really celebrating
hip-hop cu lture. They were making fun of African-Americans, and
that's what really concerns me," he
said.
James Johnson, a black psychology professor at ·the University of
North Carolina-Wilmington who
has researched racial attitudes and
teaches a seminar on race and prejudice, said he is more discouraged
by the rap performe" who perpetuate stereotypes than by the "clueless kids" who imitate them .
These incidents come at a time
when racial tolerance on college
campuses is perceived to be steadily improving. But the truth may be
more complicated.
A University of Dayton sociol<r
gist who analyzed journals kept by
626 white college students found
the students behaved substantially
differently when they were in the
company of other whites than
when they were with other races.

When the students, who were
asked to record their interactions
with other people, were alone with
other white students, racial stere<r
types and racist language were surpris ingly common, researcher
Leslie Picca said. One student
reported hearin g the " n-word"
among white students 27 times in a
single day.
The resu lts suggested white students have linle sense of shame
about racial insults and stereotyping and treat them as simply a part
of the culture.
"This is a new generation who
grew up watching ' The Cosby
Show,'" Picca said. "They have
the belief that racism isn't a problem anymore so the words they use
and the jokes they tell aren't
racist."
Picca sa id she found it " heartbreaking" to see so many welleducated students perpetuating the
stereotypes.
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"The days just start to creep
up on you," said Matt
Homann, a married man
and president of Real
Big Thinking, a business retreat firm.
"There has to be
love and thinking to
sign up for the service to begin with.
Traditionally,
men
have
been very
forgetful
of important dates."
Wh i Ie
Save
My
Ass is mostly used by men,
Lieb is seeking to further develop the website . But
sometimes picking out gifts
other than flowers is tricky.
"The second thing we would
add is for mothers," Lieb said.
"We get a lot of requests for that.
We 've thought about doing it for
females, but it's hard to find one
gift that all men like without preferences."
For most men, it makes sense to
have a gift to fan back on in case
something happens around an
important date.
"You're thinking so far
ahead that 'I love this
woman or my significant
other that I'm going to now
decide that she deserves
something lovely every occasion of o ur life together,'"
Homann said. "The only problem is, of course, if you enter
the dates that ' are the wrong
ones."

Love is never hoving
to SOY you're sorry
Forgetful fiances and brainless boyfriends discover
much-needed relationship insurance
By Chrissy Mahlmelster/ Assistant A&E Editor
Some men wish they had re lation·
ship insurance. That 's why Al Lieh
and James Hong are commi«ed to
saving men's asses from the ultimate
faux pas plaguing re lationships
today: forgetfulness.
A year and a half ago, Lieb, cofounder ofEvite.com, and Hong, co-

founder of Hatornatcom, decided
that men everywhere needed help

remembering precious occasions.
Their collaboration led to the creation of SaveMyAss.com, a flower
delivery service catering to flaky
boyfriends and husbands.
Guys sign up with the website and
then , in one sitting. record all the
imponant dates concerning significant others, like birthdays and

anniversaries.

There's

even

an

option to have a few "Just Because"
flowers sent out . The flowers are
chosen with messages and can be as
personal as they like.
"lnitially we thought it would be a
lot of Manhattan power-types of
folks that use it," Lieb said. " It's
actually a lot of husbands-and mil i-

tary that use the service, and the
guys actually spend a lot of time on
the messages and picking the right
fl owers. They also pick the days of
when they first met, so they do get
pretty romantic and sappy about it. "
Even though the holidays and
birthdays are covered, it doesn't
mean that men will be perfect in the
time in between, which is why Lieb
and Hong created the dreaded "Panic
Button."
This button has a scale from "Not
too ba~" to "She's throwing things"
to ''I'm afraid for my li fe ."
Depending on which option they
choose, the guy can get more expensive flowers and have them shipped
express.
" With this who le service we
thought about it in the perspective of
a guy," Lieb said. "A lot of the stuff
you can schedule, but once in a
while you get in trouble and have to
quickly make up for [it] and find
something good."
Although this website provides a
helpful service fo r forgetfulness ,

some women think it takes away
from the love and art of gift-giving,
making such traditions extremely
impersonal.
"Leave it to a guy to make something like that ," said Kim Geiger, a
22-year-old photojournalism major.
" It would be different if it was just a
reminder."
'
While it may be an impersonal
way to send gifts to loved ones,
women can't help but swoon over a
big bouquet of roses, regardless of
how it got there.
"Most women love it," Lieb said.
"I'd say nine out of 10 women just
love getting flowers . Sometimes
wives tell their husbands to sign up
for it because they know they won 't
get it regularly any other way. Plus,
if you are stat ioned away from your
family, it can be hard to make sure
your wife is covered for all the
important dates. "
Some men consider the website
"anti-procrastination" and helpful
for preventing impul se buys, while
reducing stress later on in the year.

cmuhlmeister@chroniclemail.com

Help create a family.
Chicago's first and most highly respeded
program is looking for the following:
EGG DONORS

$7,000 rompeno;ation to heattlly 'NOmen betwren the ages
of 20-29 to be anonymous egg donors. Donors will be
procedu re. Serious inquiries only.

GESTATIONAL SURROGATES
Minimum compensation $20,000, He£ltthywomcn t.o<hM...", til. '
ages of 21 3Swho !lilVC given birth to at least one child.
u
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Beouly store blowout
Foxy Brown arrested for fixing her hair
By Kathleen Kernicky and Macoltvie Jean-Francois/MeT

A 99-cent bott le of hair g lue is
going to cost a lot more for rap
singer Foxy Brown.
Police arrested the hip hop

diva on Feb. 15 a(ter she swore,
spit and then squirted the g lue at
the owner of a beauty supp ly

store after he told her to leave
because the store was closing.
Minutes later, Brown, 28, did

leave- in the back of a police
squad car.
Hayssam Ghoneim , 37, who
owns Queen Beauty Supply in
Pembroke Pines , Fla., sai d
Brown and another woman

came into the store just before 9
p.m. Brown paid for the glue,
then wa lked into a bathroom and

started fixing her hair.

Te n min utes later, Ghoneim
to ld Brown the store was closing. and she had to leave.
" She was screaming, ' ) have
to finish my hair, '" Ghoneim
said. "I told her this is a beauty
su pply store, not a beauty salon .
She- was ca lling me every [profanity] in the book."
Brown squ irted the glue at
G hone im , who d ucked, then
tossed th e bottle on the floo r. As
Ghoneim called police, Brown

spat on the ' floor and at him ,
leaving a stain on hi s shirt , and
then walked out.
When po lice arr ived, Brown
refu sed to return to the store,
in stead swattin g and "sw ingin g
her arms" when an officer
placed hi s hand on her arm,
according to a department store
spokesperso n. The officer used a
" takedown maneuver" to gai n
control of Brown . She was
charged with resisting an ' officer, a felony, and simple battery.
Ghoneim said he had never
heard of the rapper, whose birth
name is Inga Marchand .
"This was her first time in
here," Ghoneim sa id of Brown,
who was wearing a denim minisk irt, short gree njackel and h igh
heels. Police did not name the
second woman, who was not
arrested.
Ghoneim opened th e beauty
supply store a year ago, selling
wigs and hair extensions as well as
jewelry, nail and beauty products.
"N inety-n ine cents," he said,
hold ing up a I-ou nce bott le of
Salon Pro Hair Bondin g Glue.
"It's going to cost her a lot more
than that."

Brown, who bonded out of jail
Feb. 16, could not be reached for
who
comment. A woman
answered th e phone at her company, Black Roses Entertainment,
refused to comment.
It' s not the first time Brown 's
temper has gotten her into troubl e. A rrests and warrants fo r
mi ss ing court appearances date
back to 1997, when at age 17,
she spat on hote l workers who
told her an iron was not available. In 200 5, she was handcuffed in a Manhattan courtroo m for talkin g back to a judge.
Last October, she was sent enced
to three yea rs probation and
anger management counseling
in a case involving an attack on
two Manhattan manicuri sts.
" I guess it didn ' t work, "
Ghoneim sai d.
Attorney John Sampson, who
has represented Brown in the
past, sa id Brown is legall y deaf
and he wondered if that pl ayed a
role in the argument.
" If [you] think you're talking
to her and she can't hear yo u,
some peopl e may think s he 's
ignoring [them], " Sampson said.
"S he wouldn ' t hear you if s he

Foxy Brown ran into trouble a few times for her temper. The last
time she was arrested for fighting, she was ord ered to take anger ~
management classes.

MP3s not for free
College campuses crack down on music piracy
By Ted Brldis/AP

Th e mu sic industry is cracking down on coll ege students ,
who ill egally downl oad music
ove r campus computer network s
by sen di ng tho usands more
comp laints to top universities
th is schoo l year than last year.
Since last fa ll, a few schoo ls,
in cl uding O hio and Purdue un ivers it ies, have already rece ived
m ore th an 1,000 compla in ts
accusi ng in dividual stu dents of
illega l downloads. Thi s is a sign ifi cant increase over the previous school year. For students
w ho a re caught, punish ments
vary from e-mail warn ings to
semester-long suspens ions from
classes.
Th e
Recording
Indus try
Assoc iation o f America, the trade
group for the largest music labels,
identifi ed at the request of The
Associated Press the 25 uni versities that received the most copyright complaints it sent so far this
school year. The group has long
pressured schools to act more
aggress ively against onl ine
pirates on campus.
" It 's something we fee l we
have to do," said Cary Shenn an,
RIAA president. " We have to let
people know that if theX engage
in this activity, they are not
anonymous."
The top five schools are Ohio,
'Purdue, Univers ity of Nebraska·
Univers ity
of
Li nco ln ,

Ten nessee and Univers ity of id entified sharin g at lea st one
South Carolina. The RIAA com- song through the campus netplained about almost 15,000 st u- work . Egregious offenders, who
dents at those 25 universities, mak e ava ilable hundreds or
nearly triple the number for the thousands of songs to other Sluprevious schoo l year.
dent s on line, are targeted by th e
" They ' [e trying to make a R IAA in expensive civil lawstatement," said Randall Hall, s uit s. Unlike lawsuits, these
who po lices computers at comp laints are typica ll y se nt to
Mi chigan State Un ivers ity, sev- co ll eges every day bye-mail.
enth on the li st with 753 comThe mus ic g roup said each
pla ints. The school received 432 uni versity s hould set its own
such complaints in December penalties for stealing songs and
alone, when stud ents o nl y sa id campuses are rife with s uch
attended classes for ha lf the thefts.
month.
" When we look at the probHa ll meets perso na ll y wit h lem., it 's particu larl y acute in the
students caught twice and forces co ll ege context," RIAA chief
them to watch an eight-m inute exec utive Mitch Bainwol said .
ant i-piracy DV D produced by
The music group said popu lar
the RIA'A . A third-tim e offender software program s it has targeted
can be suspended for a semester. al schools include Ares Warez,
" I get the who le spectrum of BitTorrent, eDonkey and other
excuses," Hall sa id. " The most programs that operate on the
comm on answer I get i~ 'A ll my Gnutella and FastTrack serv ices .
Under federa l law, un ive rsifr iends are doi ng th is . Why di d I
get caught?'"
ties that rece ive compla int s
At
the
Un ive rsi ty
o f abou t students ill ega ll y d istribMassac hu sett s at Amh erstuting copyrig hted songs ge n er~
wh ic h rece ive d 897 com- a ll y mu st act to stop re pea t
pl aints -first- and second-time offende rs o r else the sc hoo ls can
o ffe nders rece ive esca lat ing be s ued. The entertai nme nt
warnings about piracy. . After a industry ty pica lly can identify a
third comp la int , the schoo l stud ent o nly by hi s o r her
unplugs a student 's Intern et con- num erica l Intern et address and
nection and sends th e case to a must rely on th e schoo l to corredean for addition al pun ishment.
late th at infonn ation with its
Each comp laint represents an own records to trace a person's
accusation that a student was rea l-world identity.

i
ware programs are
i
Association of America for
college students illegally download music through campus servers.
Some schools aggressive ly
warn students after they rece ive
comp laints. Others don't. Purdue,
which has received 1,068 complaints so far this year but only 37
in 2006, said it rarely even not ifies students accused by the
RIAA because it's too much trouble to track down alleged offenders. Purdue said its student s
aren't repeat offenders.

"I n a sense, the (comp laint) ..
letter is ask ing us to pursue an
investigation, and as the service
prov ider we don ' t see that as our
ro le," spokesman Steve Ta ll y
said, " We are a leading techno logy sc hool with thousands and ..
th ousands of cu rious and ta lented techno logy st udents."
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Reviews.
I would like to "Dropk ick
Murphys" after listening to this
CD. J'm sure there's a place and
time for good Irish angst. but
"taki ng a ride down the suns hine
highway" with The Warrior s
Code was more like eating corn
beef and cabbage and then s lam-

ming my head against the old
Dropkick Murphys
The Warrior's Gode

SYLLABUS
Spring 2007 Course
Syllabi

Music and Lyrics

Directed by Marc
Lawrence

Ma~boros

Dublin city wall.

M usic and Lyrics
Soundtrack

-S.Yaccino

between an A and a B. Too many
times, the mi splacement of my
sy llabus, a symptom of chronic
disorder. caused lower marks
because I did not follow the
clearly stipulated ass ignm ent
requirements. Studies show lhat
syllabi cherishment could lead
to a on e- point increase in GPA.
- B. Po/mer

This comedy/romance starring
Hugh Grant and Drew Barrymore
pulls out laughs as much as it
jerks tears. Grant plays an ·80s
rock star trying to make a comeback but needs someone to write
his comeback hil. Barrymore
plays the plant lady who ends up
doing just that-winning his
heart. Kind of cheesy, but cute
and fun with the added plus of
Grant in tight pants! - K. Kalter

cigarettes. The red pack alone
makes me quiver like a girl in
the rain-very nice . Nothing
speeds up the ex istence of man
than those cowboy kill ers. A+
for its bold taste and consistent
commitment in getting peoplc to
shop at Sharper Image.
- CO Jakubowski

By Rhonda Byrne

there are fi ve dudes lookin' super
tough in all-black ensembles. and

storyline never changes. I-Iow
many love triangles cnn there be
betwee n a handful of young
people that li ve in Hawaii ? Too
many. This show is a sufficiently mind-numbing waste of 30
minutes. - 11. Graham

Maui Fever
MTV

Donuts'

On the back of the CD cover,

showed up on ·'Oprah"
weeks ago. they sa id "The
Secret" will lead to life bliss if
peop le think happy thoughts and
have a positi ve altitude . Well.
duh! The book has the same
obvious ideas that arc best left
on the shelf. Instead. j ust put a
smile on your face and poof! A
free happy altitude!
- 7: Breyne

The Secret

Dunkin'

II 's possib le thai this is the type .

of soundtrack that can't really
be enjoyed wi thout first seeing
the movie first, because the
songs are cheesy and not very
good. But, my heart slightly
leapt with joy when I realized
that the below-average male
voice singing the songs was
Hugh Gran t himself1 But then
the excitement died down when
I realized the CO sucks.
- T. Brey ne

hot

one guy is even holding a baseball bat. Then I popped the CD in
and it's the jolliest music of a ll
time. In fact. all thai organ and
Reggae-sound is a little too jolly
if you ask me. The only redeem-

The Aggrolites
. The Aggrolites

UFE Magazine,
Feb. 23. 2007

NBA 2K7

some may argue
fec's the only beverage that can
kick-start your morning. I beg to
ditTer. When Friday rolls around.
it's time for a little something
extra, and Dunkin· Donuts' hot
chocolate is il. The wann. smooth
cocoa is just what you need to
start your day.
- A. Maurer

ing quality is imagining my dad
gening down to these s low jams.

-C. Mahlmeister

Wh ile the cover story is about the
Toyger. a special breed of cat and
tiger, the real story is ··Vacation
from War" by David Kushner.
~u s hner fo llows families as their
loved ones return from combat
and spend tim e at Disney World.
The picture ofa corpsman's
daughter cuddling with a doll
made in her mother's image is
especia lly touching.
- M. Kroeck

Playing N8A
the I
time is very similar to playi ng
the classic NBA Jam on Super
Nintend o as a youngster: it
brings back that run feeling of
playing a basketball game. For
the first time in a while, a basketball game has been made'
with fluid movement-i t doesn't feel like 'a bunch of rectan-gles making choppy movements. Please buy this game.
- G 51elo
.

on my skin has been looking like
white chocolate lately-and
that's a problem because sjkcial
dark is my favorite.
~
- 8 . White
The Weather

chocolate

Premium Blend
Taking a closer look

af Chicago's local bands

In the age o f the Internet, it s houldn ' t be much of a
s urpri se that a ba nd can come toget he r with a little
invested inte rest a nd a fe w cl icks o f a mouse . It so unds
'i imple enough , a nd in a way it was for the five mu s icia ns who formed S lin gs & Arrows . Ove r th e co urse o f
a yea r and a half, Jl e nry Urown , lead vocal s , guitar and
lyri cs ; Joh nny O ' Brian , bass and voca ls; Cy ril Nigg.
gu ita,,; Jake fi sh, <tynthes ize r'i a nd voca ls; and Shawn
K J05, drums, have been making mus ic a nd playi ng a t
ven ue' that take many loca l band .. ye;us to perform at.
Kif)" recent ly ta lkcd to The C hron icle o n behalf ofthc
" a nd about th e ir new E P, The Animal Grammar, and
what it takell to make iI in the C hicago mus ic sce ne.

Th. Chronlcl.: lIow did you guy. meet?
k if,,, ' 'rh e whole bflnd was: born on the Interne!.
mel lI e nry a"oul 11 YCil r and 11 ha l f .. go by accidenl. I
w:" ,c llln g a tape mac hine online and Il enry happened
If, he th e pe non J wa, IIc ll ing it to . We got 10 talki" "
and pul (Ju l 1H1 ad "Ir 1H"'l eonc who cou ld p la y " uilllr
;,nd C: 1rl ~ Johnn y wa, the o nly pe",o n who rc!'polld cd ,
He wlIlktd in th e mom "lid we kutw we had lu hll vc
h Im 10 Ih e: band ., hell he 11,1<1 I, t; l1hUU I h i'4 frlclIll,
( / rd . W 'I(J li ved in ( 'olumdv We hook ed a nhHw anti
fl e w Cy nl 111 li e rht ycd Ihe q ll( IW li nd fl e w "lic k 111
( ,d',ra(1" the fl ext da y Bill we kll cw we wa nt ed 111111 In
... the: onn!l We 1'1 11111 Hee ded Ii(m,cutlc whll c,.o uld rdl III
the ~:t p c: " f f lU' " I III HI We pU , flU! Iwu,h c r lid flllli ~II '
lit k ,. We' ve " te n 1 ( I ~c lh e r e ve r 1I 11 J(.. C

when W1" 'fit n", ,III,w yllil "IH yt ll It llillsttfhf'r "
VI,. ph, yetl 11 c: huw fI! th e I J"lIhlc 1)1"" /111(1111 H

""I

month s ago. That was 'o ur lirst s how with all fiv e of
us. O ur first main s how was at the Metro Ion Jan . 201.
We've been ablc to gel into a lot o f good places . Wc 've
been kind of s poi led Iha l way, Thin gs have rea ll y
take n o rf for us.

What wou ld you say yo ur hi ggcs t suc,' css
II hand?

till S b~cn

as

That answer is kind o f two- fold . Th e..: lirst ullswcr is
to be ab le to have Ihe EP we have out now. The seco nd
is th at wc've ncver been short of ge llin g s hows und
~c t1in g peoplc to CO IllC tu Ihelll .

W hll t kind uf J,(cnrc wo uld yo u pul Sit,," ., &
Arrow ,,' 1II11 ~1(' In'f
It ', rul:k al lilll es, 1'111 1 il ' ~ 1I1111'e rultlri stil: IHlp rock .
Wc've ne ve r heell lip 1m Ihlll
New Yurk gara gc Sl:C lI l' . NIII
Ihul lhcrc '~ ull ytldn & wrull p.
wit h i1. It 'N JU NI 1101 U" . We're
l(Juking f'orwurd In Iry in g lu
mnkc lI(Jl1 g!l th ul IIrc fl'clIII Hlill
ncw, We hllvc 11 IHJ KC Invc fllr
hll"d ~ lik e I(nd lo hcnd w hu
CflIJ1 C nfUllnd 1'. )1' II CUllpl l.) (lJ'
YCll rllu nd dUlIIlIllll c I Il l.) Hce ll O.
We rCl1l1y Willi! III he Ilhlll

kind

un

II

,.celll'd ing IlI1l1d ,

Whll' fI" YUII th i nk It htk41" tu
",,, k(' II H.II " hH11I111I th e ('lt y 'f

Thi s is my 19th band . So, I've had to learn personally how to find th e right mu s ic ian s that do what yo u
want. Yo u may have to play in band s that don ' t fit 100
pe rce nt with what you ' re tryin g to do ... I've learned
where to play and wh e re not to p lay. Essentially it 's
abou t moving pas t the point of playi ng in bars a nd coffe e houses to play in g in renl ve nu es and playing where
yo ur friend s play. The re 's m ore camaraderie here than
in .my ot he r city in the country. I love New York . but
in term s ofstarting a band there. fin a ncially it 's imposs ib le . Thi s is C hi cago's time, I think , to see a 101 of
grealness co me o ut of thi s ci ty.

S/illXS & Arrows wi/l ht! pelJtm ,lil1g til Sc:Jw has. J / 5Q

N SOlllhporl Avt.'., on Fcb. JR. Th,>show is} / ami o\'t'r
tlml s larl.\· at 9 p.m. To jiml Oil' ", ore " hO /lt Ilu.1 halld,
v;.\·;( .\·/il1x,\'cm(/arro ws",",\' h'.(·mtl ,

Slings & Arrows
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Crossword
ACROSS
1
7
11
14

Tongue-lash
Now hear _!
Raven 's cry
Spiny sea
creature
15 _ -Fatha" Hines
16 Burrows or
Fortas
17 Artist/sculptor
William
18 Take part in a
game
19 Cycle starter?
20 Going over and
over again
22 King toppers
23 Caustic solution
24 Rigging
supports
25 Fine plasters
29 Trademark
swabs
31 $OIS
32 Topographies
35 Press
36 Squalid
38 Fence piece
39 Berg or Stein
41 Actress Elfman
42 Lines up
precisely
43 Carpenter's tool
45 Nevada resort
area
47 Autograph
48 Deity image
49 Cavem-floor
buildup
55 Dis or Pan
56 Type of lens
57 Maudlin
58 SHO rival
59 Director
Preminget
60 Auctioneer
61 Singer Ritter
62 Greek peak
63 One Mandrell
DOWN
1 Jefferson's vice
president
2 Toledo's lake
3 B.C . cops
4 Wistful phrase
5 lIems of men's
jewelry

6 Tenor Caru so

Three-year-old
Moriah Nesbitt is
already fairly adept
at picking out
clothes_
She caught our eye
in front of the
Alexandroff Campus
Center, 600 S.
Michigan Ave ,
When asked about
her style, she didn 't
mince words,
like pink," she
) ";'oN-'\.--s aid, decisively, Th is
evident in her
e nsemsisting of
color,
later said that
she picked her
clotlies out to
match , and with
some help from he r
mother, came to the
conclusion that
most of her clothes
come from WalMart,
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02007 Tribune MedL. Services, Lnc.
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26 .Dominate
MVJ2
29 Math proof
letters
41 8ell ringer
50 Small fries
30 Attempt
43 Nada
51 Comic Martin·
32 Golf gadget
52 Capri, fo r one
44
Graf's
husband
33 Five after fou r
45 Snug
53 Next
34 Thin board
54 Bronte heroine
46
Pueblo
material
36 Take to court
47 Apia's country
56 Albee play, "The
37 Magazine VIPs
49 Heavy imbibers
_ Story"
40 Wish undone
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Complete the grid
so each row,
column and 3-by-3
box (in bold
borders) contains
every digit 1 to 9.
For strategies on
how to solve
Sudoku, visit

www.sudoku.org, uk,
Sudoku on Mobile,
Enter 783658_com
In your mobile
Web browser.
Get a free game!
5cft-.QII\'i3r~II"'IIW~

C 2006 Michael Mepham. OisIrbJIed by Tlilune Melia SeMces. All rigt<s r~.

Virgo (A ug. 24-Sept. 23):
, Multiple people are writing your
~
life story and none of th em will
give you any credit.

G

MOiSt.

e
I

Ari es (Ma rch 2 1-A priI20):
You will di scover that the
three worst locat ions to find a
severed finge r are I.he small
urinal in the boy's bathroom ,
you r significant other's underwear drawe r and a crusty
movie theater seat.
Taurus (A pril 2 1- May 21):
As sweat begins to trickl e
down your for ehead when
your teach er mentions th e
phrase "group proj ect," j ust
remember that whil e th ey
never go as planned , th ey arc
alm os t al ways an easy A.

Gemini (May 22- June 21):
That itchy bump on your hand
is most likely a bedbug bite.
And by bedbug I mea n scabies.

Ca ncer (June 22- July 23) :
• • Not hin g build s characte r like
crying in your s lee p from
working th ree 12·hour days
back-to· back.

@

~

Leo (J uly 24-Aug. 23):
When the bombs are dropped
and all of humanity is annihilated, you r pot·driven experi·
mental poetry will be considered historical documentation
by alien archeologists.

e
O

Libra (Se pt. 24-0et. 23):
Durin g class, you'll be un co mfortably surpri sed when yo u
crack your knuckl es and a thunderous gunfire-like noi se emits
from your hands, startling all of
your classmates, one of whom
jumps o~t ofa win dow. Don 't
eve n ask' what happen s when
someone pulls your fin ger.
Scorpio (Oct. 24-No\'. 22):
Cameltoe is only a fas hion state·
ment when you intentionally do it.

Sagittari us (Nov. 23- 0c('.
2 1): Your imm inent death wi ll
incl ude a watemle lon, public

•

broadcast te lev ision and a un icy·
cl e.

O
•

Ca pricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 20):
You will discover a cure for dingleberries thi s week.

Aquar iu s (Jan. 21-F'eb. 19):
It 's common knowl edge 10 not
ask th e cl erk al a sex shop to
show you how the IS-inch
dildo work s.
"

.:

I
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g a 'Do
to the 50th Ward
Aldermanic
candidate speaks
out about her
political plans

Nader: Former
candidate
speaks about
his latest work

endorsements to date."
Continued from Back Page
Dolar's campaign manager,
Marissa Graciosa, said Dolar has
are you most proud of?
more than 300 volunteers working
Building citizen groups like
on the campaign and 40 to 50 volPIRG's [public Interest Research
unteers donating their time at the Groups]. We've started about 150
Part of The Chronicle's
campaign office on a regular basis . different groups, everything from
ongoing election coverage On Election Day, Feb. 27, she Friends of Oregon to Fair Test on
expects more than 200 volunteers standardized testing in Cambridge.
on the streets, all wearing yellow And, of course, the centers for law
By 1108 Sfondeles
- their selected unifying color.
Contributing Writer
and justice, the Apple Seed
Dick Simpson, former Chicago Foundation, which is my law
Bernard Stone may have inad· aldennan and political science school class. That's what you have
Ralph Nader speaks to audience members at 8order~ , 830 N.
vertently inspired 50th Ward can- professor at the University of to do to strengthen democracy;
Michigan Ave., about a range of political issues in Chicago.
didate Naisy Delar to ' be his suc- Ulinois at Chicago, said overtak- you 've got to build institutions that
cessor at a North Side residents ' ing a strong incumbent encomnearing 70 percent- are against
corrupt?
are enduring.
meeting, according to Dolat.
passes nwnerous factors.
That 's escapism. If they don't the war, but the campuses are not
"Oh. Naisy Dolar?" Slone
"A successful aldermanic camHow would you define corrup- tum on politics, politics will tum agitating. If they do agitate, that's a
allegedly said to DolaT 's husband, paign against a strong opponent
on them ; that's the lesson of his to- new source of energy to tip the baltion?
Ben, a Chicago police officer. takes at least $100,000," Simpson
ance more so the members of
There are different forms of cor- ry, and not just in our country.
"1b.at's the woman who's causing said. "It takes three volunteers per ruption. The usual ones that bring
And when poli tics turns on Congress [who] are sitting on the
all those problems in my office. precinct, which means at least 150 the indictments are taking money them, they won't like the results. fence will take the plunge and
You tell your wife to stop acting volunteers working regularly in
under the table to award govern- They've got to become a formida· move to end the war.
the campaign and more than 300 ment procurement contracts- ble b lock of citizens representing
like the alderman."
Stone's alleged remarks were in to 500 on Election Day."
Why should people care about
Chicago's full o f that. The second their legitimate interests.
According to campaign contriresponse to Dolar's crackdown of
government and politics?
is when you take it for your camillegal 24-hour parking meters on bution reports through the Illinois paign and there's really a very What do you think of students'
If they care about the air they
Devon Aveune, which she discov- Campaign For Finance Reform, close connection when the timber involvement in government cur- breathe, the water they drink, the
ered during her tenure as director Do lar has raised $ 129,396.22.
way their taxes are used; if they
industries give you money through rently?
and community liaison for Asian Stone has raised $105 ,880.40.
The problem on campus is stu- care about the public services of
their political action committees
Dolar, who lives on the same and you tum around and vote to dents have a lot of anxieties. roads, bridges, public transit; if
the
Chicago
Affairs
at
Commission on Human Relations. block as lIana Stone Feketitsch, block any efforts . to slow down They' re starting to sense that even they care about what their children
She' said she was furious that the Stone's daughter and his chief of clear cutting in federal forests. their white-collar jobs may be out- are going to inherit; if they care
city basically robbed residents for staff, said Feketitsch has personalThose things go on all the time. I sourced. They've got student loan about whether we are going to get
ly told members o f the Dolar's call that legalized bribery and that problems, they've got personal involved in more wars of aggrestIuee yean;.
.
Still, Stone's words may have family she will become the alder- should be prohibited. The third is problems that students always sion that are going to endanger our
acted as the catalyst that inspired man's successor once he decides
when you conupt your own sense have, [and] then they wonder if own national security. I could go
Dolat to run against the long- to retire.
of what you think is right because they' re going to get health insur· on and on. I'm sure you must real·
standing aldennan.
Simp'son said residents of the
you're a coward, and you think ance after they graduate. On the ize this is an absurd question to ask
"I had a message to send that 50th Ward are not too happy with .
some pressure group is going to other hand, there's no draft, there's Qn behalf of students who are supinstead of acting like the alderman Stone's decision to hand off his
fl oat a primary opponent or with- no intrusion on campus of the hor- posed to be living the life of the
I'm going to become the alder- position to his daughter.
hold money from you, and that's rific effects of the war in Iraq and mind. They have a larger stake in
man," Dolar said.
"The residents are interested in
other belligerences that are coming the country because of their agethe hardest one to get at.
At 34, Dolar is vying to become \ how w'ell they are serve~ by the
out of the white house.
not to mention student loans.
Simpson
sa id. What would you say to students
the first Asian-American alderman aldennan,"
This requires thinking things
of the City Council . A lthough she "[Stone's] gotten pretty far out o f who don't want to get involved through, and they- should realize
jewerr@chroniclemail.com
downplays the significance of her touch and has done some pretty
in government because it's too the majority . of the people-now
candidacy, Delar is in a historic silly
things
ye""."
- in the council over the L _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ejection in the 50th ward- an
election that · could possibly
Adam Bailey, a five-year residethrone Stone, a powerhouse in dent of the 50th Ward, said he
the City Council with 33 years believes Stone is facing a serious
under his belt.
c hallenge for 'the first time in
And the parking meter incident · decades. City services are a key
wasn't the only example that misgiving in the ward, and resipushed Dolar into the race.
dents seem ready for a change, he
While helping residents register said.
to vote near Devon and California
"Stone is a throw-back to the
aveunes in 2004, Dolar sa id one of glory days of the Democratic
Stone's precinct captains stopped political machine, with money and
her and asked what she was doing. patronage benefiting everyone
Dolar said she was helping resi- except the actual residents of the
dents register to vote, adding that ward," Bailey said. " In west
many had never been reached out Rogers Park, we have storefronts
to by a precinct captain for more that have been abandoned for
than 15 years.
years, while Tax Increment
According to Dolar, the captain Financing or TIFs are being used
said, "Let me tell you about those to hand public money over to prisons of bitches. Those sons of vate interests."
bitches don't vote, so don't even
Dolar said she sees fighting
against Stone's "business as usual"
bother."
Delar said the incident left her approach as her main battle, rather
mad that a precinct captain was than targeting one of her competinot interested in garnering the reg- tors.
" It 's really time for that new
istration from all residents.
Dolar is not alone in her fight generation of leadership," Dolar
against Stone; architect Greg said. "People are really tired of
Brewer and information technolo- corruption and unresponsive leadgy special ist SalmanAftab are also ership; that's what Stone represents, and that's what I'm fighting
after the seat.
Despite the powerful incum- against"
As far as pred ict ions go,
bent, Dolar believes her grassroots-style campaign has garnered Simpson believes there will be a
the attention pf dissatisfied resi- runoff in the 50th Ward.
" If there is a runoff, whoever
dents in the ward and that she can
gets in the runoff -either Brewer
become their new viable leader.
"Just from the very beginning, or Delar-[is] likely to prevail , but
we had the ingredients for what it's not a certain thing by any
it's going to take to win," Dolar stretch."
As of press time, alderman
said. " We had the largest base of
support with the highest number of Stone was unable to be reached for
petitions fi led. We have the largest comment.
chronicle@colum.edu
number of donors, from all differeot kinds of people locally and
, nationally, and we have the most
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Who's funding the
'25th Ward?
Part of The Chronicle's
ongoing election coverage

Candidates' campaign
money only partIal key
to winning election

according to the Illinois Campaign for
Political Refonn , a non-partisan research
Managing Editor
group . The organization compiles contribu·
tion data from the Illinois State Board of
As lhe 25th Ward aldem13nic race speeds Elections. To date, Solis has spent more
toward Election Dayan Feb. 27- wilh six money- S796.962- than the other candi·
candidates including a [amler alderman . an dates combined.
immigration lawyer and Mayor Daley's
So lis also received the second-highest
second-in-command- 25th Ward residents amount of money from rea l estate develophave watched as housing costs increased ers- 9 percent of $1.75 million of total
while developers reaped the benefits of developer money, or around $ 158,000,
converting old buildings and houses into from January 2005 to June 2006-accord- Supporters of 25th Ward Ald erman Danny Solis ride through the Chinese New
condom inium complexes.
ing to the Report Card fo r Change, a study Year parade on Feb. 18.
However. despite residents' complaints compiled by 30 Chicago community high property va lues are pushing residents does."
about incumbent Alderman Dani el organizations.
out of the ward .
At one point there was a seventh candi·
"Danny" Solis supponing increased real
Although Solis has accepted rea l estate
"The housing crisis and the role the date, but he was recently deemed ineligible
estate developemcnt in the area, Alejandra developers' donations, the aldemlan has alderman plays [in hand ling the prob lem] to run.
Ibanez, executive director fo r Pilsen accused one candidate, Martha Padill a, an is a major issue in Pilsen and people in the
The Illinois State Supreme Court ruled
Alliance, a neighborhood grassroots organ- imm igration attorney who works in the ci ty," Ibanez sai d.
on Feb. 23 that Ambrosio Medrano, a forization, said the elect ion wi ll corne down to ward, of using her husband's development
According to ward candidate Juan M. mer alderman, who was convicted of takmoney to fund her campaign. Padill a said Soli z, if the developers meet with commu- ing bribes in the federal sting " Operation
who actually mobi lizes votcrs to the polls.
" People have expressed their dissa tisfac- hcr husband, Robert Kowalski, is not the Ility leaders first, it's OK to accept their Silver Shovel" in the mid-1990s, could not
tion with Solis, but we'll see how thai plays large developer portrayed by Soli s.
campai gn donations. A ·former 25th Ward run for alderm<\n, according to the Chicago
out on Election Day," Ibanez said.
"He's not a developer; he's an attorney alderman from 1986 to 199 1, Soliz said Tribune. Determined as a convicted fel on,
the court ruled that he could not legally
Although the candidates have vis ibly hit and he does some building," Padi lla said. he's relying on individual contributions.
the streets of the Pi lsen. Chinatown, Little " He hasn't done some in a whil e, but he
" All of us running for office, we rely on seek a political office.
Ital y and University Village communi ties has not done any in Pilsen and very litt le in contributions from family and fri ends,"
Prior to this ruling, Medrano had
for a final push before Feb. 27, money is the ward."
Soliz sa id.
received $14,890 in individual contribustill a major factor in this ward race.
Currently, Padilla has collected $67,68 1
Currently, Soliz has at least $45,500 tions, according to the Illinois Campaign.
Ibanez said it's unfortunate, but nonnal , in contributions funded almost exclusively including $ 1.0,000 from Truck King
Still, despite his felony conviction, 25th
for a large campaign war chest to set a can- by Kowalski , according to the Ill inois Haulting Contractors Inc. and $20,000 Ward residents, or at least ones in Pilsen,
didate apart from the competition. And one Campaign. Padilla sa id she and Kowalski ' from Indio Inc., also known as EI Faro seemed to have forgiven Medrano.
" I think the Latino community has for~
only needs to tum to Solis, who serves as have mostly funded her campaign, but she Restaurant.
Candidate Cauhutemoc Morfin 's contri- given him to a certain degree," Ibanez said.
city council 's President Pro Tempore, or said she's received some outside support as
butlons also fall more toward family and "As a person, he's very accessible."
second-in-command, to see the money well.
And this accessibility could have helped
pouring in.
One reason development money hits a individuals than businesses. The juvenile
From 2005 to 2006, So li s rece ived raw nerve in thc 25th Ward, espec ially in probation officer has collected $49,994 in Medrano. During the last municipal eleccS"S,,4,,9..:•.:.74...:.I-ci",nc....c.:.'"m=p...:'"ig",n.:.......:c-=o",""tr..:i.:b...:u.:.,iC;o"n.:s,:."...P:,I:.:
'ls:::e:.:n"•...:c:.:o:.:m:.:e:::s:...::d.:o.:.wnc::...':.o,-"p.:co::p"l:.:e:...:.:fc:.:e::li::n"g,-,::h::a::'--, con tribu tions, accord ing to the Ill inois tion in 2003, Solis won with' 55 percent of
Ad"crtlstnlC iII
Campaign. At least $8,660 came from the the vote while Medrano captured 36 per·
candidate and three of ' hi s five close cent, according to1statistics'compiledlfrom l "
the Chicago Board of 'Elections
staffers listed on his campaign website.
analyzed by The . /
While large contributions may have Commissioners,
....sr
given Solis the initial upper hand in cam- Chronicle.
However, in actuality, only 37 percent of
paigning. he 's not automatically guaranteed the aldennanic spot. Ibanez said Solis registered voters in the 25th Ward cast their
Position Announcement
and the other candidates apparently real- ballots. Based on the nwnber of people
Residence Life Graduate Assistant
ize this race depends on visibly moving who actually voted, Solis only received 20
percent o f the vote, while Medrano
throughout the community.
Fall 2007
"They're out there door· knocki ng 24- obtained 13 percent.
The O ffi ce of Res idence Life at Co lumbia College C hicago is Sttkmg Gradua tc Assistants for the 2007 - 2008
''I'm someone who I believe is very
. 7," Ibanez sa id.
academiC year. The Residence Life Department at ("o lwnbla Co llege Ch icago consists of the Director, Associate
Solis is doing more than spendi.ng Close to the .community, very close to his
DlrCCtor, two Coordinators, seven Graduate Assistants, o ne Senior Residt.'fIt Assistant and thlny eight Resident
constituency," Medrano said. " I'm somemoney.
AUlstants. A Graduate Assistant must be a full time Columbia College graduate studen t.
"I'm go ing to ha ve my vo lunteers one who likes to be very visible, very
RnponfibililiH:
knocking on doors to bring people out ," accessible. "
Two other candidates, Aaron Del Valle
Solis said , " We 're go ing to try and take
CondiJCI20 hours per week ofolTtce hours completing admim .. tnuve duties.
advantage of early voting in e ffect for the and Joe Acevedo, couldn ' t be reached for
comment.
first time in municipal elections."
SupervisKm o f Res ilk.'fIt ASSI5tanlJ ensuring that the dulles ofthclr position art carried out ns prescribed.
Still, while the various degrees of money
AltilOUgh gentrification and contribuASSist in carrying out the selection. management and supervis ion of the Resident AssistantS.
tions from developers is a concern for res· and levels of public exposure will influidents, the mere issue of accessibility may ence a candidate's chance in the Feb. 27
Manage the adjudication o f the discipline procedure for the resident student population.
tilt the e lection toward someone other election, it seems the political climate of
Co Advise o f the Kesidcnce Ilali Association programming board.
than Solis. Nelly Viramontes, admin istra- the 25 th Ward , at least among Solis' chaltive manager for the Illinois Campaign for lengers , is to elect "anyone but the alderProVide support 10 Resident ASSIstants IfI dea hn g With vartou~ medlatlOIl and con fl lcl155UCS concerning
Political Reform and a 25th Ward resi- Inan."
res ldl.:nl.'l
" I don't see the candidates slamming
dent , said she's often tried to contact the
each othe r," Ibanez said. " It 's see ms
PartICipate IfI on-ca ll duty dunng the week and on weekends .
aldcmlan- unsucccss full y.
"If you c·all his office, you get the they' re unified against the incumbent,"
A.'ISIII with vanoWl ~dmilll ~ triltJve dUlie • .
runaround," Viramontes sa id. "And you
ekasGflg@chroniclemai/.com
ge t the 'He'll ca ll you back or somebody
!kma on ~ Ite and ilvill lltblc:.1 k:aM 3S hou rs a wcek , with I .iill,ificI611I I IUount o f ilia hi timc UVJul:.hl lity.
will call you back,' and nobody ever
By E~c Kasang

Oy,IiOcaU0Dl:

Bachelor'. de"ee and prevloul leader5hlp c.perience leqLIJle<i. I'riore.pcn(mcc in Rcsidence: 1.lfe or Student
ServiCe. prefmed. Applicant mull PC)J$Cu ucellcfll adm ll" ~ll llIve, velbal Ind wriUen . kllls, " wc ll IS beina
proflCleTlt in basic cQmpu ter pr0&rIJln• . An Ippilcallllil fClr adnll ~~ lun tu the "adulte proaram . huuld be
IUbmitied upon lime o f applicalion for th ll I'OSitlOlI.
'Ille)'

will be compen.. ted with I mne c redil hour IUIIKII1 wliver,

II

fumiN hcd I pa rtme nt , Dnd a mli nthl y Ntipcnd.

ftevicw ofrclUme. wi ll begin immediltely and conlinuc ullillthe po.itio n i. filled . Inltl'cHled . tudent. ~ 11U .. 1d

lend their cover kiter, le. ume and three leUtu of re ference: to:
K, lIl Collhu
Columbil CoU'p C hklltl,l
"Hl,lotI •• , Dlr.cll,lr I,I( Muld,"CI I..H.
1J I H. "1)'mo.. lh Co .. r.
Cllk'IO, II, 60605
1,1, vii . mlll I. HI,IUln.@f:tllwm,ldw
Cl,lh, mhll Colle.. C hlulO I.

In

"'11111 OI'I'O" .. lIlt)' ,nllllo),,,,

A campaign sign lor Joe Acevedo hangs under the 18th Street Pink Line sta,
tlon In Pllsen on Feb, 21, Acevedo Is running lor alderman In the 25th Ward.
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The 46th Ward's policy of truth
Construction in
46th Ward may
influence voters
By Hunter Clauss
Editor-in-Chief

Part o/The Chronicle's ongoing election coverage

dents. She cla ims the way in
whjch the deve lopment was handled was "a poor choice."
While Wilson Yard has been one
of the foca t points of this aldermanic election, the two vot ing
prec incls that encompass the area
have previously given a majority
of votes to Shi ller. Du ring the
2003 mu nicipal election agai nst
challenger Sandra Reed, Shiller
received 55. 14 percent of the votes
in the 32nd Precinct and 59.39 percent in the 38th Precinct, according to the C hi cago Boa rd of
Election Conunissioners.
Cappleman said Shiller 'S majority in the area is partly due to the Jesus People, a Christian commune based in Chicago since
1972.
"They've been a huge voting
block," Cappleman said. He thinks
Shi ller's reputation as a strong
advocate for the poor still resonates with the Jesus People,
which founded Cornerstone
Community Outreach, a homeless
shelter and recreational center.
But Brendan Shiller doesn't see
the Jesus People as a decisive vote
in the precincts near Wilson Yard.
"The Jesus People don 't live
anywhere near those precincts," he
said, adding that the commune
resides in the Friendly Towers,
920 W. Wilson Ave., which is in
the 22 nd Precinct. "Anybody.
including the Jesus People, who
views the neighborhood as a good
place to be in and knows the reality, is going to come out and vote."

If political campaigns are
known for mudslinging, then the
46th Ward race between Aldennan
He len
Shiller
and
James
Cappleman has rumed into an allout mud-wrestling match primari, iy over one fiercely debated
topic- the seven-year development of Wilson Yard.
Supporters from both camps have
fiercely debated each other over the
$115 million development of the
empty 10t-oo message boards and
blogs ranging fiomChicagoist.com,
nm Hunt,rThe Chronicle
WhatTheHelen.com and the websites of community-based organi- Alderman Helen Shiller's ward office, 4544 N. Broadway Ave., is located only a short walk away from
zations like the Buena Park the Wilson Yard development.
Neighbors and in person.
Uptown
Neighborhood who donated at least $3,336. away from the city. It 's a vacant
But beneath the name calling the
and rhetoric lies a multi-million Council viewed the movie theater Anderson is the treasurer for the lot."
Hope Yehoah , who grew up in
dollar project that reflects a com- chain 's withdrawal from the final Uptown Chicago Commiss ion.
munity's growing concern with plans as a sign that the develop- Like the Uptown Neighborhood the area and is the mother of a 3Council , the group has long criti- year-old girl , also find s the
homelessness. affordable housing ment was taking too long.
" What disturbs me the most are cized Shiller's handling of Wilson planned housing units and jobs
and neighborhood development.
created by a local Target enticing.
"Shiller has proven herself to be the ways that the plans changed Yard.
While both candidates fi ercely
" It's wonderful because there
a creator of wban slums," wrote from being a vibrant pedestrian
one concerned 46th Ward resident shopping center," said Katharine debate the details of the develop- are more poor people than rich,"
under the moniker of " Uptown Boyda, president of the Uptown ment and who is really looking out Yehoah said.
for the community's interests, the
However, some Truman College
Muse" on- the Buena Park Neighborhood Council.
Bu~ according to Yvonne Odell,
discussion about what is right for commuters say the current conNeighbor's message board.
Such websites have drawn the a spokeswoman for Shiller, the lhe ward has trickled down to local struction on Wilson Yard has eliminated much of the school's parkattention of Shiller's son, theater pulled out because it residents.
" It could bring a lot of jobs and ing. Yoshiko Rhodes, a 19-yearBrendan, a lawyer who works on wished to build a much larger
money to the neighborhood," said old sophomore, said some students
his mo.lher's re-election campaign. facility than originally intended.
" It was never that they felt alien- Matt Carroll, a 30-year-old resi- search for parking in the surround"A combination of those underground websites that are his real ated or needed more money. They dent of the 46th Ward. " It 's not ing area, pulling into empty spaces
\ hclausS@chroniclemail.com
campaign and that he refuses to . wanted a bigger theater and it like it 's going to take anything that should go to the area's resirebuke along with the Jite.rature wouldn't have worked at Wilson
that he produces that claims any- Yard," Odell said, adding that
where there are blacks and Latinos Kerasotes, which donated $ 1,500
living in this ward are gangs has to Shiller's campaign, is currently
resulted in the most racist carn- considering oPening a theater near
paign this ward has ever seen" the Aragon Ballroom, II 06 W.
Lawrence Ave.
Brendan Shiller said.
'
When asked about Kernsotes'
Just north of the Montrose
Street and Broadway intersection, possible return to the ward , Boyda
the vacant 15,000 square-foot lot said she feels '~aded" by all the
located in the heart of Uptown on "broken promises" made by
Chicago's North Side is fmally Shiller, and believes the developentering the begirming phases of ment is focused too much on " lowconstruction. The current plan for income" housing since the departhe development includes 178 ture of the movie theater.
But Shannon Bade, a housing
affordable housing units for seniors and families, a park for the and land-use strategist for the com'
nonprofit
nearby Stewart School, a new munity-based
facility for the local Aldi grocery Organization of the NorthEast
store and the addition of a Target said the housing units are no~
geared toward the extreme poor.
department store.
While Shiller'S supporters claim Bade said families eligible to live
the project is on track, Cappleman in the units must have a combined
and his backers accuse the alder- income between $22,380 and
mao of cbanging the plan too $59,680.
"It's designed to help people
many times and excluding community-based groups from the with incomes similar to teachers
planning process. A glance at and police office~," she said.
Cappleman, however, said the
either candidate's campaign dis-Become a positive role model
closures sho~s both parties are housing units do not meet mixed-Gain valuable skills & talents through
heavily financed by special inter- income housing standards set by
extensive leadership training
est groups concerned with ' the the Chicago Housing Authority or
-Network with faculty and staff
U.S.
Housing
and
Urban
Wilson Yard development.
-Meet and greet new students and parents
If elected, Cappleman, a fonner Development.
_..ALL WHILE GETTING PAID FOR
Odell, however, said the housing
president of the community-based
THIS SUMMER POSmON!
organization known as the units don't meet such requirements
Uptown Chicago Commission, because Wilson Yard is a private
said he would revisit the plans for project managed by Peter Holsten
of Holsten Management, a develIf interested, please pick up an
Wilson Yard.
Orientation Leader Packet in:
"My idea is that I work: with the opment company responsible for
community to identify exactly many mixed-income housing venThe NSPO Office in Rm, 303 of 623 5, Wabash
what they want and we already tures throughout Chicago.
or 1104 S. Wabash in the HUB
The polarization of Wilson Yard
have
some
good
ideas ,"
can be seen in each candidate's
Cappleman said.
APPUCATIONS DUE ... MARCH 2nd, 2007!
One such idea is the inclusion of campaign con tributions. Among
In the NSPO Office Rm , 303 of 623 S. Wabash
Shiller's
top
donors
is
DLA
Piper
a movie theater into the project,
which was part of lhe original Rudnick, which is an international
plan.
Kerasotes
Showplace law finn lobbying for both Target
Th~tres. LLC. expressed an inter- and Ho lsten Management. DLA
est in building a theater alongside Piper Rudnick gave at least $6,000
Target bur pulled out in January to Shiller's re-election.
For more inFomlaUon, contact the Office of New
\" 000' NEWI PROGRAMS&
Cappleman 's top contributor for
2006.
student Programs & Orientation at 312,3+1.8675
STUDENT ORIENTATI ON
his
campaign
is
Cindi
Anderson,
Local community groups like

Orientation Leaders ...

...

...

- City Bead
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Cl fididate frenzy in the 15th Ward
Part of The Chronlcle's ongoing election

Burch;"$ andra L MalL(iry and Denise Dixon. Pl)otos from left: Ca mpaign signs for Tommie Grayer Sr., William Burch and Denise Dixon are
1"f\!l~6'flt]i\'{ii';';lfthat currentiji'apoIn Va(iou~.tocations inside the 15th Wa rd.
.

~A .~.

.~~~

Though it appears quite normal at first glance, right now Chicago's 15th Ward is uQlike any
other in the city. On Feb. 27, voters in arid around the Englewood community will have ,tile
chance to choose one of II candidates for alderman-mor.e than any other race in the city. The
15th is also the only ward lacking an incumbent on the ballot, as two-term Alderman Ted
Thomas announced his retirement.
From community leaders to a mini ster, a lawyer to a police officer, the challengers in the 15ih
Ward have a wide array of talents, experiences and qualifications to bring to the iable- and for
voters to choose from . Here is, in alphabetical' order, a scorecard of what the candidates had to
say about themselves, the issues facin g the ward and their plans if el<;cted.
-As a/press time, allempls (0 locate any contact information/or Brian E. Dunn were unsuccessful. Also, the 1Ilino;s·
Supreme Court ruled on Feb. 23 that convicted/ormer alderman Virgil E. Jones could no longer run for this seal.
ariggio@chronic/email.com

Name: Janice Jeffries
.:
Born in : Chicago
J"ived in 15th Ward: 12 years
Education: Bachelor of Arts, University of Alabama; ,
master 's, Illinois iostitute of Technology . Current occupation: Full-tim e candidate
PoUtical experience: Local school coun cil
Campaign issues: Education, senior care and housing
Claims to be different from the others because: <I I
understand that the true concept of community is not
about the few- it 's about the masses .... A lot of people .
laugh that there's 12 people running. ~at 's not a bad
thing. That's a good thing. Th at's called democracy."
In free time, likes to: Spend time with family
Favorite Chicago sports team: Chicago Bears
Biggest donors: Family and fri ends

Name: Richard Anderson
Born in: Arkansas
Lived in 15th Ward: 26 years
Education : No post-secondary
Current occupation : e TA custodial worker, 2 1 years
Political experience: Precinct captain, local school
council
Campaign issues: Job sec urity, safety and security in
ward and low-income housing
Claims to be different from the others because: "1 don 't
do a lot of talking. 1 know what to do once I' m put in
charge, once I'm given the opportunity by the community.
If they come and work with me, we can do a number of
things. I' m not even worried."
[0 free time, likes to: Coach baseball
Favorite Chicago sports team: Chicago White Sox
Biggest donors: Self

Name: Vesta Louis Dixon
Born in: Alabama
Lived in 15th Ward: 33 years
Education : Studied electricity, Washburn Trade School;
bas ic computer training, Kennedy-Kin g College,
Southwestern eaptist Theological Seminary
Current occupation: Pastor, Evening Star Mi ssion ary
Baptist Church, 2050 W. 59th St.
,. ,
Political experience: Ran for this office in 2003
Campaign issues: Economic development, senior care,
employment and job training
Claims to be different from the others because: " I
believe that if you don 't have a network with the other
aldennen you won 't get anything done ... When you pastor a church for 28 years that means you build sonie type
of relationship."
[n free time, likes to: Bowl
Favorite Chicago sports team: Chicago Bulls
Biggest donors : Self and small donations

Name: Sandra L. Mallory
"'.
".
Born in : Chicago
~;J ..
Lived in 15th Ward: 8 years
,
Education: Associate 's degree, Malcolm X College
Current occupation: Rental property owner
Political experience: Ran for this office in 2003, local
schoo l council
Campaign Issues: Housing reliabilitaHon, unemployment
and i ~ sues with impropriety among Harper Hi~ School
staff
.
0/
Claims to be different (rom the others because: " I qave
appeal to the people. I"Wave shown them that ram ohcf:9f
them ... I cry with these people. That's what ",%~lm1( ·different because I' m one of them ."
, /." .
In free time, likes to: Visit friends and affe'nd c.hurch .
Favorite Chicago sports team: Chicago Cubs
Biggest donors: Self

Name: William Burch
Born in : ~hicago
Lived in 15th Ward: J3 years
Education: Bachelor of Science, Robert Morris College
Current occupat!on: President, Chicago Family
Foundation (self-started nonprofit)
Political experience: Local school council
Campaign issues: Economic development, education, exoffenders' rights and senior citizens
Claims to be different from the others because: Of hi s
grassroots campaign, communication with residents
[n free time, likes to: Write poetry
Favorite Chicago sports team: Chicago White Sox
Biggest donors: " We ' re running a real grassroots organizati on. If I could go back and train anybody on how to
do thi s it woul d be fundraising. Unl ess you have a
machi ne be hin d you or specia l interest group, it 's hard
to ge t doll ars."

Name: Toni L. Foulkes
Born in: Chicago
Lived in 15th Ward: 35 years
Education: Merchandising, American InterContinental
University
Current occupation: Jewel employee, 18 years
Political experience: Lobbyist
Campaign issues: Affordable housing, public safety,
quality schooling, jobs and economic development
Claims to be different from the others because: " I
have a proven record ... I' m a living, walking testimony
that we ' re not what they say we are ."
In free time, likes to: Decorate cakes and travel around
Chicago
Favorite Chicago sports team: C ~i cago White Sox
Biggest donors : United Food and Commercial Worker.s
(U FCW) Loca l 88 I

Name: Shawn D. Monroe
Born in: Chicago
Lived in 15th Ward: 16 years
Education: Associate's degree, Richard J. Daley College
Current occupation: Chicago police officer, 8th District
Political experience: None
Campaign issues: Community awareness and city services
Claims to be different from the others because: Of service
in community, established relationships and communication .
In free ·time, likes to: Li sten to reggae music
Favorite Chicago sports team: "I'm a die-hard Cubs fan .
They don't· have to win a game. And I' m also a die-hard
Bulls fan, too. It's about a tie with those ."
Biggest donors: Se lf

Nam e: Denise Dixon
Born in : Chicago
Lived in 15th Ward: 38 years
Ed uca tion : Leadership and organization cI~sses at colleges across the country
C un-ent occ up ati on : Full-time candidate
Pol iti cal expe rien ce: None
Ca mpa ign issu es: " It 's nol an issue- run campaign
I' m not telling you what I'm going to do, what I would
li ke to do . I' m tellin g you what I have dono-w hat I
know I can do ."
Claims to be different from the others. {)ecA use: She
served the com muni ty as a national fie ld organ izer for th e
Rev. Jesse Jackson, presiden t of lIIinois Association of
Commun ity Organ izations for Refonn Now (ACO RN)
In free time, likes to: Do family-friendly acti viti es
Favorite C hic ago sports team : None
Biggest donors: Friends and family

Name: Tommie Grayer Sr.
Born in: Georgia
Lived in 15th Ward : 36 years
Edu ca tion : No post-secondary
C urrent occu pa tion: Ret ired
Po litical e' pe rie nce: "Whe n (fonner aldennan Virgil
Jones) was on hi s way to jail after that 'Silver Shovel'
scanda l, he supported me to run fo r aldennan in hi s place
[in 1999]. But the peop le wou ldn ' t have no part of that
because he was endors ing me and because ACO RN was
pushing Ted Thomas ... so I ran but I los1."
Campaign iss ues: Recreat ion in ward and affordable
housing
C laims to be different from the others because: Of
kn(lw ledge of polit ics in ward
In free time, likes to: Bowl and roll er skate
Favorite Chicago sports ·team : Chicago Bulls
Biggest donors: Self

Name: Felicia Simmons-Stovall
Born in : Chicago
Lived in 15th Ward: 20 years
Edu ca tion: Bachelor of Business Administration, Iowa
State Universi'ty; Master of Business Admi nistration, Juris
Doctor, DePau l Univers ity
C urre nt occ upation ; Enforceme nt Attorn ey, Illin o is
Department of Secu rit ies
Politica l experience:. None
C ampaign issues: Education, infrastructure, city services,
commu nity development and ex-fe lons' rights
Claims to be different from the others because: "There's
so many doors to knocl( on but we' re out there bang ing on
the doors j ust letting the community know there ·is a choice
in the ward."
[n free ti~e, likes to: Read Harry Potter book series, see
movies with friends and do activities with kids/family
Favorite Chicago sports team: Chicago Bulls
Biggest donors: 27th Ward Regular Democratic
Organization, Friends of Aldennan Walter Burnett Jr.
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36th Ward spat over clout
Firefighter takes
on 24-year reigning
incumbent
By CyryI Jakubowski
Commentary Editor

Every election is about competition, but in .the 36th Ward, the

upcoming vote is taking on almost
cinem",tic proportions.
Cballenged for the fin;! time in
16 years, 36th Ward aldennan
William J.P. Banks- a 24-year

incumbent-is facing Nicholas
Sposato, a firefighter who wants to
do more than figbt fires. The political race involves almost $600,000
in campaign funds for both candi-

dates-some of which goes to
leasing Banks ' Jaguar.
But will the powerful Jaguardriving incumbent drive over the
underdog firefigbter of the northwest side?

Probably. but not without a
street figbt

Less than a week before the big
day, Sposato had breakfast at
Elmwood Family Restaurant,
7725 W. Belmont Ave. in
Elmwood Park, a notorious "Cop
Stop," as" the sign in the window
says. Wearing jeans, a blue and
gray Bears sweatshirt with 3.
Chicago Bulls Starter jacket at his

side, Sposato loaded up on protein
and carbohydrates, having two
eggs, two sausages and two pancakes with orange juice.

Sposato, a 13-year firefighter, is
the last remaining candidate on the

ballot after petition challenges
knocked off three other hopefuls .
. .. ~e ~ai~ .~is war~ ha~ .. been
changing over the past four years
into a haven for condominium
deyelopers who, according to him,
-are .~ying out the business sector.
~posat6 said he is fed up with the
intimidation tactics that Banks and
his precinct captains allegedly use
in the ward-but Banks brushed
off those charges. Sposato also
wants to build a new library in the
ward because the West Addison
Branch is as good as a storefront.
'The ward is one of the nicer
ones in the city of Chicago.,"
David Tirado, one of the candidates who was knocked off the
ballot said. "Alderman Banks does
provide services just as all the
other aldermen do, but it's time for
cbange."
He said the condos are the work
of Banks' nephew, James Banks, a
zoning lawyer who pushes for
zoning changes for developers
. such as real estate company Sergio
and Banks in the 36th Ward.
In his element during a Feb. 21
City Counc il meeting for the
Committee of Zoning, Banks
entered the chambers with a black
cross of ash on his forehead. It was
Ash Wednesday, and many other
aldermen had the same Catholi c
signs on their foreheads.
After a short round of business,
Banks excused himsclf from the
vote and left the chamber because
his nephew had brought up a couple of zoning petitions pending
approval.
"Alderman Banks will not participate in thi s di scussion, nor will
he vote on this matter," Alderman
Bernard Stone said d uring the
meeting. Banks excusses himself
on a regular basis to avoid a conflict of interest.
Elected in 1983, he has been in
politics all of his life and is a graduate of DePaul Uni vers ity College
of Law. Banks is a member of

Part of The Chronicle's ongoing
election coverage
numerous local organizations tion and he won't give up his
w ithin the ward, including the resume to anybody."
In the 36th Ward, as Sposato ate
Chicago Shriner's Hospital memhis breakfast, he went into great
ber.
He worked with the mayor and detail about intimidation tactics.
It's the reason Sposato is nul. revised. a new zoning code
approved in 2004. He received ning for alderman. When he was
many of his campaign contribu- Nardello's campaign manger,
tions from developers and attor- Sposato said one of Bank's
neys. Critics suggest he wi ll "goons" pulled up and started giv- .
receive a lot more as the election ing his wife and daughter a "hard
nears. According to campaign dis- time" about the Nardello sign in
front of his house. But
c l osures
"The 36th Ward is stuck Banks said Sposato
from the
Illinoi s in a time warp from the old didn 't file any police
S t a t e days. It still has this gang- reports, adding "So
what's he talking
Board of
ster m entality. "
about?"
Elections,
Frank Coconate, an
Banks bas
Alderman William Banks, the Chairman of the Committee on
-Frank Coconate, ex-city
ex-city worker and
more than
Zoning, speaks at the City Council Chamber on Feb. 21.
political
activist.
said
worker and political activist
$500,000,
he heard about the scared to take them down.
vote."
in
his
campaign
tactics.
But Banks said those are baseBur Banks said he is looking
fund with more than $100,000
forward to the election.
"'Ibe 36th Ward is stuck in a less claim .
coming in within the last month.
time warp from the old days,"
"Why would we have to? I'm a
"Mr. Sposato is a wonderful
Banks leases his Jaguar with Coconate said. " It still bas this 24-year incumbent [and] nobody guy, and he tells people, 'Oh, I
campaign funds. He sent $ 1,100 in gangster mentality." He has been knows who he is. It's absurd. It's don't think I can win. But maybe if
Jaguar payments between July and involved politically for years and election rhetoric," Banks said. " I I get enough votes, I can nul next
December of last year to Detroit. keeps on running in elections have 600 v.olunteers on the street, time,'" Banks said. "You know
He has plans to spend about when he can-he said it's his and he has nobody. Once again, what? That's absurd. Because all
you get when you lose is the title
$200,000 for the campaign while Italian sense of pride.
you have to deal with facts."
Sposato plans to spend about
He said it is not uncommon for
Russ Stewart, political colwn- ' loser.' Nobody runs to lose."
$50,000, according to campaign opposition to destroy each others nist for the Northwest Side Press,
financ e disclosures. Sposato signs, and that the 36th Ward is said the aldermanic race will deficjakubowski@Chronic/email.com
loaned his campaign close to "brutal" when it comes to this.
nitely go to Banks. He wrote that
$20,000, according to recent disSposato accused Banks' men of Banks would get over 60 percent
closures.
pulling stunts like that all the time. of the vote in his column .
"He drives a Jaguar that he He said that Banks allegedly puts
"Well, 60-40 is a political landfunds with his campaign monies," signs up on people's properties slide," Banks said. "I wouldn't be
Sposato said. " I'm a simple guy. without permission, and people are proud if he [got] 40 percent of the
You probably were expecting a 1 - ----'' - - - - - - ' . - - - ' - - - ' - - - ' - - - - = - ' - - - ' - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - clean-shaven guy in a suit and a
tie."
When asked about the car,
Banks said, " It is really none of
his business what I do, because
they are not public funds. They
are private funds."
In a ward that is full of new
condo developments, Banks said
the business district is not hwting
at all.
"The Brickyard alone is a $100
. million economic development
project which was completed and
brought us 2,000 new jobs and
over $6 million a year in sales tax
revenues," Banks said. " If that
isn't an economic achievement,
the Sun-Times and the Tribune
seem to think so, and so does the
city of Chicago."
The Brickyard Shopping
Center was redeveloped in 2004
because of financia l woes.
"He didn 't take any of the
blame when it went into the toilet," Sposato said. "That place
really went down the tubes, but
I' m not blaming him ."
Sposato says he is qualified for
hi s alderman job. He is an active
community and union member
and is with the Ch icago Fire
Fi ghters Local 2, which gave a
dual endorsement.
Sposato
and
Mi chael
Nardell o- who ra n for stat e
Senatc in the 39th Di strict last
year- were able to {'urn Sayre
Language Academy from a mag~
DETER·DETECT·DEFEND
nct schoo l to a commun ity- first
school in 2002, accord ing to the
Sun-·rimes.
Banks said Sposato's experience is not enough.
www.ftc .gov/idlh eft
" !-Ie has a ser io LI S lack of
knowledge of the community.
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION
U.S. POSTAL INSPECTION SERVICE
That's not his fault ," Banks said .
"Just like I' m not a good firefi ghter, he certainl y is not trained
as an aldennan . He has no educa-
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41st Ward's invisible Democratic support
Party officials send mixed
messages in Chicago's
lone Republican ward

H

A

Part olDIe Chronicle's

ongoing election coverage

By _

H. EWwt Jr.

etry Beat Editor

~
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Chicago's 41st Ward is as prime a place
as any to have a Democratic aJdennan, but
look around . For years Republicans have
held the seat. and although the local
Democratic organization is rich and pow.
erfuI. its candidates are invisible--along
with the organization 's financial support.
" It votes Democratic." said Ralph
Capparelli. the very wealthy, powerful
and well-connccted committeeman of the
41 SI Ward Democratic Organization .
"There 's a lot of ci ty workers and policemen: they do votc Democratic. I guess
they got in the bablt 8 few years ago."
The o nly problem is that the northwest

side ward IS actually home to the o nly
Republican in city council : Brian Doherty.
And Judgmg by C apparelli's financial
campaign disc losures. he may want it that
way.

The " few years ago:' Capparelli
rcJem:d to were the two previous decades
of Democratic control exened o'ter the
ward before Repubhcan Doheny beat out
wcll· known Democrat Ro man Pucto.d d to
a light runo ff. In the 16 years that follo wed , Doherty, along "''l th the fmanela l
help o f some IIhnol.s Democrats, transformed the ward an to Chicago's
Republican hub.
Capparel h. ho wever, cla ims that he ,
lake the ward. stands up for hiS party.
Asked whom he supponed an recent elections. he said. " I suppon all Democ rats;
",·~vcr ran that wu is Democrat, I !Cupponed."
Contrary to hIS 1L5SC1110ns, hL'J fin anc ial
campaign d l5C losures tell a different sto ry,
one thaI may explaan why the 2007 race
for 4 1st Ward a lderman WIll probabl y be
no different than the preVIOUS thrce when
OemOC niU fatl ed to get 30 percent of the
vote .
frank Coc:onate, I northwest Il lde labor
orga.ntzer and former candidate for state
represenUtl\fe In the area. sa id the 41 .!11
Ward worD exactl y how Capparellt and
the Repubhcans want It to.
Accordin g 10 Coronale, II goe.~ aU the
wa y back to when CapparellI and the late
Ro ger McAuhffe . a c lolC Cnend and lo ngtime IIhnou Republican representative,
entered the lII inoi. General AJJembly
together in the 1970.. But an the elIly
19901. Coconale laid several nonhwell
. Ide polluclans began working logether 10
build a CU IOO In nearby Rosemont.
The crux o f It , Caconate II ld, WIS Ihal
In
order to Kel Ihe CU IOO bUilt ,
Democratic and Republican poltucla ru
agreed nOI to run agauu l each other an the
area
"Capparelli ac rcwed ovcr the 4 h I Ward
when he alt gned With the RepUblican. for
the no rthwest II de non-aluvesJ lon pac t,"
Coconale lla ld. " In 2000 , when I wa. run"lng lO the prunary fo r IJiUlle repre!IC nta·
aKal n"t Ml chlte l Mc Auliffe,
IIvel
Capparel li and the who le bunch o f them
iI\ked me nnl 10 run , They lo ld me 10 Wlut
a few year" and ," Ihe flu:anlllne IlIk e Itll"
IfJh ItIi the JCC retllry o f thc 41 51 W)l rd
DC ll lot.r allc ()' ga lll zstl um "
( '(K.onalc oh il loteo, bUI li ft er the elel. tJOII
he "" ,d tlte I> CIIIO I,. I " l lil turncd Ihell hn ck'i
1111 hllll AItII!'u~1t ( 'aprlu e lll ,Ii:IY" hc ,UIP
pori" l )elllfK.' fli ", ('O(;lIlIttle lUl U.! I I '" (Jnl y
for " how

()ffi (" lall y,
( 'I1I>Pfllell,
cIH.Juucd
I)C IIII I(. III(I(" ("IlIIdldale Mldl/lel II Il IllW Il , II
21-ycaH dd l oyulll tJ II IYe l " lI y Lll w
Sduihl I6llld Ull le
Whetl I1 l1ked II ('IIJlP" ' Clh , II UlIl II whll
. m"""e<l hUlHlr cd", II I Ih(HUUlI1d .. 01 dulln,..
In hi " 33 ye M" III Ihe JllluUl" (l em::rnl

Joehua CovarrubIet{The Chronicle
Assembly, was conlnbuling finan ciall y to ence on the area than other wards.
ing the commineeman for some of his
his campaign, Hannon dodged ii, saying,
.. It all comes down to the casino in extra funds. "I'm not pushing; I'm not
"I. uh , Ihe reports have been filed."
Rosemont ," Stcwan said . " Ralph doing any of that. I know I'm running a
Capparelli did contribute 10 Hannon's {Capparelli) and a couplc of his friends very limited campaign, and thai's how I'm
campAign, but it was a mere $500. A pal· were initial investors in the Rosemont running it."
try amount from a man who in June o f casino, whic h hasn'l bec n built yet.
Capparelli
explained
thai
the
2006, JUSI as aldermanic candidates were People who bought in carly would have Dcmacralic ward organization has had
aligning stafT, volunteers .nd resources, been ablc to make enormous profits."
trouble getting a Democratic alderman
paid himself $418.582.89 out of hIS o wn
Numerous allempts were made. but elected because of the loss of patronagc
campaign commltlee With a legal. but Capparelli was unable to be rcacbcd for jobs.
conrroversl.l wlthdrawl fro m unused comment on Coconatc 's allegations.
"You look for volunteers. but volun·
campaign fund5.
Despite Doheny ', bl-partisan suppon teers are not the easiest people to find." he
" No," C.pparelh SA id when uked If he and the ab$ence of any type o f alderman- said.
was conlnbutmg financiall y to an y cam - ic forum In the ward. Hannon contends
Regardless. Cappan:lli is steadfast in
paIgn. " Who am I goang to raise money that he plans on winning Ihe race, even his opinion of the 41st Ward_
from to give them? There '.!I money, but tho ugh he only received an endorsement
"The ward 's a great ward--best ward in
Ih~re 's rent to pay. bills 10 pay."
and small conlnbuuon from Capparelli.
the city," C,ppan:lIi said.
De5plle cI.mung thaI he had no mo nty
" I understand. I'm leaVing things up 10
10
gI ve o ul , Cappa relli sllll had Mr. Capparelh." saId Hannon about ask·
j~ert@chrolticlewuzi/.com
S86,8 16.73 m IV.II. ble funds e\'en after , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
the check for nearl y S500 ,OOO, and that
d~$ nOI Inc lude the 5262 ,420.45 he ShU
had In In vestments.
Capparelli a l.!lo trans ferred S39,OOO
from C iliUM For Capparellt , an o lder
campaign fund created In 1974, 10 I
mo re recentl y c rel ted committee,
f riends For Capparelh , e,SlablHlhed I,n
1998.
Of tile S39.000. Capp",e111 then ITa. .•
ferred $4.000 to Donald E. Stephe.. ·
commtllcc fund , which I S of Dec. 3 I ,
ColumbIa Collere Chicora's Residence
wants you.
2006. had nearl y $400.000 10 " tntlud·
ang
In ve stments,
Stephens ,
the
> 00 you consider youneIl • people penon!
Republlcln m.yo r o f Rosemonl , IJ, In
> 00 you like to pbn .cti'li!ieo in which srudena can participate!
rum , • mlJor c.onttlbutor 10 MIchael
> Would you like tID t.. considered a student leader on campus!
McAultffc , ROBer McAuhffe ', son, and
Dc-mocratlc Iiale represent.ll ve James
DeLco, both of whom contribute lal1l.
Then you may want co .ppIy lor •
sum. of money to Doheny.
ResIdent Assistant position lor the Sprina or Fall 0( 2005.
''l'h.t doesn' t . urpn!&C me ," CotOMtc
laId about Capparelli ', check to himself.
Come out to the:
"I-fc', nol 100ni 10 give thai money 10
any Democrat. "
Resident Assistant Selection In(ormatlon Session
Cocomllc Slid he planJI o n runn ing for
Capparelli ', seat al comml1leeman of
Information Sessions will be held:
the 41 11 Ward Democ rallc O rgan ization
next ycar.
.. Ipparclh 'l . IW bYII run II1Co n!'e·
qucnllal or no n - co ll ~cqucnll a l candl·
dlllCJ," SA id Ruu Slewllrl , an al1o me y,
polttlcal analYlt bnd colunuwu for the
Nonh we!U Side Preu " lIc '. ne vcr field ed IOmeo nc he fund ed "
A" Inlon"'hon seuK)f'II w I. be held Wl the Commul'Wt)' LouJ'WII 1t
'lnc lirllt ca ndldale Capparclh luud he
I J t S "ymouth Court.
you only """" to . ttone! <lnft 01 tho ses.1ons.
wanl ed 10 /C upport III 111111 year '.!! elecllon
FOI' question. pIeA.e cont..:t Kenl CoIlln~
,.IIdn ' l eve n ma ke II on the- ball ot,
...... od.t. Director 01 Residence Life at
Accurdlll " tu CU PPll relh , Mnrllll Reid ,
la ke IIl1nlloll , lI1>prllllc it ed hlill fur /C upkcollllls@colum.edu
po ri
You mUlt att.nd an In'om,atIOft .... k>ft to
" 'I o ld I Mllr11ll K el(.II. ' If you ' re II lC ell o btAin .1n applle.don .
II U ", ' 1I11t1ad1l1C I' ll suppm l YUU li lly wily I
CII II , hilt y"u ~1I 1 hi ",0 IlIId II tl YUill tl wn
p Cl lf lll" " II mllhclI I' ll kn l/w h"w ~CII\H I IC
you nrc , .. ' ('lI prlll CIlI ,"lid
k Cld Ill ded 10 we t Ihe 21n PCIII II Ill IC IVII nlin ell Ictlull ed 10 ve l UII Ihe hnll lll, II
fewer numher I cqllll e d Ilum 111 I'I CV lllIIIC
e lec tlun cyc lc,.,
S l eWA "1 c.lt plllllled lhnl h eCllUIIC Ihe
41 li t Wnrd llil 011 Ihe edw,c o f Clllcllw,n, the
uutl Ylll1j, lI ubu,h" hllve II (IIr "relilcr InOu -

Ufe

Sunday, March 4, 2007 at 7pm
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Prolonged yearning after death
Study proves grief
occurs in five stages
By Ronald Kotulak/MCT

When a loved one dies, people

go through five stages of grieving,
a"ccording to accepted theory: disbelief, yearning, anger, depress ion
and acceptance.
Now the frrst large-scale study
to examine the five stages shows

they ar..e not on ly accurate, but also
if a person has not reached the
acceptanc!! stage by six months he
or she may need professional help

dealing with his bereavement.
The study. published in the Feb.
21 issue of the Journal of the
American Medical Association,
also found that, contrary to common belief, yearn ing or missing a
loved one is far more prevalent
than depression- meaning mental

health experts may need to refocus
their attention on the feeling of

loss when someone experiences
.prolonged grief.
"It's important, both for clinicians and the average person, to
understand that yearning, and not
sadness, is what bereavement is
really all about," said the study's
author Holly G Prigerson, director
of Dana-Farber's Center for
Psycho-Oncology and Palliative
Care Research and associate professor of psychiatry at Harvard
Medical School. " It 's about yearning, pining, longing and being
angry and protesting that you can 't
have this person back."
Not everyone follows the exact
same pattern of griev ing, but most
do, she said.

The three-year study of 233
individuals participating in the
Ya le Bereavement Study found
that disbelief reached a peak one
month post-loss and then declined.
Yearning steadily increased and
reached its high point at four
months before declining. Anger
then rises to a peak at five months
before diminishing, and depression increases and peaks at six
months post-loss before falling.
Acceptance increased throughout
the duration of the study.
" We found that di sbelief was
not the initial dominant gri e f
indicator," said lead author Paul
Maciejewski , ass istant professor
of psyc hiatry and director of
Yale's Statistical Modeling Core
of Women 's Hea lth Research.
"Acceptance is the norm in the
case of natural deaths, even soon
after the loss. And yearning. not
depression, was the most com mon potentially adverse psychological response ."
The study also found that when
people are diagnosed with a tenn inal illness more than six months
prior to their death, the survivors
have an easier tim e dealing with
their grief, Prigerson said. And
loved ones had a more difficu lt
time dealing with bereavement if a
terminal diagnos is is made less
than ~ i x months prior to death .
" If it.'s an anticipated death,
acceptance becomes a part of it
earlier than if the death is faster,"
said Ramona Behrendt, senior
onco logy social worker at the
Uni versity of Chicago, who has
been working with dying patients
and their families for 25 years.

" People have not had tim e to first proposed that there is a natuabsorb that this truly is happening. ral and progressive psycho logical
They' re still in a shock and despair response to loss in the early 19605
kind of mode and they didn 't real- and 19705. El izabeth Kublerly have a chance to do the unfin- Ross, then at the Univers ity of
Chicago, popul arized in the late
ished business of grief."
People also have a harder time 1960s a fi ve-stage response ofterdealing with grief when a loved minall y ill patients to the awareone dies tragically, such as in an ness of their impendin g death :
accident, Prigerson said. Ninety- denial , anger, barga ining, depressix percent of people, however, die sion and acceptance.
Although survivors do not usuof chronic disorders, such as heart
' all y go throu gh a barga ini ng
disease or cancer, she said.
Although the fiv e stages of stage , Prigerson sa id she and her
grief have been in use for several colleagues were surprised to find
decades, Prigerson said they had how closely th eir bereavement
never been thoroughly studied.
foll owed the same pattern of
John Bowlby and Colin Parkes grie f as they adjusted emotional -

Iy and cognitive ly to the loss of
someone close.
"The surpris ing findin g was
that in nonna l grief, each of the
five stages peaked in exact ly the
same seq uence and all before six
month s," Prigerson sa id . "This
would suggest that people who
have extreme levels of depression , anger or yearning beyond
six months would be those who'
might benefit from a beller mental health evaluation and possibl e
referral for treatment "
Ten to 15 percent of th e
bereaved s urvivors in the study
expe ri enced prol onged g ri ef,
she said .

Dragons bring in the Chinese New Year

A large deco rative dragon passes down South Wentworth Avenue in Chinatown Feb. 18 during the Chin ese New Year Parade. The parade route spanned several blocks of Sou th
Wentworth Ave nue and West Cermak Avenue.
\
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Scoop in the Loop: Political twilight zone In Public
that he had gotten out ofthe game
early, whereas the dozens of political geeks he spawned were just
the beginn ing.
For the past severa l months
the city has been abuzz w ith
conve rsati ons about po lit ics,
and a ltho ugh thi s is th e first
election that I' ve done my best
to cover extensive ly, something
te ll s me thi s is goi ng to be big.
That is why Thompson's patronizing laught er sound ed so lo ud
By James H. Ewert Jr.
las t
week
as
C hicago
City Beat Editor
approached
th e
proverb ia l
" moment of truth ."
My dad to ld me that when
All those who have been
was born , " The Twilight Zone"
for c hange
in
was p layi ng in th e de li very clamoring
room . I don 't know what e lse Chicago may soon get a gl impse
can exp lain the we ird v ibes I gOI of what it looks like-just a tin y
taste. But the question is: Can
last week.
Prior to possib ly one of the we handl e it ?
I'm young, but I' ve learned
most politically influential
municipal elections in Chi cago ·that while truth is a rare comhi story, a thin cresce nt moon modity in po liti cs, in e lections
hung over the lit up sky line last it 's not. If we aren' t careful o r
week, a stark contrast to the hur- weren' t se ri o us beforeha nd ·
ricane of events about to take about politi ca l intentions, the
trust we a ll have in our beliefs
place.
It was the erie calm th at can be used agai nst us as an
always comes before electoral overw he lmin g di s illu sion to
storms, but on this night, instead truth . Absolute truth , like freeof the political white noi se one dom , is often devastating. On
usually hears before an eJection, Tuesday, truth will show its face
there was a distant sound of to the city of big shoulders, but
laughter.
no one really knows what it will
Last Wednesday Feb. 2 1, was look like.
the second anniversary of
Many candidates, especially
Hunter S. Thompson 's suici de, those in the 2nd Ward , have
and I think it was his manic ' made promi ses to the voterslaugh I l"was hearing. He must promises to bOo more access ible,
have been reveling in th e fact tran spa re nt , accountab le and

availabl e to the people. If we
vote in a new a lderm en, we mu st
ho ld their feet down to the city
counci l's fire .
Reme mber that sayi ng " Be
careful what yo u wis h for,
b ec~use it might come tru e and
not be qui te what you expected"? Wel l, whoever you heard it
from is probably cro uchin g
behind a dumpster somew here
wait in g to pop out in front of
you and say, " I told you so."
All thi s com motion about new
representati on in city councilmore debate, mo re oppos iti on to
Mayor Richard M. Daleycou ld blow up in our faces like a
shoddy bottle rocket. It is entirely plaus ible that debates will
turn into childi sh arguments in
C ity Ha ll if everyone isn' t on
the same political page. Don 't
mi sunderstand me, I love argument s, violence and ex pl osions
as much as any other politica l
scrapper, but I love progress a
whole lot more .
I' m holding ofT judgment on
how C hicago will reac t to a city
council with a conceivab le 10
new members, maybe more, but
I' m leaning toward shock and
awe .
Da ley's reign will undoubtedly conti nue, but it 's the city
cou nci l's 50 aldermen that may
fin a lly get the chance to pull the
strings.
There will be a ro ugh transformation period, no doubt
about it. But Chicago is up to

the task . I predict the reporting
frenzy the press conducted will
translate to a higher voter turn
out than in years past. It actually seem s like people are finally
beginning to get the point of
why governmen t is important.
We , the taxpaye rs, pay their
sa laries and a re th e ir bosses.
This is what gets me so riled
up when I see wasteful spending
and questionable hiring. People
have the power. Why not use it?
Yes it's a cliche, but it 's a c lich e
.
because it 's right.
At the end of Hunter S.
Thompson's Fear and Loathing:

'"

.~':ajij' m.era'i~.~·fQr

Chi
pies'Sid co mmittee, the .currcOt f,'ropo~~I, i,,>..RrJ}:Zk.er Pavilion hosting
m~1 cerem6r}ie~6"t)porting events like
sailing 3J,ld the eqpestrian competition .
KrnO! added ,hateven children cou ld ben·
efit from Chicago's choice to hO.5t the
games. Kiosks sefaside would allow kidS
communicate with reside nts of foreign
cou ntriea like Nigeria or South Korea .

to

C UI o ff bul nOI over

there is a hand-written ad which
Thompson came across in the
Sunday newspaper. The last line
of thi s adverti sement says something I think everyone reading
this political column should read
as we ll.
" The world is fu ll of educated
derelicts. Pers iste nce and determin ation alone are om nipotent. "
Sally forth, C hi cago, and
vote. Slaughter th at sacred cow.
Make it holy. Truth needs no
power.
Spare me all the crap about
truth being a subjective concept
or an intang ible fi gment of people 's imagi nat ion . Truth is in the
e lection res ults. This Tuesday.
Chicago wi ll make a decis ion
about its consc ience and future .

jewerl@chroniciemail.com

Freezing your birdies off

As re port e~ in the C hi cago T tbune,
,.. A1Jhough J he :wjnter we:ather may . have
Conimonwealth Edison Co. joined forces with - I been~ hard on Chicago"res idents th is year, they
city officials to help el igible customers, whose aren' t the on ly o nes struggling to face the
service has been cut off, pay their bills.
frigid temperatures.
As reported in th e Chicago Tribune,
After increas ing rates by an average of i2
percent in January, the company is contributing obse rve(s sa id the snow and sub-zero temperan in!tial $1 ·million along wilh the city's -atures !rave made it difficult for birds and
$500,900 contribution- tet the PowerUp pro- other species to find food and warmth.
gram."
Bird-watchers sa id although most species,
PowerUp will provide one-time grants of up li ke Ihe Caro lina wren and eastem bluebird,
to $400 10 customers to help pay their bi lls. The are acc u s~omed to Chicago'S freezing tempergrants are expected 10 help 3,000 to 5,000 atures, they may not have been prepared this
homes. The main targets are people who don't season. Because of the milder weather earlier
qualify for the Low Income Home Energy this year" expe rts fear that some birds are
Assistance Program, have annual incomes of tempted .to stick arou nd rather than migrate
up S 19,600 or families of four earning up 1(, south.
$40,000 a year.
.
CUlTen,ly, abou' 19,000 Corn Ed cus'orners
have had th eir service cut for lack of payments.

'0

A s moking hot Valentines' Oil Y
Residen .. of of 90 I S. Plymoll,h Ct ca ll ed
pulice on Feb. 14 anc r smellin g smoke in th e
hui ldi ng. Ilo li ce omcers Arrived Oil the sce ne
a long w ith fi relig hters And discovered ;1 fir e in a
171h siory IIlIil. The lire: originnlcd from th e
sluve in Ihc unit. The resi dent wns nu t o f lown at
lim e ur Ih e lire .
Nut

It

run dll Y In thl' prudu ct' uhde

While .. lu!ppilIH II I th e Jewel -Ose,) al 122 4 S.
Wllha"h Ave. 011 Feh. I K. II II)"yellr·u ld WOIIIIIII
IIIr1l cd IIWU Y 1'1'0 111 1I \,l1' ca rl III He t 1111 ihl lll whll \,l
shul' lllI' J( in Ih e (ll'lIdll CC secliu n. stU.1 r()1Urlled III
nIH lei plll''iC hud hcc li IlIkcli frolll II l'r cnrt. Th e
vll lirn Icpo ll c tl Ih l' illchktll hI Jewel ilcctlrhy
who Iliter cClnl n\'l eti ptllle\.'! . !'ulln, nll"ctlr~ IflIer
Idcllllli ed II 'lI) .. yeur~ t' ld 1111111 II l1d It 3 9 ~ )'ell ..... old
WHlIHIII tlulllpll1 ~ II I"mle Ihl11 11 1 Ih e vlctlm 'lI
lIc~c r l ptlull III' tlie IJ lUhm IlIlr.!!(), All credit cnrdlt
IUlfl bec n IlIken by th e ul' "IHlen. wlltl \Y(lr(l put
Itllo

CUll llltly,

. Celebrale 'the last'few days
of Black Hi, 'ory Mon,h at 'he
Cirrdy r ritzker Auditorium . in
the lower leve l of the Harold..
Washi ngton ' Library; 400 S.
State St. Storyte ller Kucha
Brownlee will ' discuss African
and American .folktales. fabl es
and proverb$. usil!g performance art . The event is free and
begins at 11 a. m. For more
informalion call, (3 12) 747·
7200.

On the Campaign Trail '72,

MetrQ news briefs: a short week in review
Olympic bid giv,ing back
As C hicago continues to fi ght for the
20 16- Olympic(, 'Grint Park has begun
emerging as an international fe stival ve nu e
that would allow visitors to have their own
involvement in during the games.
.
c:. Qjf~~ Tribune Do ug

Monday, Feb ru ar y 26

Tuesday,

Febr~a ry

27

Ladie s are e ncourage d to
spi ce up their sex-lives by
attending a workshop at the
female-friendly sex shop Earl y
Bed, 5232 N . Sheridan.
Women will di scuss the female
anatomy, orgasms, masturbati on tips, sex toys and more.
The fee· is SIS and S I 0 for Sl u·
dents . Reg ister bye- ma ilin g
workshops@earlytobed.com .

'0

Wed nesday, Februa ry 28
Bring yo ur prose to the
Heartl and Cafe in Rogers Park,
7000 N. Glenwood Ave., for
the "In One Ear" o pen-mic
poetry series. It is the c ity's
longest-ruoning.open -mic poetry series, accordin~ ,. to their
webs ite. Covet'\ts· $3 arid ,you
must be 18 o r older: For more
inform ati on call (773)4658005.

Thursday, March I
Start off the month right wi th
S,.kok ie's Northl ight- Theatre 's,
9501 Skokie BIvrd., adaJf.ition
M "The WiZard of dz:; The
show run s 'ill March Il!h an~ /""
tickets can .be purchalOcd
through Nort.hligh~ W~'il.•..,)
•

,

•

Friday, March.r

1"

,;..J .

j

Ge t yo ur myste ry fix at
Newber ry Library. 60 W.
Wa ll on St , by pickin g up a ll
ty pes of true-c rim es, classic.
co nt e mporary, romanti c and
sc ience-fiction mysteries al the
book fair. Admi ssion is free
and it begins at 12 p.m. For
more informati o n ca ll (3 12)
255·3700.

Mll ybe s tud y hHrd er nut time instud?
O n Feb. 7 a tcadler 1\1 East-West University,
Si b S. Michignn Ave ., reported to police th aI nn
un\..nowll studenl se nt him c- l11 ni ls th reatening to
kil l him if he didn't g ive him an A on n mid· lcnn,
As of press tilll e. the sender of the e·mni ls hus
nol he located.

Aner fu ll ing. USil'l'P nil U soulhbound Re-d L.ineIl'Ilill 011 ' ·...·b. 17. II 19- 'cttN)ld mnn woke up ut
Ihe II lll'ri ~ \\ 1I 'trecl stnp. I E. Itnrrison St .. tn disC\lVl'r hi:i frunl k " pOckel hnd been s lnshcd opl'n
nnd h i~ wn lle t W t\ ~ :'\ l\llul\, NI) suspects hnvQ becn
fllllm\.
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For the past . .veral w..luI,
Chicago re.ldents have heard,
read and . .en a litany of storie.
covering the 2007 municipal
elecUon. With a large number of
aldemianlc . .ats up for grab..
It'. poulble thl. elecUon could
drastically change the make-up

,..

of Chicago'. City Council.
From real estate development and corruption to
campaign con,tributions and underdog candidates
challenging City Hall's status quo, here are a number of stories that offer a glimpse into the underbel·
Iy of Chicago's notorious political climate as the city
nears a turning point
Editors' note: The Chronicle wants to fully disclose that
- several editors and writers have worked on lhe Illinois
Campaign for Po~itical Reform oS "contributor profiles"
as part of a class project.

Joshua Covarrublas/The Chronicle

./

Source: City of Chicago

Itec'o rd set for student election judges
Gj,aup encourages
high school seniors
to part' .... te

student is in good academic
standing with a grade point
average 00.0 on a 4.0 scale.
The Board of Election

By Alison Shipley
Staff Writer

ChaUenge organization for recruit-

~or those not old enough to vote
this election season, they can still
playa part in the Feb. 27 munici-

Chicago's Board of Elections

lClpa

pal elections.
A record 964 high school sen-

Part of The Chronicle's ongoing election coverage

Commissioners praises the Mikva

ing almost all of the students that
will participate in the program.
Jim Allen, spokesman ,for
Commissioners, said the students
take their duties very seriously.
"It's heartwanning to talk to
these kids," Allen said. "A lot of
them actually end up serving in
their own community. It really
builds a sense of ownership in the
election process."
The Mikva Cballenge launched
its pilot program in 1998, when
only two public high schools,
Bowen and Kelvyn Park, were
involved. Currently, there are 40
high schools involved in the outreach program.
Charlene Ashley, a teacher at

iors throughout Chicago will serve
as election judg~ for the municipal elections as part of the Mikva
Challenge, a Chicago-based
organization that encourages students to join the political process.
Students will have the same
responsibilities and authority as
other judges in the election.
The duties of an election judge
require equipment setup at 5:30
a.m. on the day of voting and
judges must be completely impartial during the election. Once the Kelvyn Park High School, 434 W. A high school senior serves as an election judge during the 2006 general election primary. During the
polls have c1osed, judges must tab- Wrightwood Ave., has been
2006 primary, 786 high school seniors participated as election judges. This year. 964 are participating.
ulate the poll totals for their involved in the Mikva Challenge '
precinct.
since the program's inception. She campaigning and commun ity servMeghan Van Omum, 2 1, a psy- vote," Van Omum said.
By law, students will receive the said most of the students in the ice," she said. " It realty is an amaz- chology major at Harper College
Bemal said about two~thirds of
same compensation as regular . program end up becoming eager ing program."
in northwest suburb}n Palatine, the participating srudents in the
jUdges. All are paid $50 for attend- voters and are interested in the
Roxana Bernal, who runs said she couldn't have handled the program for this election have paring a mandatory four-hour training campaign process.
"Elections in Action" at Mikva duties of an election judge while ticipated in the past.
Ashley said one of the students, Challenge, said the number of sru- she was in high school.
session and an additional $ 100 for
"Srudents have said it was really
Rosa, encouraged her mother and dents involved is expected to grow
serving on Election Day.
.
"It's a big responsibility," Van nicc to be put in a position wherc
In order for students to partiC- grandmother to vote. 'They had as the program outreach expands.
Omum said. "If something got adults from their neighborhood
ipate as election judges, they never voted before," she said. "As
" In the beginning, it was diffi- messed up or went wrong, people can see them doing positive things
must be a high school senior and a Latina, Rosa felt her family cult for voters to get used to the would look at your age and blame for their community," she said .
a current U.S. citizen. Along could get out there and start idea of srudents serving as election those mistakes on that."
Current law allows only high
with' attending the mandatory changes that were important to judges," Bernal said. "People
A lthough Van Omum said she school seniors to participate.
training class, students interest- Latinas in her community."
doubted the capabilities of higb thinks it's good for young people Mikva Challenge and the Board of
The students take their experi- scnool srudents to be responsible to .people to be involved with the Election COlTllilissioners are cured in the program must fil~ ? ut
an
application
requmn.g ences and knowledge and apply it enough to handle all of the duties democratic process, she doesn't rently working on getting high
to other interests even after that are required of election know how reliable students are.
p~ental pennission and a n?m~
school juniors involved in the
nation from a teacher or prmcl- Election Day is over; Ashley said. . judges. But as we go into our
" I'd be afraid of miscounting the process as well.
"Some students go on to do eighth year, voters have come to votes or giving someone the
pal of their school. The teacher
or principal must verify that the internships with senators; they do see that the program works."
wrong instructions on how to
chronicle@colum.edu
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A logically 'unreasonable tnan'
Former Green Party
candidate releases
his latest book
By James H. Ewert Jr.
City Beat Editor

Ralph Nader, a consumer
advocate and fonner presidentia l

candidate for the Green Party,
rece ived an excessive amount of
undue guff from the media for
offsettin g the 2000 and 2004

details 17 of the traditions which
he holds true . He sa id An
Unreasonable Man is about a
time in Washington around the
1950's and 1960's when people
both young and old came together to enact changes that meant
something.
Nader
spoke
with The
Chronicle about his storied past
in politics and uncertain future of
the next generation of students
about to head out into the world.

elect"ions, but his career as a
political activist goes back much

furt her.
With a career spanning more

than

five

decades,

Nader's

accomplishme nts , awards and
accolades are too numerous to
li st. His 1964 book, Unsafe AI
Any Speed, brought national
attention to the automobile industry and put into motion many o(
the caT safety regulations w idely
known today.
The 73-year-old attorn,ey who
will turn 74 years o ld on Feb. 27,
visited Chicago last week to publicize his latest bOQk, ' The
Sevenleen Traditions , and documentary, An .Urreasollable Man,
which will premiere March 2 at·
the Music Box Theater, 3373 N.
Southport Ave.

The

Seventeen

The
Chronicle:
You've
received a lot of flack during
the last few years for your
views on politics. Are you frustrated by being asked the same
questions over and over again?
Nader: It certainly reveals an
impoverishment of dialogue
politically. lnstead of talking
about the sort of directions the
country has to move in-domestic and foreign- instead of talking about how we get there, how
people can get mobilized, why
they're not mobilizing, they ' re
asking the same thing, the same
questions you might expect. We
need to have a break in that sort
of thing, and part of that is tbe
respons ibility of the reporters.
They 're in the ditto business.

Traditions,

Nader's childhood memoir about
growing up in Winsted, Conn.,

As you look back on your
career, what accomplishment

See Nader, Page 35

Ralph Nader visits the Borders at 830 N. Michigan Ave. to speak about his new"1m·o,,,,._,,,,Seventeen Traditions' on Feb. 21. He says the book is 'an ode to his parents'.
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Check out The Chronicle's coverage of
Chicago's 2007 municipal election to
L-----=~==;:..;;;.:;~·;.;~--~M~aiiur~lc~lo~R~ubijliO.fT~hie~Chronicle find out the issues in a ward near you.
Darwin, a chocolate Labrador, relieves himself near the Agora Sculptures in south Grant Park.
Jacob Bovara, Darwin's owner, said, 'We've taken the same route everyday. This is his favorite spot.'

Oricago Park District
bans dogs from
South Loop park
By Annie Siezickey
Staff Writer

..... ,"\

A recent $3 million addition to
Chicago's Grant Park may not be
open to the city's four-legged residents for much longer.
The Chicago Park District
recently passed a law banning dog
owners from walking their pets
near the Agora sculptures, located
cast of II th Street in Grant Park.
According to Jessica MaxeyFaulkner. spokeswoman for the
parks, evidence shows dogs have
been peeing on the Agora sculptures,
designed
by
artist

Magdalena Abakanowicz.
Although she wishes residents
would see the 9-foot-tall headless
iron statues as works of art and
respect them, Maxey-Faulkner
said the park district is now prohibiting dogs from the perimeters
because of the urination issue.
"The reason is owners were not
being
responsible,"
MaxeyFaulkner said.
She added that residents could
receive up to a $500 fine if caught
by the Chicago police.
However, not all Chicagoans see
beauty in the pricey addition.
"The statues are so ugly. I'm a
fan of art, and I don't even know
what they represent," said Sevda
Keyifti, a local resident and dog
owner.
Gail Merritt, president of the

South Loop Dog Park Action C<>op, said when a community has as
many dog owners as the South
Loop, there arc going to be more
irresponsible dog owners. Merritt
said the Co-op recently started to
work toward getting a dog-friendly park in the South Loop, by raising $75,000 and working with the
park district to open Grant Bark
Park.
"I would be curious to see how
(police] plan to enforce the ban,"
Merritt said.
Merritt added that the park district previously passed a " leash
law," prohibiting unleashed dogs
to be in public, even if accompa.
nied by owners.
" If the park district was able to
enforce the leash law then there
would be no need for the ban,"

Merritt said.
Despite residents not seeing the
art in the statues, some understand
the need for the ban.
Dog walker Stephan Gobvle
said he frequently walks dogs in
the designated dog-friendly area of
Grant Park, and understands the
park district's need to prohibit
dogs from the installment.
However, he said it will take time
for dog owners to complete ly
avoid the area.
"TIlere are very limited places as
to where you can bring dogs
downtown," Gobvle said.
Maxey-Faulkner said the Bark
Park is located at 9th Street and
Columbus Drive in Grant Park.
But Merritt said the location of the
sculptures is where the dog-friendly area should have been. She said

dog owners feel that area is the
sensible place to bring their dogs.
"The community had a hard
time finding a location that
worked," Merritt said.
Despite the controversy, the
sculptures still hold historical context to the city, having been
received as a gift from Poland. The
title, Agora, translates to "meeting
place" in Greek. The statues were
first at the Daley Center in January
2005 and premiered in Grant Park

in fall 2006,
" We do what we can to encourage responsible dog ownership,"
said Merritt ofthe Co-op's mission
to make the South Loop the most
dog-friendly
community
in
Chicago.
chronicle@Colum.edu

